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1 Introduction

The Internet sees an ongoing transformation process from a single best-effort ser-

vice network into a multi-service network. In addition to traditional applications

like e-mail, WWW traffic, or file transfer, future generation networks (FGNs) will

carry services with real-time constraints and stringent availability and reliability

requirements like Voice over IP (VoIP), video conferencing, virtual private net-

works (VPNs) for finance, other real-time business applications, tele-medicine,

or tele-robotics. Hence, quality of service (QoS) guarantees and resilience to fail-

ures are crucial characteristics of an FGN architecture. At the same time, net-

work operations must be efficient. This necessitates sophisticated mechanisms

for the provisioning and the control of future communication infrastructures. In

this work we investigate such mechanisms for resilient FGNs.

There are many aspects of the provisioning and control of resilient FGNs such

as traffic matrix estimation, traffic characterization, traffic forecasting, mecha-

nisms for QoS enforcement also during failure cases, resilient routing, or scalabil-

ity concerns for future routing and addressing mechanisms. In this work we focus

on three important aspects for which performance analysis can deliver substantial

insights: load balancing for multipath Internet routing, fast resilience concepts,

and advanced dimensioning techniques for resilient networks.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Aspects of Resilience, Provisioning,

and Control under Study

Routing in modern communication networks is often based on multipath struc-

tures, e.g., equal-cost multipath routing (ECMP) in IP networks, to facilitate traf-

fic engineering and resiliency. When multipath routing is applied, load balancing

algorithms distribute the traffic over available paths towards the destination ac-

cording to pre-configured distribution values. State-of-the-art load balancing al-

gorithms operate either on the packet or the flow level. Packet level mechanisms

achieve highly accurate traffic distributions, but are known to have negative ef-

fects on the performance of transport protocols and should not be applied. Flow

level mechanisms avoid performance degradations, but at the expense of reduced

accuracy. These inaccuracies may have unpredictable effects on link capacity re-

quirements and complicate resource management. Thus, it is important to exactly

understand the accuracy and dynamics of load balancing algorithms in order to

be able to exercise better network control. Knowing about their weaknesses, it is

also important to look for alternatives and to assess their applicability in different

networking scenarios. This is the first aspect of this work.

Component failures are inevitable during the operation of communication net-

works and lead to routing disruptions if no special precautions are taken. In case

of a failure, the robust shortest-path routing of the Internet reconverges after some

time to a state where all nodes are again reachable – provided physical connec-

tivity still exists. But stringent availability and reliability criteria of new services

make a fast reaction to failures obligatory for resilient FGNs. This led to the

development of fast reroute (FRR) concepts for MPLS and IP routing. The oper-

ations of MPLS-FRR have already been standardized. Still, the standards leave

some degrees of freedom for the resilient path layout and it is important to un-

derstand the tradeoffs between different options for the path layout to efficiently

provision resilient FGNs. In contrast, the standardization for IP-FRR is an on-

going process. The applicability and possible combinations of different concepts

2



1.2 Outline

still are open issues. IP-FRR also facilitates a comprehensive resilience frame-

work for IP routing covering all steps of the failure recovery cycle. These points

constitute another aspect of this work.

Finally, communication networks are usually over-provisioned, i.e., they have

much more capacity installed than actually required during normal operation.

This is a precaution for various challenges such as network element failures. An

alternative to this capacity overprovisioning (CO) approach is admission control

(AC). AC blocks new flows in case of imminent overload due to unanticipated

events to protect the QoS for already admitted flows. On the one hand, CO is

generally viewed as a simple mechanism, AC as a more complex mechanism that

complicates the network control plane and raises interoperability issues. On the

other hand, AC appears more cost-efficient than CO. To obtain advanced provi-

sioning methods for resilient FGNs, it is important to find suitable models for

irregular events, such as failures and different sources of overload, and to incor-

porate them into capacity dimensioning methods. This allows for a fair compar-

ison between CO and AC in various situations and yields a better understanding

of the strengths and weaknesses of both concepts. Such an advanced capacity

dimensioning method for resilient FGNs represents the third aspect of this work.

1.2 Outline

This monograph is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the basic principles

of the provisioning and control mechanisms for resilient FGNs covered in this

work and lays the foundation for the following chapters. In this chapter we also

give a short overview of various quality concepts since high quality communica-

tion is the main goal of provisioning and control for resilient FGNs. Chapters 3,

4, and 5 then study the three aspects load balancing for multipath Internet routing,

fast resilience concepts, and provisioning of resilient networks in detail. At the

end of each chapter, we briefly summarize the main findings for the respective

topic. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this work.

3
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2 Resilient Network

Provisioning and Control

In this chapter we describe the basic principles needed in the course of our work.

For this purpose, we first briefly explain basic quality concepts. The possibility

to provide high quality services is one of the main design goals for future gen-

eration networks (FGNs). This is the background for our work and clarifies the

definitions we have in mind when referring to the abstract term “quality”.

Thereafter, we introduce the fundamentals of the mechanisms for resilient net-

work provisioning and control under study: load balancing in Sections 2.2 and

2.3, fast resilience concepts in Section 2.4, and provisioning of resilient networks

in Section 2.5. At the end of each section, we also briefly indicate our contribution

to the respective topic.

2.1 Basic Quality Concepts

Any success in business largely depends on the ability of the engaged compa-

nies to deliver an attractive degree of quality to their customers at competitive

costs. If customers are dissatisfied with the received services, they often consider

defection to competitors. They further tell relatives and friends about their bad

experiences leading to a chain reaction. At the same time, assessment of cus-

tomer satisfaction is a difficult task. Not all unhappy customers call the company

support or complaint division to verbalize their dissatisfaction, some customers

simply leave. Thus, it is important to provision the offered services appropriately,

5



2 Resilient Network Provisioning and Control

to constantly assess their quality, and to take appropriate action in time if prob-

lems arise. For this purpose, definitions and concepts are required that describe

what the abstract term “quality” means in the given context and how to achieve

it.

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) issued two basal def-

initions of quality in their standards 8402 and 9000. ISO 8402 [25] defines qual-

ity as “the totality of characteristics of an entity that bear on its ability to satisfy

stated and implied needs”. This definition was replaced in ISO 9000 [26] by the

“degree to which a set of inherent characteristics fulfils requirements”.

In this work we focus on mechanisms that achieve reliable services and thereby

quality in communication networks. Due to the possibilities of modern broadband

connections to offer real-time and other critical services this also became an issue

for the initially best-effort Internet. In the context of communication networks,

there are several views on quality that evolved over time. In the following we

briefly outline some important concepts.

Grade of Service (GoS)

In the public switched telephone network (PSTN), the grade of service (GoS) is

the probability that a call is blocked or delayed at its establishment or release for

a longer period than a given interval due to limited system resources [27,28]. This

value is usually assessed during the busy hour which is the time of the heaviest

traffic intensity in the network. GoS is also often seen as measurable parameters

pertaining to the traffic performance of a telecommunication network. Thus, GoS

standards are required to achieve quality of service (QoS, see below), but GoS is

not necessarily a subset of QoS [29]. According to [29], GoS takes the network

point of view while QoS takes the user point of view.

Several recommendations of the international telecommunication union (ITU)

telecommunication standardization sector (ITU-T) cover aspects of GoS. Rec-

ommendation E.543 (1988) [30], e.g., specifies an internal loss probability of

0.002 during normal and of 0.01 during high load for international telephone

exchanges.
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Quality of Service (QoS)

The traffic engineering term “Quality of Service” (QoS) has its roots in the

telecommunication world [31]. Today it is widely used with varying meaning

in different technological fields. QoS is a notion that evolved over time and is

therefore hard to grasp. It is often not defined at all, defined only implicitly, or

even misused.

In packet-switched communication networks, QoS in a narrow sense often

refers to network parameters such as delay, jitter, packet loss, and throughput.

But depending on the context, it may as well denote the perceived quality level

or the collection of networking technologies and techniques such as resource

reservation control mechanisms that provide guarantees on the network behavior.

Further, QoS is also used to express a degree of excellence in a comparative sense

relative to other technologies for technical evaluations.

Several standardization bodies developed QoS frameworks describing their in-

terpretation of QoS, e.g the ATM Forum (now incorporated into the IP/MPLS Fo-

rum) for the asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) [32], the 3rd Generation Partner-

ship Project (3GPP) for the universal mobile telecommunication system (UMTS)

[33], the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) for the Internet [34,35], and the

ITU-T for communication networks [31].

We now briefly describe QoS as seen by the IETF since their QoS architectures

were specifically developed for the Internet. After that we also give an overview

of QoS as seen by the ITU-T since this is the most comprehensive QoS definition.

QoS within the IETF In RFC 2216 [36] QoS is defined as the quality

referring “to the nature of the packet delivery service provided, as described by

parameters such as achieved bandwidths, packet delay, and packet loss rates”.

Hence, QoS is mainly a question of routing packets through the network.

In the context of the IETF, QoS is often associated with the IETF QoS archi-

tectures. The Integrated Services (IntServ) architecture [37, 38] gives guarantees

for individual flows based on the distinction between real-time and elastic flows.
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2 Resilient Network Provisioning and Control

For each flow a path is reserved through the network using, e.g., the resource

reservation protocol (RSVP) [39]. In [1] we presented a performance evaluation

of different reservation protocols. Since reserving a path for each flow requires

every node to maintain flow states, scalability issues arise. Differentiated services

(DiffServ) [35], on the contrary, follows a fundamentally different stateless core

approach. Packets of different flows are aggregated into service classes that obtain

differentiated treatment, i.e., treatment better or worse relative to other classes,

at the network nodes based on the per-hop behavior (PHB) of their service class

specification.

Service quality criteria

Speed Accuracy Availability Reliability Security Simplicity Flexiblity

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Service function
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7 Connection
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8 Information

transfer

9 Connection
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11 Network/Service man-
agement by customer

Figure 2.1: Matrix for the identification of QoS criteria of different service func-
tions of a telecommunication service according to [40]
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QoS within the ITU-T ITU-T Rec. E.800 [41] defines QoS as “the collec-

tive effect of service performance which determines the degree of satisfaction of

a user of the service”.

Based on this QoS definition and the framework for QoS implementation in

E.800, ITU-T Rec. G.1000 [40] presents an application oriented QoS frame-

work that sees quality from multiple viewpoints: the customer’s and the service

provider’s viewpoints.

Classical QoS approaches that see QoS only in terms of measurable network

performance parameters such as delay, packet loss, jitter, and throughput follow a

bottom-up approach. They specify limits for the network parameters that must not

be exceeded for different services in order to meet the customers’ expectations.

The ITU-T framework is a top-down approach. Based on the QoS definition from

above, it breaks down the users’ expectations and the resulting quality criteria of

a service into different functional requirements. These functional requirements,

then, are used by the service provider for the provisioning of the service and some

of the functional requirements must be mapped onto appropriate network perfor-

mance parameters. Figure 2.1 shows the matrix from G.1000 [40] that is used to

identify the quality requirements for different functions of a telecommunication

service. The service functions 7 “connection establishment” and 9 “connection

release” partly relate to GoS, function 8 “information transfer” to the classical

definition of QoS corresponding to measurable network performance parameters.

The introduction and the operation of a quality service necessitate constant

monitoring whether the viewpoints of the customers and the provider match.

The QoS promised by a provider may differ from the achieved QoS. And the

achieved QoS may be differently perceived by the customers and not match their

requirements. This is reflected by the four viewpoints on QoS within the ITU-T

framework shown in Figure 2.2.

This QoS definition incorporates next to the objective technical aspects of

communication also subjective expectations of customers. In this context the

ITU-T further specified, e.g., a model called perceptual evaluation of speech qual-

ity (PESQ) [42] to predict the customers’ perceived mean opinion score (MOS)
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for voice quality. This is an approach to make subjective perceptions objectively

measurable. A broad overview over QoS and network performance can be found

in [31].

Customer’s QoS
requirements

QoS offered by
provider

QoS achieved by
provider

QoS perceived
by customer

Customer Provider

Figure 2.2: The four viewpoints on QoS according to [40]

Quality of Resilience (QoR)

The authors of [43] introduced the concept Quality of Resilience (QoR). Re-

silience is the ability of a network to provide and maintain an acceptable level

of service in the face of various challenges to normal operations such as link

or router failures. QoR measures the availability of a network with respect to a

given service. In a small application-dependent time interval Δt, a service is ei-

ther available or not. QoR measures the downtime distribution to asses the avail-

ability of the network.

Quality of Experience (QoE)

Quality of end-user experience or simply quality of experience (QoE) is a subjec-

tive quality measure. Similar to QoS, many different definitions exist. However,

it is mainly used to describe the perception of end-users on how usable services

are [44].
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Since most QoS definitions cover the purely technical aspects of quality, QoE

emphasizes the user’s view. In the context of the comprehensive ITU-T QoS

framework described above (cf. Figure 2.2), it can be seen as the viewpoint “Qos

perceived by customers”, but it also includes additional aspects such as satis-

faction with provided content or user equipment usability. QoE is expressed in

human feelings and therefore hard to contract.

In the context of QoE, QoS is often seen as the measurable network perfor-

mance parameters only that contribute towards the user satisfaction.

2.2 Load Balancing for Multipath Internet

Routing

Traffic splitting across multiple paths is an important functionality in modern

communication networks. Many commercial router vendors, such as Cisco and

Juniper, provide basic support for this feature in their products [45–47]. Load

balancing algorithms distribute the traffic over multiple paths towards its des-

tination according to pre-configured distribution values. In IP networks, multi-

path routing is typically implemented by the equal-cost multipath (ECMP) option

for the most widely used interior gateway protocols (IGPs) Open Shortest Path

First (OSPF) [48] and Intermediate System to Intermediate System Protocol (IS-

IS) [49, 50]. Some proprietary router implementations also offer ECMP-capable

versions of the Routing Information Protocol (RIP) [51]. With multiprotocol label

switching (MPLS) technology, the ingress router may forward data over disjoint

label switched paths (LSPs).

Multipath routing is used for traffic engineering (TE) purposes in general.

Specifically, it makes data forwarding more robust against network failures [52]

and helps to minimize backup capacities if capacity sharing is allowed [18]. An-

other potential application includes adaptive multihoming, which allows a stub

domain to adaptively split its traffic across multiple access links connected to

different ISPs to optimize performance and costs [53, 54].
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In case multiple paths exist to reach the destination – so called path diversity –

and the paths are used in parallel, packet reordering may occur. Packet reordering

is a phenomenon generally known in the Internet that occurs often but not only

due to traffic splitting over multiple paths. Packet reordering is generally consid-

ered to be caused by transient conditions, pathological behavior, and erroneous

implementations. Oscillations or “route flaps” among routes with different round-

trip times (RTTs) are common causes for packets delivered out-of-order [55,56].

However, the authors of [57] find also other non-pathological sources for packet

reordering due to increased parallelism in modern Internet equipment.

While packet reordering in routers is actually not explicitly disallowed in the

Internet [58], it has a detrimental effect mainly on the performance of TCP since

TCP interprets reordering as a sign of congestion [59]. Therefore, much effort has

been put into making TCP more robust to retransmissions [56, 60–62]. However,

this is not state of the art in current TCP implementations and some UDP-based

applications such as VoIP are sensitive to packet reordering as well [59].

Hence, for multipath Internet routing, load balancing algorithms must be used

that keep packet reordering low or avoid it completely. This contradicts the de-

sign goal of distributing the load as accurately as possible over the available paths

according to the desired distribution values to make, e.g., traffic engineering most

effective. The following sections discuss design principles for load balancing al-

gorithms.

2.2.1 Definition: Load Balancing

In general, load balancing refers to the distribution of service requests to multiple

service entities. The service entities are all equivalent with respect to the offered

service but they may have different service capacity. The fraction assigned to

each of them is given by a load distribution or load balancing function.
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2.2.2 Load Balancing Paradigms

There are different paradigms for load balancing algorithms: traffic splitting on

the packet level, on the flow level, and with flowlet switching. This directly influ-

ences the granularity at which traffic is split over the paths. Hence, each paradigm

exhibits different properties concerning accuracy and potential packet reordering.

Load Balancing on the Packet Level

Packet-based load balancing offers the finest granularity. It is the most intuitive

and simplest way to balance load. On the packet level, the arriving packets are

distributed packet-by-packet over the alternative outgoing interfaces in a round-

robin fashion. Since the available paths may have different capacities and the

packets vary in size, algorithms like Deficit Round-Robin (DRR) [63] are used to

achieve the desired traffic split. This packet-based solution is a standard imple-

mentation in many state-of-the-art routers. Its accuracy is very high [64]. How-

ever, the disadvantage is obvious: varying link and buffer delays on different

paths lead to heavy packet reordering. Since packet reordering severely degrades

the throughput of transport layer protocols such as TCP [55, 56, 59–62], this is

not an option for TCP/IP networks (cf. Section 2.2.3).

Load Balancing on the Flow Level

To avoid packet reordering, all packets forming a flow should follow the same

path which requires load distribution on the flow level. An intuitive algorithm to

achieve this is recording the identifier (ID) of a flow together with its outgoing

interface in a lookup table. The flow ID consists of invariant header fields such as

source and destination address, possibly including the protocol number as well

as source and destination port numbers. When the first packet of a flow arrives,

an interface is selected and the information is inserted into a lookup table, which

allows to forward succeeding packets to the same interface. However, the mem-

ory requirements of such a table are very expensive for a large number of flows
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and the lookup in a large table is time-consuming. Since the number of concur-

rent flows can be in the order of tens of thousands [65], a solution that requires

per-flow state is not viable for scalability reasons. Therefore, Cisco introduced a

limited-size cache [66] and calls it “fast switching”. Whenever the cache is full at

the arrival of a new flow, the oldest flow entry of the lookup table is replaced. This

possibly leads to packet reordering if this flow is still active. So other approaches

that avoid the problem of large lookup tables are required.

Hash-based Load Balancing The problem of large lookup tables can

be avoided by hash-based algorithms. A hash function provides a mapping from

the large space of flow IDs to a smaller space of, e.g., integral numbers. Another

operation maps the hash value to outgoing interfaces. By the application of this

concept, no per-flow states are kept since the extended hash function derives the

outgoing interface from the flow ID. Depending on the actual implementation of

the extended hash function, only a small lookup table of limited size is necessary

to store the mapping between hash values and outgoing interfaces. Therefore,

hash-based load balancing scales well with an increasing number of flows. Dif-

ferent hash functions are analyzed in [67]. The authors conclude that the 16-bit

cyclic redundancy check (CRC) function [68–70] achieves good load balancing

performance among the examined functions for static hashing. A further modulo

operation maps the obtained hash values to the outgoing interfaces. As a simple

alternative, the exclusive “OR” of source and destination IP addresses yields also

good results.

Prefix-based Load Balancing Similar to hash-based load balancing

schemes, prefix-based methods [64] require a small, limited-size lookup table

only. The table stores a mapping between destination prefixes and outgoing in-

terfaces. Initially, the table is empty. An incoming packet creates a new entry if

the table is not full and no exact-match against its destination IP address exists.

If the table is full, the algorithm examines the longest prefix match between the

destination IP and each entry in the table. An entry is selected and determines
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the outgoing interface if the match between itself and the destination IP is longer

than the longest prefix match between every pair of entries in the table. Other-

wise, the match between the destination IP and all entries is shorter than for at

least one pair of entries in the table. Then, the algorithm merges two entries with

the longest prefix match and creates a new entry for the packet’s destination IP.

New and merged entries are mapped to the path with the lightest load. The au-

thors of [64] find that prefix-based load balancing algorithms have problems with

popular routes and exhibit generally less potential than hash-based algorithms

since they consider destination IP addresses only.

Static and Dynamic Load Balancing Load balancing algorithms on

the packet level are intrinsically dynamic since a new decision which outgoing

interface to use is made for every packet arrival. Load balancing algorithms on

the flow level can be distinguished into static and dynamic mechanisms. If the

mapping between flows and their outgoing interface is never changed, the algo-

rithms are referred to as static. A static mapping makes it hard or even impossible

to react to load imbalances. Load imbalances arise due to the stochastic nature

of the flows. Both the flow rate variability — flows differ widely in their sizes

and rates — and the number of simultaneous flows influence the load balanc-

ing accuracy. Dynamic load balancing, i.e. flow reassignment to other interfaces,

helps to redistribute the traffic load. They periodically recompute the mapping

between flows and their outgoing interfaces to account for the non-uniformity

of flows. With lookup tables, new flows can be assigned intentionally to under-

loaded links. In case of hash-based load balancing, the assignment function from

the space of the hash values to the outgoing interfaces is modified. The authors

of [71] developed a dynamic algorithm that periodically reassigns flows from the

most overloaded link to the most underloaded link.
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Load Balancing Using Flowlet Switching

The idea of flowlet-based load balancing was introduced first in [72] and further

elaborated in [73]. It exploits the following observation. Two successive packets

can follow different paths without risk of packet reordering if their inter-arrival

time is larger than the maximum delay difference between the paths. This leads to

the definition of flowlets. Flowlets are packet bursts of one TCP flow spaced by a

minimum interval δ. If the parameter δ is larger than the maximum delay differ-

ence between the possible paths towards the destination, two successive flowlets

can follow different paths without packet reordering. Hence, flowlet switching

operates at a coarser granularity than load balancing on the packet level where

a new decision is made for every packet arrival, but on a finer granularity than

load balancing on the flow level. The authors of [72, 73] suggest a load balanc-

ing algorithm called flowlet aware routing engine (FLARE) that implements this

concept. FLARE measures the delay on the multipath and adjusts the parameter

δ accordingly to their maximum delay difference. Flowlet switching is applicable

to traffic that exhibits bursty behavior.

2.2.3 Applications and Problems

Multipath forwarding may be applied whenever packets can be sent over alterna-

tive paths. It can be implemented by different algorithms that exhibit algorithm-

dependent difficulties.

Multipath Forwarding Applications

There are various technical solutions incorporating load balancing for multipath

forwarding. An overview of different multiplath structures and their applicability

can be found in [20].

Equal-Cost Multipath Routing Multipath routing is useful for traffic

engineering purposes. In IP networks, it is implemented by the equal-cost mul-
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tipath (ECMP) routing option which forwards packets from a certain location

to their destination over any path with a shortest distance according to the link

costs in the network. Multiple paths towards a destination can be obtained by

the choice of suitable link costs. ECMP is a standard option of the OSPF [48]

and the IS-IS [49, 50] routing protocols. Some proprietary router implementa-

tions also allow ECMP with RIP and other routing protocols [51]. Usually, traffic

is forwarded equally over any interface leading to the destination over a short-

est path. In contrast, dynamic traffic engineering mechanisms like the adaptive

multipath routing (AMP) [74] — based on relaxed ECMP multipath forwarding

structures — and REPLEX [75] — applicable for general multipath structures —

dynamically signal the load distribution functions.

Resilient Multipath Routing Resilient multipath routing offers alterna-

tive paths such that there is still a working path in case of a failure. This property

of multipath routing is deliberately exploited in [76] which is different from the

standard IP routing. As long as at least two forwarding alternatives exist, the

traffic is distributed in each node according to a given load balancing function.

Self-Protecting Multipath The self-protecting multipath (SPM) consists

of disjoint label switched paths (LSPs) and provides at the source several alter-

natives to forward the traffic to the destination. If one of the paths fails, the traffic

is transmitted over the working paths. The traffic distribution over the disjoint

path follows an optimized load balancing function which minimizes the required

backup capacity.

Problems of Load Balancing for Multipath Forwarding

New problems arise in networking due to the use of load balancing per se or due

to the inaccuracy of load balancing.
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Problems due to the Use of Load Balancing Different paths be-

tween a pair of nodes may have different maximum transfer units (MTUs) [51],

leading to problems when multiple paths are used. Furthermore, popular debug-

ging utilities like ping and traceroute may become unreliable for two reasons:

either succeeding probes may follow different paths or the diagnosed path does

not coincide with the data path. The authors of [77, 78] therefore created a tool

that measures and characterizes load-balanced paths.

However, the main problem is that different queuing, transmission, and prop-

agation latencies along different path may lead to packet reordering. Reordered

packets have a detrimental effect on the throughput of transport layer protocols

like TCP [55, 56, 59–61] and also affect some UDP-based applications such as

VoIP [59]. Therefore, all packets of a single flow should be forwarded along the

same path in order to avoid packet reordering. This demand for load balancing

on the flow level has a significant influence on the design of load balancing algo-

rithms.

Problems due to Load Balancing Inaccuracy The resource man-

agement entity of a network may configure the load balancing function of a net-

work to optimize the network operation [79]. Then, overload may occur on some

links if the realized load balancing proportions in the network deviate signifi-

cantly from the corresponding configured values. This is problematic if the QoS

of real-time traffic is protected by admission control but an unexpected traffic

distribution corrupts the planned traffic load on the links [80]. Similarly, backup

capacities may not suffice for the SPM or the above mentioned resilient mul-

tipath structures if the real traffic distribution in the network deviates from the

pre-configured values.

We will see in Chapter 3 that both the reordering probability and the load

balancing accuracy depend on the applied distribution algorithms.
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2.2.4 Our Contribution towards Load Balancing

Most state-of-the-art routers implement either load balancing on the packet level

or hash-based mechanisms. Since load balancing on the packet level suffers from

packet reordering, we concentrate on the performance of hash-based mechanisms

in this work. Even though an extensive survey of the load balancing qualities of

different hash functions has been presented in [67], there is only little literature

about dynamic load balancing for multipath forwarding. The load balancing ac-

curacy in [71] was estimated based on long-term traffic distributions which lead

to the conclusion that the load balancing accuracy is fairly good. This is an intu-

itive result provided that the hash functions spread large sets of flow IDs evenly

over their codomain. Studies of the load balancing accuracy distribution over time

are still missing. However, they are required to decide whether forwarding inac-

curacies due to load balancing must be considered by the resource management

of a network.

Hence, in Chapter 3, we present a new classification of hash-based algorithms

that includes existing and new ones. Further, we compare their load balancing

accuracy and their dynamics in terms of their flow reassignment rates, i.e., their

behavior over time. For this purpose, we develop a performance evaluation frame-

work for load balancing algorithms.

2.3 Load Balancing Scenarios in

Communication Systems

The term load balancing is used in various application scenarios in communica-

tion systems. Its meaning and the problems and solutions involved differ depend-

ing on the scenario under study. In this section we characterize other important

application examples for load balancing to distinguish them from load balancing

for multipath forwarding. Since the term load balancing has such a broad mean-

ing, we limit the discussion to application scenarios directly related to packet
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forwarding and, in addition, give an interesting example for a load balancing al-

gorithm for multiple servers with minimal disruption in case of reconfiguration.

2.3.1 Load Balancing for Inverse Multiplexing

A single point-to-point link on the network layer may be provided by bundling

multiple parallel links on the link layer (cf. Figure 2.3). The packets of a traffic ag-

gregate are distributed over these parallel links for transmission. This approach is

called inverse multiplexing [81,82] because multiplexing normally means putting

multiple small flows onto a large trunk. Various inverse multiplexing schemes for

packet data networks have been proposed and implemented, including incremen-

tal bandwidth on demand (BONDING) [83] and the multilink point-to-point pro-

tocol (MP) [84]. Typical implementations use packet- or byte-based round-robin

scheduling [85], which achieves a well balanced load on the separate links.

Inverse
Multiplexer

Sender node
S

Receiver node
R

opt.
Resequencing

Algorithm

Logical
Link

Link 1

Link 2

Link n-1

Link n

Figure 2.3: Inverse Multiplexing bundles multiple parallel links to a single point-
to-point link. Depending on the algorithm, an optional resequencing algo-
rithm prevents packet reordering.

The delay of the individual physical links varies due to different link capaci-

ties, due to different packet sizes, or due to buffering on the actual physical link.

Thus, similar to multipath forwarding (c.f. Section 2.2.3), packet reordering with

all its implications on, e.g., TCP throughput degradation, is also an issue. How-

ever, the delay variations are significantly smaller in contrast to load balancing on

the IP or MPLS layer. In addition, an intelligent packet scheduling at the source

allows for efficient packet resequencing at the sink for point-to-point links. For
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example, the strIPe protocol [85] does scheduling and resequencing for this pur-

pose by using Surplus Round-Robin (SRR) on both sides of the physical link.

The sender transmits periodic synchronization packets to survive packet losses

that cause sender and receiver to go out of packet order synchronization. Since

multipaths in IP networks may be significantly more complex than multiple par-

allel links, this solution cannot be adopted for the multipath forwarding problem

in Section 2.2.3.

Another implementation approach for inverse multiplexing renounces on

packet resequencing. It avoids packet reordering within flows by a hash-based

mapping between flows and physical links [86]. The scheme monitors buffer oc-

cupancies. To prevent packet loss, it reacts to load imbalances by moving flows

from links with high buffer occupancy to those with low values. The load balanc-

ing objective for multipath routing, however, is not the prevention of overload on

the next link. It aims at spreading the traffic for a certain destination over several

links according to a given load balancing function. There is no direct connection

between buffer state of the next link and the state of an entire path. Therefore,

buffer occupancy is not a good indicator for unbalanced load in case of load bal-

ancing for multipath routing. Instead, rate measurements are required to detect

imbalances between the individual paths.

In the context of ATM networks, the inverse multiplexing for ATM (IMA) [87]

was standardized by the ATM Forum. Here, the point-to-point cell streams are

dispatched in a synchronous and cyclic order among the physical links and the

cells carry sequence numbers allowing the use of straightforward re-assembly

methods at the remote end [88]. Inverse multiplexing for ATM has further been

generalized to switching paths within an ATM switch referred to as switched

connection inverse multiplexing for ATM (SCIMA) [89]. SCIMA instantiates

an asynchronous cell ordering and re-assembly protocol together with a load-

balancing cell dispatch algorithm.
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2.3.2 Load Balanced Switching Architectures

Switches forward packets arriving from N input ports to M (usually M = N )

output ports. To avoid collisions when packets from different input ports compete

for the same output port, switching architectures rely on buffers and can be clas-

sified into input queued (IQ), output queued (OQ), and combined input/output

queued (CIOQ) architectures accordingly.

When assessing switching performance, throughput and delay induced by the

switching fabric are important measures. A switch is said to guarantee throughput

θ if it will switch a fraction θ of the traffic for any input-output flow for any

admissible arrival traffic, where arrival traffic is admissible if the rates of the

traffic of all input ports destined for the individual output ports do not exceed the

output port capacities [90].

OQ-switches are known to have the best performance in terms of QoS provi-

sioning, but to avoid output contention, the output buffers must operate N times

faster than the input line speed in an N × N switch. Thus, this architecture does

not scale with increasing line rates.

IQ-switches overcome the buffer speedup problem, but simple implementa-

tions suffer from lower throughput and higher packet delay due to a phenomenon

called head of the line (HOL) blocking. With HOL blocking, a packet in the

front of a buffer blocks other packets destined to free output ports since its own

destination is currently busy. The throughput can be limited to a value as low

as 58.6% with simple FIFO queues [91]. Virtual output queueing (VOQ) and

complex scheduling algorithms alleviate these problems [92], but with increasing

line rates the time slot available for generating the scheduling decision decreases,

which leads to scalability problems for the scheduling algorithms.

CIOQ-switches try to find a suitable tradeoff between OQ- and IQ-switches.

The authors of [93] have shown that a speedup of two is necessary and sufficient

to exactly emulate an OQ switch with any monotonic, work conserving service

discipline on a CIOQ-switch.

In this context, [94] introduced load balanced Birkhoff-von Neumann switches
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(cf. Figure 2.4). Birkhoff-von Neumann switches are single stage IQ-switches

that were proven to achieve 100% throughput without internal speedup [95].

However, the original architecture has scalability problems due to its scheduling

algorithm. The load balanced architecture is a two stage switch that introduces

a load balancing stage in front of the original Birkhoff-von Neumann switch to

completely replace the scheduler. The intuition behind it is that the first stage

periodically connects each input to the VOQs of each intermediate input and

thus transforms non-uniform traffic into uniform traffic that can be served by the

sequence of periodic switching stages π(t) in the second stage without a sched-

uler. [94] shows that under the assumption of weak mixing traffic, i.e. for almost

all practical applications, a load balanced Birkhoff-von Neumann switch achieves

100% throughput. This assumption is only a problem for pathological periodic

traffic patterns, but can be fixed as shown in [96].
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Figure 2.4: The general architecture of a load balanced Birkhoff-von Neumann
switch.

Another problem of this architecture, typical for load balancing, is that pack-

ets can be mis-sequenced. Therefore, [97] proposed in a sequel to [94] to use

the earliest deadline first (EDF) policy for the VOQs at the intermediate inputs

together with resequencing buffers in a third stage to remedy this problem. The

EDF policy bounds the amount of mis-sequencing such that the resequencing
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buffers remain small. The authors of [98] follow another approach and use a pol-

icy called full frames first (FFF) that prevents mis-sequencing entirely without

the need for an additional resequencing stage.

The load balanced Birkhoff-von Neumann switch is an interesting switching

architecture since it is relatively easy to implement and scalable. [96] showed

that it can be used to build a 100 Tb/s router where the switching fabric is imple-

mented using passive optics. For this purpose, the load balanced architecture had

to be extended in [99] for the case that not all ports, i.e. linecards, are present or

working.

Finally, [90] gives a theoretical comparison of the full mesh interconnect used

in load-balanced Birkhoff-von Neumann switches to alternative interconnects

like a ring, a torus, and a hypercube. They find that the mesh interconnect is

close to the optimal interconnect for loadbalancing in the sense that it achieves

the highest throughput for a given capacity of the interconnect.

Since the purpose of the load balancing stage in a load balanced switch is the

transformation of non-uniform traffic into uniform traffic over the input queues

of the second stage, we conclude that the still very active topic of load balanced

switches is only loosely related to load balancing for multipath forwarding.

2.3.3 Load Balancing for Parallel Network

Processors on Highspeed Links

Network processors are special purpose hardware customized and optimized for

packet processing. They execute functions such as pattern matching for address

lookup, data bit field manipulation, and queue management.

Today, a single network processor alone is not able to serve highspeed links

due to the large bandwidth of modern link technology. Parallel network proces-

sors are used to operate a highspeed link at full capacity as depicted in Figure

2.5. Thus, this is basically analogous to inverse multiplexing. The traffic is now

distributed to different processing units instead of different links. The problem

is related to our work because all packets of a flow should be forwarded to the
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Figure 2.5: Parallel load balanced network processors serve a single high-speed
link. Packet reordering must be avoided to make the parallel processors ap-
pear like a single high-speed processor to the outside.

same network processor to avoid packet reordering. Besides, scattering packets

from the same flow to different network processors leaves copies of identical data

in the processor caches. This impedes efficient caching and leads to unnecessary

communication overhead due to continuous context updates between different

forwarding engines [100]. Underloaded network processors lead to underutilized

bandwidth and overloaded network processors lead to packet drops.

Like above, hash functions are suggested to map flows with the same hash

value to so called flow bundles [101]. A lookup table entry directly assigns these

flow bundles to the individual network processors. Unbalanced load is detected

by monitoring the queue lengths of the network processors. If the buffer overflow

probability of a network processor queue is high, flow bundles are reassigned.

The time passed since the last packet arrival for a specific flow bundle determines

whether the flow bundle may be reassigned to another network processor. If this

time exceeds a specified timeout value, the reassignment is admissible. Timeout

values larger than the packet forwarding latency through the network processor

avoid packet reordering. This idea is similar to the idea behind load balancing for

multipaths routing based on flowlet switching described in Section 2.2.2 where

the burstiness of TCP traffic is exploited. This approach is also further applied

for parallel network processors in [102]. A burst distributor assigns new packet
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bursts to the currently least-loaded processor. It should be noted, however, that

path latencies can be substantially longer than the latency of a network processor.

Moving only large flows reduces the number of flow reassignments that are

required to achieve a balanced workload, it minimizes the packet reordering

probability and the communication overhead for updating the network proces-

sor caches. Therefore, flows may be classified into high- and low-rate flows and

the mapping for the few high-rate flows may be reassigned selectively [100,103].

[104] proposes a scheduling algorithm for parallel network processors that

is based on the “highest random weight (HRW)” algorithm (cf. Section 2.3.5).

HRW was originally developed for systems like WWW caches to achieve min-

imal disruption in case of reconfigurations. The authors [104] modify it as an

adaptive load balancing algorithm for parallel network processors.

[105] gives a performance analysis of the above mentioned schemes for par-

allel network processors and suggests a new approach built on the key ideas.

2.3.4 Multihoming

Enterprises may install multiple access links to achieve fault tolerance or to sat-

isfy their bandwidth requirements. When the access links are subscribed from

different Internet Service Providers (ISPs), this approach is called multihoming

whereas multiconnecting or multi-attaching refers to obtaining simultaneous IP

connectiviy from the same ISP [106] (cf. Figure 2.6). The term inverse multiplex-

ing in contrast is only used for multiple parallel links.

Multihoming can be applied at different layers of the protocol stack such as

the link, network, or transport layer [107]. Since we look at load balancing for

multipath forwarding at the network layer, we limit this short description of mul-

tihoming to the network layer.

In the context of multihoming, the access links may be statically configured as

primary and backup links for failover. In a more complex scenario, a multihom-

ing load balancing system distributes the traffic over all access links. The load

distribution preferably reacts to the current link load situation to turn the bundle
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Figure 2.6: Multi-attached and multihomed user sites.

of different links into a reliable access connection with high performance.

There are basically two options to connect a load balanced multihomed user

site. If the user site possesses its own range of IP addresses (provider-independent

(PI) or provider-assigned (PA)) identified by a at least 24-bit address prefix and

an autonomic system (AS) number, multihoming load balancing can be achieved

through BGP peering [106, 108] using standard routing protocol functionality.

However, the load distribution across multiple access links mainly depends on

the static address assignment within the user site and on BGP routing policies.

This results in inflexible load sharing and high configuration complexity.

If the user site does not possess an IP address range of its own, it receives dif-

ferent address blocks from each of its ISPs. Even though assigning multiple ad-

dresses to a single host is technically feasible, other techniques such as Network

Address Translation (NAT) [109] should then be used to achieve multihoming

load balancing [107]. The NAT-based approach is capable of balancing load at

flow level granularity.

Since a NAT entity can control only the addresses and thereby the access links

of the flows initiated from within the user site, additional load balancing tech-

niques may be used for traffic initiated externally. This is mainly traffic destined
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for servers hosted at the user site and therefore DNS-based techniques may be

used.

The assignment of flows to the respective IP addresses representing the ac-

cess links can be determined by a (static) hash function on the connection or

session ID in a stateless fashion or by means of a stateful lookup-table [110].

These mechanisms are similar to load balancing for multipath Internet forward-

ing examined in this work. However, here it is impossible to dynamically reassign

flows to other links since this also involves changing the corresponding IP address

which destroys the session context of the transport protocols. Thus, while hash-

based link assignment can be quickly reconfigured to react to link failures, only

the lookup-table approach is capable of reacting also to the current load situa-

tion by assigning new flows to the currently best access link, which makes it the

most flexible approach. Still, the authors of [110] do not find strong advantages

of lookup-tables over hash assignment.

To summarize, only the methodology that assigns flows to links is in principle

similar to load balancing for multipath Internet forwarding. In contrast, multi-

homing load balancing involves additional problems intrinsic to the IP address

management. For instance, individual application protocols require multiple con-

nections with the same IP address such as the control and data connection of an

FTP transfer. This requires techniques to detect the connections within an appli-

cation session [110]. Another issue is the assessment of the load situation on the

access links and, beyond that, the e2e performance in terms of latency, through-

put, and path availability [54, 111, 112]. Finally, multihoming raises scalability

concerns for the current IP architecture (non-aggregation problem) leading to a

significant increase of BGP routing table sizes [106], partly intensified due to the

fact that multihomed networks have already surpassed singlehomed networks in

number [113]. [107]gives a survey of multihoming technology for IPv4, [114] for

IPv6.
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2.3.5 Load Balancing for WWW Caches

WWW caches, also known as proxy caches, are used in a variety of ways. Among

those, forward proxy caches and reverse proxy servers may be implemented on

multiple load balanced machines.

Forward proxy caches are used in networks to reduce the number of outgoing

WWW requests and, consequently, to reduce the outgoing traffic volume and

the response time perceived by the users. In such a scenario, http requests of a

browser are first forwarded to a proxy that looks for the desired content in a local

cache. If the content is locally available, the request is served from the cache,

otherwise it is forwarded to the web server providing the requested resource.

A reverse proxy is a proxy server that is typically used in front of web servers.

It caches static content or often requested dynamic content with limited but still

valid lifetime to offload the central web servers and reduce the response time

perceived by the users. Only if the content is not available on the proxy server

or outdated, the request is forwarded to the actual web servers. Besides, reverse

proxy servers often handle encryption and compression tasks, act as load bal-

ancers for the web servers, and are popular for security reasons since they provide

an additional layer of defense.

If forward or reverse caches are distributed over several machines for scala-

bility reasons, special load balancing techniques are necessary. To avoid asking

every cache individually for the requested content, the proxy hashes the request

string to a value that points to the cache which is responsible for the request.

The focus of this kind of load balancing is not primarily an even distribution of

the load. It is intended to reduce the search time and to increase the hit rate of

the caches since each request item is stored only once. In addition the disruption

should be kept low in case one of the caches fails or additional hardware is added.

The latter can be done in an elegant way by the “highest random weight

(HRW)” algorithm [115]. Here, a random weight is calculated for each cache

by a hash function based on the request string and the cache ID. The cache with

the highest random weight is responsible for the request. If a cache fails, the re-
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quest points automatically to the cache with the next highest weight. Thus, the

entries on the still working caches remain untouched. If an additional cache is

added, the responsibility for most entries remains with the original caches, only

those entries where the new cache has the highest weight are moved. Hence, all

caches are offloaded and move part of their responsibilities to the new hardware.

This approach has been extended to heterogeneous server systems in [116]. The

idea is to assign multipliers to the individual servers according to their capacity

to scale the return values of HRW. A recursive algorithm calculates the multi-

pliers such that the object requests are divided among the servers according to a

pre-defined fraction list.

2.3.6 Other Load Balancing Applications

Next to the load balancing applications from above that are directly correlated

to the packet forwarding process and the example of minimum disruption load

balancing mechanisms for WWW caches, there are various other load balancing

applications. Load balancing is required for server clusters and web server farms

for scalability and performance [117–121], in wireless ad-hoc networks for effi-

cient energy usage [122–124], in peer-to-peer (p2p) systems to equally distribute

allocated resources and responsibilities among the individual peers [125–128],

and in mobile cellular systems for a high spectrum efficiency [129, 130].

Since these applications are only loosely related to the subject of load balanc-

ing for multipath forwarding in this work, we do not present their basic mecha-

nisms here.

Finally, load balancing can also be seen as distributing the load evenly over

one instance, for example, a network. This is the goal of traffic engineering. Load

balancing for multipath Internet forwarding is one means to achieve this.
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2.4 Fast Resilience Concepts

Given the growing size and complexity of modern communication networks, the

presence of component failures is a fact of their daily operation [131] and requires

special precautions. For this purpose, resilience mechanisms maintain connectiv-

ity in case of outages where possible, and the network resource management must

provide sufficient capacity resources to transport the protected traffic through the

network also during failure cases without service degradation.

Resilience mechanisms can be divided into two schemes, restoration and pro-

tection. Restoration sets up a new path after a failure while protection switching

pre-establishes backup paths in advance. Due to their different design principles,

restoration is slow while protection schemes react much faster. IP re-routing is

the most widely used restoration mechanism. Careful tuning of timeout parame-

ters reduces its recovery time to values in the order of one second [132–134], but

this time cannot be reduced arbitrarily without jeopardizing the network stabil-

ity [134].

Networks usually have a layered structure. For instance, an IP network may

consist of an IP layer operating directly above a dense wavelength-division mul-

tiplexing (DWDM) optical infrastructure with SONET framing. There also might

be an MPLS layer. Resilience mechanisms are applied at all layers to protect

against different failure sources. Protection switching directly at the optical layer

provides the fastest recovery times, but it cannot protect against the failure of an

IP or MPLS node.

Currently, we see new emerging services such as Voice over IP (VoIP), virtual

private networks (VPNs) for finance, and other real-time business applications.

They require stringent service availability and reliability and, thus, a fast reaction

to failures [135]. Further, the majority of link failures in a network are short-lived

failures, 50% last less than a minute [131,136]. This calls for resilience strategies

that repair the failure locally. They react fast and can suppress network-wide

failure notification for short-lived failures to avoid the involved problems during

routing changes.
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The demand for fast and local failure reaction led to the development of fast

reroute (FRR) techniques. These techniques prepare alternate paths at each in-

termediate node of a path that are immediately available in case of a failure.

For MPLS technology, two different FRR approaches have already been stan-

dardized [137]. However, pure IP networks also need fast resilience. Therefore,

current IETF drafts and other publications propose various methods for IP-FRR

[6,138–142]. IP-FRR is especially attractive for many network providers since it

relies on simple and plain IP routing.

In the following sections, we describe the basic design principles of FRR

mechanisms for both MPLS and IP networks. For IP-FRR we present a com-

prehensive resilience framework that covers all steps from routing in the failure-

free case to routing in the failure topology. It incorporates fast local reactions to

failures and subsequent ordered re-convergence to the failure topology.

In Chapter 4 we discuss the layout of the backup paths for MPLS-FRR and

suggest simple heuristics that already yield a significant reduction of the required

backup capacity. For IP-FRR we study the combination of two IP-FRR mecha-

nisms loop-free alternates (LFAs) [139] and not-via addresses [140] suggested

by the IETF and the benefits thereof.

2.4.1 Failure Causes

In communication networks there are various reasons for failures like mainte-

nance, accidental fiber cuts, and misconfigurations. An overview and character-

ization of network failures is given in [143, 144]. Failures can be categorized

into planned and unplanned outages. Planned outages are intentional, e.g. main-

tenance operations, and operators can take appropriate precaution in advance.

Unplanned outages are a serious risk for network operators since they may lead

to disastrous network conditions. Unplanned outages can be further subdivided

into failures with internal causes (e.g. software bugs, component defects, etc.) and

those with external causes (e.g. digging works, natural disasters, terror attacks,

etc.).
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The authors of [131, 136] analyze and characterize failures in an operational

IP backbone based on the Sprint IP network. [131] examines the frequency and

duration of link failure events and shows that they are inevitable during the daily

operation. Only 10% of failures last longer than 20 minutes. About 40% last be-

tween one minute and 20 minutes. In particular, 50% of all failures are short-lived

and last less than a minute. Based on the work in [131], [136] further character-

izes the causes for failures in an IP backbone. The results show that 20% of all

failures are due to planned maintenance. Among the unplanned failures, almost

30% can be attributed to router-related and optical equipment-related problems,

while the remaining 70% affect only a single link at a time.

These results confirm that resilience concepts on the network layer should

protect against all single link and single node failures and possibly shared risk

groups (SRGs). This protection is sufficient in most cases [145]. In addition, the

protection against uncorrelated multi-failures remains a desirable feature. In any

case, the possible performance degradation during multi-failures should be as low

as possible. At the same time, the large fraction of short-lived failures leads to a

growing demand for failure resilient routing protocols that ensure high service

availability and reliability despite transient link failures. We further elaborate on

this for IP-FRR later in this work.

2.4.2 Classification of Resilience Mechanisms

We give a brief overview on resilience mechanisms so as to classify the FRR

concepts under study. A broader and more complete overview can be found, for

instance, in [143, 144]. In case of a network failure, resilience mechanisms redi-

rect the affected traffic around the failure location. They can be distinguished

into restoration and protection switching mechanisms. Protection switching es-

tablishes backup paths in advance while restoration finds a new path only if a

failure occurs. Therefore, protection switching reacts faster than restoration.
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IP Restoration

Restoration is typically applied by IP re-routing. IP networks have the self-

healing property, i.e., their routing re-converges after a network failure by ex-

changing link state advertisements (LSAs) such that all but the failed nodes

can be reached after a while if a physical connection still exists. This is ro-

bust [145, 146], but slow: There have been several proposals [132–134] that ac-

celerate the convergence of link state routing protocols by reducing the interval

length for exchanging the LSA updates. However, timers cannot be reduced arbi-

trarily and the reductions run the risk of introducing instability in the network, in

particular in the face of frequent transient link failures [134]. Besides, the com-

putation of the shortest paths that are needed to construct the routing tables based

on the new LSAs requires a substantial amount of time. Another example for

restoration besides IP routing are backup paths in MPLS that are set up after a

network failure.

Protection Switching Mechanisms

Protection switching addresses the problem of the slow re-convergence speed of

restoration mechanisms. It is often implemented by MPLS technology due to its

ability to pre-establish explicitly routed backup paths. Depending on the place

where the reaction to failures is executed, protection switching mechanisms can

be distinguished into end-to-end (e2e) and local protection.

End-to-End Protection Switching In case of e2e protection switching,

the reaction to a failure along a path is executed at the path ingress router, i.e.,

at the first router of a path. Backup paths are set up simultaneously with the

primary paths. The classical e2e protection scheme establishes one backup path

for each primary path. In case of a failure, the path ingress router of a broken

primary path simply shifts the traffic to the corresponding backup path. More

sophisticated mechanisms use several backup paths per primary path to achieve

a better traffic distribution in the network during failures.
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The self-protecting multipath (SPM) [9, 147], e.g., consists of disjoint label

switched paths (LSPs) between path ingress and path egress routers. It does not

distinguish between primary and backup paths, but distributes the traffic over all

paths of the multipath according to a traffic distribution function (see Figure 2.7).

If one of the paths fails, the traffic is carried over the still working paths accord-

ing to another precomputed traffic distribution function. Thus, traffic distribution

functions can be optimized a priori to minimize the required backup capacity in

the network [18]. The SPM reduces the required backup capacity relative to the

classical e2e protection scheme significantly and is sufficiently robust to multi-

failures [14]. The traffic distribution over multiple paths introduces additional

problems due to the often unpredictable accuracy and dynamics of load balanc-

ing algorithms (cf. Chapter 3). Hence, [17] suggests the integer SPM (iSPM) and

simplifies the traffic distribution function to a path-failure specific path selection

function without sacrificing much of the efficiency in terms of capacity require-

ments.

Figure 2.7: The SPM performs load balancing over disjoint paths according to a
traffic distribution function which depends on the working paths.

E2e protection switching is faster than restoration methods, but the signaling

of a failure to the path ingress router takes time within which traffic is lost.

Local Protection Switching Local protection schemes tackle the prob-

lem of lost traffic during failure signaling from the outage location to the ingress

router that is necessary for e2e protection. Backup paths towards the destination

are set up not only at the ingress router of the primary path but at almost ev-

ery node of the path. Then, a backup path is immediately available if the path
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breaks at some location. Both MPLS- and IP-FRR are local protection switching

mechanisms since they pre-establish local backup paths. A broad overview about

different MPLS- and IP-FRR schemes can be found in [148, 149].

2.4.3 MPLS Fast Reroute
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of the one-to-one and facility backup options for MPLS-
FRR.

The operations for MPLS-FRR mechanisms have been standardized by the

IETF in [137,150–152]. Commercial router vendors already support these mech-

anisms in their MPLS-capable routers [153, 154]. In case of a network element

failure, MPLS-FRR deviates the traffic at the router closest to the failure location

(cf. Figure 2.8), the point of local repair (PLR). The standard describes two ba-

sically different options: one-to-one and facility backup. The one-to-one backup
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deviates the traffic directly from the outage location to its destination (cf. Fig-

ure 2.8(a)) while the facility backup bypasses the traffic around the outage loca-

tion (cf. Figure 2.8(b)) to repair the original primary path. The facility backup

concept deviates several label switched paths (LSPs) over a single bypass around

the failure location while the one-to-one concept needs a separate backup path

for each LSP. Thus, the facility backup leads to a lower configuration overhead,

but it introduces other configuration problems.

The protection of MPLS-FRR has been extended in [155] to point-to-

multipoint (p2mp) LSPs suitable for multicast traffic. The facility backup option

for p2mp LSPs uses point-to-point (p2p) bypass tunnels for the protection against

the failure of the next hop. If the failed next hop has n children as shown in Fig-

ure 2.9, this requires the use of n p2p bypass tunnels and leads to n times the

traffic on some links. This obviously wastes capacity resources. A current IETF

Internet draft [156] therefore suggest the use of p2mp bypass tunnels instead.

However, in this work we focus on MPLS-FRR for unicast traffic only.

Primary p2mp LSP

p2p bypass LSPs

Figure 2.9: The use of p2p bypass tunnels for the repair of node failures of p2mp
LSPs possibly leads to the multiplication of traffic and therefore increased
resource requirements.

Path Layout Algorithms

The MPLS-FRR standards provide only the protocol mechanisms for the imple-

mentation of a detour or a bypass, but the path layout is not determined. Thus,
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operators have many degrees of freedom for the set up of backup paths. Usually,

the default layout for the backup paths follows the shortest paths that avoid the

outage location [143].

Besides, there are different approaches that try to find an optimized path lay-

out. We shortly describe their main aspects in the following. There are also var-

ious algorithms that deal with optimal path layout for local protection in optical

and ATM networks. These solutions can be partly translated to the examined

problem. However, since we focus on simple heuristics based on shortest paths

algorithms in the remainder of this work, we restrict the following short discus-

sion to work that is directly related to MPLS.

The various path layout schemes can be categorized into online and offline

algorithms. Online algorithms are designed for the case when LSP setup requests

arrive one-by-one with no a priori knowledge of future arrivals and, thus, LSPs

are set up and torn down on demand. Offline algorithms configure a fixed set of

LSPs for planned end-to-end demands, e.g., a fully meshed LSP overlay.

Online Algorithms The authors of [157] suggest a mixed integer linear

program (MILP) formulation to find optimum backup paths for the one-to-one

backup mechanism. However, the solution of MILPs is complex and it may be

difficult and very time consuming for medium-size or large networks.

Besides, using an MILP requires a central server for the computations and

the result is not very robust since the global optimum is very sensitive to mi-

nor changes in the set of requests [158]. The authors of [158] suggest a heuristic

algorithm based on Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm that may be implemented

both in a centralized and a distributed manner. The scheme is designed to im-

prove the resource sharing between backup paths protecting against independent

failures. When a new LSP request arrives, the primary path is reserved along

the shortest path subject to some metric such as delay constraints. Afterwards,

bypasses that protect against node failures are computed for one node of the pri-

mary LSP after the other, beginning from the egress node of the primary LSP.

To compute such a bypass, Dijkstra’s algorithm is run on the network with spe-
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cific link weights. Links that cannot be used due to the considered failure receive

infinite weight, links where additional capacity must be reserved for the bypass

receive a weight equivalent to the required capacity, and links where no additional

capacity is necessary due to capacity sharing receive a very small weight. This

shortest path computation prefers paths that do not increase the additional band-

width. For implementation in a distributed manner, some aggregated information

about reserved, used, and available bandwidth on the links in failure cases must

be signaled through the network. Even though this fast reroute approach uses by-

passes, it is different from the facility backup option specified in the MPLS-FRR

standard since it applies LSP-specific bypasses. The algorithm is based on the

algorithms in [159, 160].

The authors of [161] present another distributed online algorithm for the one-

to-one backup path layout. It aims at optimized backup capacity sharing depend-

ing on the current network state.

Offline Algorithms The offline problem to find a suitable path layout for

given end-to-end demands can be considered for network configuration and net-

work dimensioning. For network configuration, the link capacities are given and

the task is to divide the link capacities into working and backup capacities such

that the working capacities fit the given demands as good as possible while the

backup capacities are minimized. For network dimensioning, the necessary link

capacities are still to be assigned and the primary and backup paths must be

routed through the network such that the resulting required overall capacity is

minimized.

The problem to guarantee fast restoration in a network with given link capaci-

ties while minimizing the amount of network capacity dedicated to protection is

NP-complete as shown in [162]. The authors present two 2-approximation algo-

rithms to solve this problem. However, the task solved here is not the accommo-

dation of given traffic demands in the network. Instead, the given link capacities

are divided into working and backup capacities such that there is a bypass for

each link and this bypass has sufficient backup capacity to carry the working ca-
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pacity of the link in case of a failure. The goal is the minimization of the sum

of backup capacities. Consequently, the problem solution does not consider the

amount of working capacities required for given traffic demands. The resulting

working capacities might not be adequate on all links to accommodate given traf-

fic demands even though there is a solution for the given demands that requires

only slightly more backup capacity.

While there are related theoretical results for the complexity of the offline

problem to find a suitable path layout for planned end-to-end demands, simple

mechanisms that determine such a resilient path layout are still required. We

study suitable mechanisms for network dimensioning in Chapter 4.

Related Algorithms Besides these approaches to obtain a suitable path

layout for the backup paths in single failure cases, [163] extends MPLS-FRR to

deal with multi-failure scenarios and [164] presents an FRR algorithm for p2mp

protection.

[165] suggests a segment-based protection scheme, i.e., not every single link

and node failure is protected by a backup LSP, but only overlapping segments

consisting of a small number of hops. Similarly [166] describes a family of algo-

rithms that allow for backtracking. The failure detecting node sends traffic back

for a maximum number of D hops until it reaches another node that has a local

repair path installed.

2.4.4 Our contribution towards MPLS-FRR

Only little has been written in the MPLS-FRR literature about offline algorithms

for the planning of a resilient path layout for given end-to-end demands. In par-

ticular, a systematic analysis of the standard path layout for both MPLS-FRR

options that considers important network characteristics and outage scenarios is

still missing. Such an analysis is important for the understanding of the tradeoffs

between the different options and also for comparison to other resilience mecha-

nisms. In Chapter 4, we discuss the standard path layout for the one-to-one and
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facility backup options. Based on a network dimensioning approach, we analyze

the required capacity for the standard MPLS-FRR one-to-one and facility backup

concepts considering various networks and outage scenarios. The insights gained

lead to the suggestion of a simple enhancement of the path layout that efficiently

reduces the backup capacity requirements. Finally, we compare the backup ca-

pacity requirements to other protection methods.

2.4.5 IP Fast Reroute

IP routing as implemented by the most widely used interior gateway protocols

(IGPs) OSPF [48] and IS-IS [49, 50] relies on the exchange of link state adver-

tisements (LSAs). Naturally, this imposes limitations on the convergence time in

case of a network element failure [134]. Hence, additional mechanisms are re-

quired to provide a faster reaction. These mechanisms are referred to as IP-FRR

techniques.

IP-FRR is still under development and discussion in the research commu-

nity. In this section, we briefly describe the main ideas behind several compet-

ing mechanisms. [138] divides IP-FRR repair paths into three basic categories

with increasing complexity and failure coverage: equal-cost multipaths (ECMPs),

loop-free alternates (LFAs), and multi-hop repair paths.

ECMPs are paths of equal length according to the link cost metric. If they exist

between point of local repair (PLR) and destination, one or more of the equal-

cost paths that do not traverse the failed element can be trivially used to repair the

outage. LFAs [139] are direct neighbors of the PLR that still have a shortest path

towards the destination. In contrast to ECMPs, LFAs are longer than the shortest

path from the PLR to the destination and they must fulfill certain requirements to

avoid routing loops. Multi-hop repair paths, finally, are paths from routers to the

destination that are more than one hop away from the PLR. Special mechanisms

are necessary to force the packets on their way to the router offering the multi-

hop repair path before they can be forwarded to the destination using normal IP

routing. Multi-hop repair paths can be further classified and sub-divided accord-
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ing to mechanisms used to precompute several alternate forwarding information

bases (FIBs) such as failure inferencing based re-routing (FIFR) [142, 167] or

multiple routing configurations (MRC) [168], mechanisms equivalent to a loose

source route such as tunnels [169], and mechanisms that require special addresses

such as not-via addresses [140] that instruct all routers not to use certain network

elements.

In general, IP-FRR mechanisms should cover most failures, e.g., all single

link or node failures, and should not create problems, e.g., unpredictable severe

routing loops, in case of unanticipated multi-failures.

Mechanisms for IP Fast Reroute

In the following we limit our description to LFAs, not-via addresses, FIFR, and

MRC. LFAs and not-via addresses are the most favored mechanisms within the

IETF routing working group (RTGWG). LFAs are simple, but they cannot cover

all single link and node failures. Not-via addresses cover all single failures, but

they are more complex and require IP tunnels. FIFR and MRC are two mecha-

nisms proposed outside the IETF.

Loop-free alternates A loop free alternate (LFA) is a local alternative

path from a node S towards a destination D in the event of a failure [139]. If

S cannot reach its primary next hop P towards D anymore, it simply sends the

traffic to another neighbor N that still can forward the traffic to D avoiding both

the failed element and S and thus does not create routing loops. Figure 2.10

gives an example. LFAs are pre-computed and installed in the FIB of a router for

each destination. An Internet draft [139] specifies criteria for LFAs with different

properties. A detailed description of LFAs including a classification of LFAs with

respect to their ability is given in Section 4.3.1.

Not-via addresses The intention of not-via addresses [140] is to protect

the failure of a node P or of its adjacent links by deviating the affected traffic
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Figure 2.11: Not-via addresses use IP-
in-IP tunnels. Packets with special
address Mp are carried to M not
via the failed node P .

around P to the next-next-hop (NNHOP) M using IP-in-IP tunneling. This is not

achievable with normal IP forwarding and requires a special “not-via address”

Mp. Figure 2.11 gives an example. In case of the failure of node P , S encapsu-

lates the traffic destined to D into packets towards Mp. All routers in the network

know this special address and forward the packets on their shortest path to M that

does not contain P . M decapsulates the packet and sends it to D using normal IP

routing. This approach is similar to MPLS-FRR facility backup (cf. Section 4.1).

A more detailed description of not-via addresses is given in Section 4.3.2.

Failure Inferencing based Fast Rerouting Failure inferencing

based fast re-routing (FIFR) exploits the fact that packets arrive at routers through

other interfaces during network element failures if re-routing is applied. It com-

putes interface-specific forwarding tables where the next hop of a packet does

not only depend on its destination but also on the incoming interface. It has been

proposed to handle transient link [142, 170, 171] and node [167] failures.

Figure 2.12 demonstrates the basic idea of FIFR. Node S usually forwards

packets destined for D via P . Due to the link weight settings, node C sends all

packets destined for D to node S. Hence, in the failure-free scenario it never sees

a packet destined for D arriving from interface S − C. In case node P fails, S

forwards the packets for D to C instead and C infers from this unusual behavior
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that a failure occurred along the regular path and now forwards the packet over

interface C − E.

FIFR achieves 100% failure coverage for single link and node failures [167].

However, when node protection is applied, the protection of the last hop towards

a destination causes problems for the inferencing mechanism for the following

reason. If the router directly preceeding the destination cannot reach the destina-

tion anymore, it is reasonable to assume link failure. Since it is impossible for the

routers along the infered repair path to differentiate in general which router actu-

ally deviated the traffic and, hence, whether the deviating router assumed link or

node failure, an additional mechanism like tunneling is required.

The original mechanism had problems with asymmetric link weights, which

have been fixed in [172]. There, extensions to handle inter-AS failures have also

been developed. When multiple failures occur and during the re-convergence

to the new topology after a failure, FIFR still has difficulties. Then, major in-

stabilities resulting in routing loops may occur caused by the FRR mechanism.

[173] suggested a modification called blacklist-based interface-specific forward-

ing (BISF) that avoids routing loops also in case of multiple failures. Even though

it can repair a subset of double link and double node failures, its coverage for sin-

gle node failures already drops below 100%.

Multiple Routing Configurations Multiple routing configurations

(MRC) described in [141] and as a similar concept in [6, 174] are a small set

of backup routing configurations for use in failure cases to provide local recov-

ery. The routing configurations complement each other in the sense that at least

one valid route remains in a single link or node failure scenario for each pair of

nodes in at least one configuration.

The normal configuration C0 consists of the basic network topology G =

(V, E) – where V is the set of n nodes and E is the set of m links in the net-

work – and an assignment of finite link weights w0(l) ∈ {1, . . . , wmax} for all

links l ∈ E . In the failure-free scenario, normal IP routing is performed on con-

figuration C0. The backup configurations Cp all have a different and individual
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normal configuration, all links have finite
weights. Isolated nodes and links are de-
picted dotted, while restricted links are
dashed.

weight set. A link l is called isolated in a configuration if wp(l) = ∞ and re-

stricted if wp(l) = |E| ·wmax. A node v with restricted or isolated adjacent links

only – among them at least one restricted link – is called isolated.

The intuition behind this terminology is that isolated links and nodes never

carry traffic in a configuration. Besides, due to their high but finite weight, re-

stricted links are only used to access isolated nodes in case of link failures. Each

link and node must be isolated in at least one backup configuration Cp. During

failure events this guarantees that a valid route exists for each node pair in the

corresponding configuration Cp that does not use the failed element. Figure 2.13

shows an example topology with three backup configurations.

The router detecting a network element failure, the PLR, locally selects an

appropriate backup configuration Cp and marks the packets accordingly. The

routers in the network know all backup configurations and forward incoming

packets in the corresponding configuration. The MRC concept can be imple-

mented using the multi-topology extensions for OSPF and IS-IS [175–177].

MRC achieves 100% failure coverage for single link and router failures and
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does not create routing loops in case of unanticipated failures since the packets

may not be switched from one backup topology into another. [178] proposes an

extension 2DMRC for handling two concurrent failures. [22] presented a new,

enhanced MRC scheme called relaxed MRC (rMRC) that simplifies the topology

construction and increases the routing flexibility in each topology while retaining

the failure coverage.

IP-FRR and Loop-Free Convergence

According to [131,136], most failures are short-lived and last less than a minute.

Hence, for those failures, IP-FRR local failure recovery can suppress network-

wide failure notification that triggers global convergence to the failure topology.

This avoids unnecessary problems involved during convergence to the failure

topology and back. In case of long-lived failures, a predetermined timer indi-

cates that the current outage is likely to last longer and network-wide failure

notification and convergence to the failure topology is unavoidable. This is par-

ticularly necessary to survive additional failures during the outage period leading

to unplanned multi-failures. Most failures are single failures, but with increasing

outage duration double failures become more likely.

Since the IP-FRR mechanism in place protects the traffic hit by the current

failure, there is enough time for loop-free convergence. Mechanisms for loop-

free convergence guide the convergence process, e.g., by means of a given order

in which routers are allowed to apply their updated FIBs. Routing loops have a

detrimental effect on network performance. They impair the traffic for looping

packets, but also for other packets that encounter increased link utilizations due

to looping packets [179]. The authors of [180] suggest a framework for loop-free

convergence. Among their suggestions are ordered FIB updates [181] initially

proposed in [182]. Routers closer to the outage location must revise their routes

before routers further away. The order is based on the router’s position in the

reverse spanning tree and timer values. Once the network converged to the failure

topology, the traffic follows the converged routing. After failure recovery, a loop-
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free convergence algorithm transforms the routing back into its original state.

This leads to the proposal of the comprehensive resilience framework depicted

in Figure 2.14. It consists of five states:

I Routing in the failure-free case.

II Fast local reaction to failures until failure recovery for short-lived failures

or until timer expiration classifying the failure as medium- to long-lived.

III Loop-free convergence to failure topology.

IV Routing in failure topology until failure recovery.

V Loop-free convergence to failure-free topology and routing in the failure-

free case thereafter (I).

II

Fast local reaction
(no failure

notification)

I

Failure-free
case

Failure

Short-lived
failure recovered

III

Loop-free convergence
to failure topology

IV

Routing in
failure topology

V

Loop-free convergence
to recovered topologyTimer

expires
Failure
recovered

Figure 2.14: Resilience framework consisting of five states describing the failure
recovery cycle.

We refer to these five states as the failure recovery cycle. From a network pro-

visioning perspective, the network must be sufficiently dimensioned to accommo-

date the protected traffic during all states for all considered failure scenarios. This

framework raises several interesting questions. What is the prize for short time

failure coverage through IP-FRR (states I and II)? What is the prize for medium-

and long-lived failure coverage (states I and IV)? What is the prize for full cover-
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age (all states)? In this work our analysis of IP-FRR mechanisms contributes to

the first question.

Distinguishing the appropriate reaction to short-lived and long-lived failures

is also beneficial for exterior gateway protocol (EGP) routing. When the egress

point selection from a set of possible egress points is decided by comparing IGP

costs, it is commonly called hot potato routing. The border gateway protocol

(BGP) selects the intra-domain route associated with the closest egress point

based upon intra-domain path costs. Consequently, intra-domain routing changes

can impact inter-domain routing and cause abrupt changes of external routes with

detrimental effects [183, 184].

Supplementary Literature

Proposals for mitigating the impact of link failures on network performance were

presented in [16, 145, 146, 185]. These approaches are based on IP link weight

optimizations. They find appropriate link weight settings such that overload on

links is reduced for a set of considered failure scenarios. Thus, they prepare the

network for failures in terms of link load but they are not concerned with increas-

ing availability such as IP-FRR. They still rely on IP re-convergence. However,

both approaches can and should be combined to achieve cost-efficient resilience.

The idea to use ECMPs for local repair is very common. The authors of [186]

proposed to introduce a limited number of MPLS tunnels in the network such

that there are always two equal-cost paths towards a destination at every node

for fast reaction. Highly meshed backbone networks often have multiple equal-

length shortest paths between every pair of nodes [187].

[188] developed a method for routing loop detection based on the work

in [179]. They associate BGP and IS-IS routing events with loops detected in

traffic traces of the Sprint backbone network. Even though there were network

element failures, none of the detected routing loops was correlated with such a

failure event. However, this is due to the extensive use of ECMPs in this specific

network.
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In the context of inter-domain routing, [133] developed a method that achieves

fast recovery of BGP peering link failures.

2.4.6 Our contribution towards IP-FRR

IP-FRR is a new resilience concept that is currently under development and still

has many open research issues. Our work deals with the combination of the rela-

tively simple LFAs and the relatively complex not-via addresses to obtain further

insights whether such a combination is beneficial. For this purpose, the contribu-

tion of our work in Chapter 4 is twofold. Firstly, we provide a classification of

different LFAs with respect to their ability and establish a new taxonomy. This

yields suggestions for their combination with not-via addresses regarding dif-

ferent resilience requirements. Secondly, we study the effect of combining both

mechanisms to achieve 100% coverage. We discuss pros and cons of both mecha-

nisms and analyze their applicability for different resilience requirements follow-

ing our suggestions for their combination. We also study the backup path lengths

and the amount of tunnelled traffic.

An analysis of the coverage of IP-FRR mechanisms can be found in [189–

191]. So far only average values over all nodes in the network [189, 190] or cu-

mulative distribution functions for the number of alternate nodes offering a spe-

cific repair mechanism [191] were given. [190] presented graphs for backup path

lengths, but not with respect to the combined usage of LFAs and not-vias. Hence,

the detailed analysis of the applicability of LFAs and not-vias presented for the

individual nodes and in particular the combination options for different resilience

requirements and the analysis thereof in Chapter 4 is novel. The analysis of the

performance measure amount of decapsulated traffic has not been done before

either.
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2.5 Dimensioning of Resilient Networks

Network dimensioning is the task of providing a network with sufficient re-

sources. Link capacities sufficient for the traffic in the network are crucial to

fulfill the QoS level promised to customers in service level agreements (SLAs).

If the traffic currently in the network depletes the network capacity, congestion

arises and leads to service degradation. Therefore, network operators rely on es-

timates of the traffic expected in their network and translate them into capacity

requirements for the provisioning of their networks.

Most CO studies use both a flow and a packet level model. The first models the

number of active flows of a traffic aggregate in the network whereas the second

produces the required extra bandwidth above the mean data rate of the traffic.

Traffic demands are usually given in a point-to-point traffic matrix that con-

tains the traffic between any origin-destination pair in the network. Traffic matri-

ces fluctuate over time in a 24 h and 7 day period and the busy hour traffic matrix

is required for the purpose of network dimensioning. Traffic matrix estimation is

a difficult problem since the information available from network measurements

is usually limited [192–199].

Provided the traffic demand matrix is known, traffic models are used to cal-

culate the link capacities required in the network to guarantee a given quality

level. The concept of effective bandwidths [200], for instance, translates statis-

tical traffic characteristics into the required bandwidths, i.e., the effective band-

widths, to meet particular QoS targets. It has been studied for various traffic mod-

els [201–205].

Traffic can be modeled on two different levels, on the flow and on the packet

level. The flow level describes the arrival rate of new requests to the network, their

duration, and the distribution of the average flow rates. The packet level describes

the bit rate of the flows or of a traffic aggregate. This may comprise the packet

arrival rate within a flow or an aggregate of flows and the packet size distribution.

Hence, the flow level characterizes the number of flows in the network and the

mean data rate of the traffic, whereas the packet level models the extra bandwidth
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above the mean data rate that is necessary to safely accommodate the traffic in

the network. Efficient network dimensioning requires accurate traffic models and

traffic models may be significantly different for individual applications.

Network element failures and unexpected user behavior complicate the task of

network dimensioning. Resilience mechanisms react to failures and deviate the

traffic around the outage location. This leads to increased capacity requirements

in other parts of the network that are higher than during failure-free operation.

Resilience mechanisms maintain the mere connectivity, the resource manage-

ment must provision sufficient capacity. Unexpected user behavior may be due to

singular events. For a short period, a single spot in the network, a so called hot

spot, may attract more traffic than usual since it currently offers extremely pop-

ular content. This skews the traffic matrix, may lead to overload in the network,

and also must be taken care of.

It is impossible to foresee all contingencies. Mechanisms that avoid overload

in the network and thus enforce QoS must be applied. There are two main ap-

proaches for this objective: capacity overprovisioning (CO) and admission con-

trol (AC) [206]. CO adds a security margin to the expected traffic demand under

normal conditions and provides so much capacity on the links that overload is

unlikely while AC limits the number of flows over a specific network element,

e.g. a link, to avoid overload. CO is applied in today’s core networks and it is cur-

rently favored by many Internet providers (ISPs) and researchers as the preferred

mechanism [207]. Reports from various tier-1 ISPs suggest that IP backbone net-

works are usually over-provisioned to the point where the utilization of backbone

links is less than 50% of their total capacity [208]. Other analyses see even less

utilization in data networks [209] and do not anticipate this fact to change.

It is generally perceived that CO keeps the networks simple while AC is com-

plex and requires a significant amount of interoperability. In return, AC is often

presumed to be more suitable for guaranteed QoS which can be difficult and

costly with CO. As a consequence, the discussion between both parties regard-

ing the question which approach should be taken in an quality-enabled Internet

resembles an almost religious war [210, 211].
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In this context, in Chapter 5 we present a capacity dimensioning method for

networks with resilience requirements and changing traffic matrices, investigate

the impact of various sources of overload on the required capacity for CO in

networks with and without resilience requirements, and compare this required

capacity with the one for AC.

In the following sections, we briefly describe the fundamentals of resilient

networks, CO, and AC. We further review existing literature on CO, AC, and the

comparison of both. Finally we present capacity dimensioning approaches for

AC and CO on a single link.

2.5.1 Sources of Overload in Networks

If the amount of traffic in the network is too large, this leads to overflow of the

transmission buffers of individual links and, thus, to congestion. Hence, overload

must be avoided. There are various sources of overload in a network. Overload

may be caused, e.g., by fluctuations of the bit rate of the traffic aggregates on

a link due to normal stochastic behavior (a), by traffic shifts within the network

due to popular content, so called hot spots, (b), or by redirected traffic due to

network failures (c). Overload Capacity dimensioning methods for CO need to

take into account all potential sources of overload (a), (b), and (c). In contrast,

AC can block excess traffic if overload is caused by (a) and (b). However, AC

cannot prevent overload due to network failures (c). Flows once admitted to the

network must be treated with the assured quality level also in case of network

failures. Since redirected traffic due to failures is the most frequent reason for

overload in core networks [136], resilient AC admits traffic only if it can be car-

ried without QoS violation together with the redirected traffic of potential failure

scenarios [147]. Thus, capacity dimensioning methods for resilient AC need to

take overload due to (c) into account.
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2.5.2 Capacity (Over-)Provisioning

Capacity overprovisioning (CO) provides sufficient bandwidth so that overload

in networks becomes unlikely and achieves thereby the desired QoS. The link

capacities are chosen in such a way that the predicted traffic exceeds them only

very rarely. To model and predict the characteristics of the traffic in the network,

traffic measurements are required and must be analyzed.

Traffic Characteristics and Measurements

Bandwidth provisioning in highly aggregated core networks is usually based on

the characteristics of traffic aggregates, i.e. on the combined traffic stream of

multiple flows. The aggregated number of bytes over time exhibits statistical

properties like long-range dependence, self-similar scaling properties and non-

stationarity [212]. These properties complicate traffic measurements and model-

ing.

The amount of network traffic increases constantly and follows diurnal and

weekly patterns, which makes the underlying process non-stationary over long

time intervals. However, the authors of [212] also found non-stationarity at multi-

second time scales possibly caused by the superposition of the stationary, high-

variance packet inter-arrival time distributions of the single sources. This requires

change-point tests for the identification of change free regions where the traffic

can be considered stationary. Traffic models must incorporate this piecewise sta-

tionarity and adjust the parameters accordingly to the individual regions.

The phenomenon of long-range dependence has first been discovered in local

area networks [213] but then also in wide-area networks [214] and for general

WWW traffic [215]. It refers to large correlations in the aggregate number of

bytes in time and makes the observation of the corresponding process difficult

since observations tend to be higher or lower than the mean of the process for

long durations of time. Thus, an accurate measurement of the mean traffic rate

requires long observation intervals, which possibly causes problems due to only

piecewise stationarity.
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Self-similar processes behave the same on different scales in time. Self-

similarity implies long-range dependence, but not all long-range dependent pro-

cesses are self-similar. Self-similarity is problematic for network traffic since it

may lead to significant packet loss with finite buffers [216]. However, for moder-

ate utilization values, a superposition of sufficiently many long range dependent

traffic sources may lead to the same buffer overflow probability in the limit as a

Poisson process [217].

For high speed links, the measurement results in [218] show that traffic fluc-

tuations at small time scales tend to be rather uncorrelated. On a scale of 1 s and

above, however, they reveal a self-similar structure. Similarly, [219, 220] finds

empirical evidence that on links with a high level of aggregation the amount of

traffic arriving in small intervals is modeled well by the Gaussian distribution.

The minimum time scale for the Gaussian assumption to hold on links with av-

erage traffic rate greater than 50 Mb/s is between 1 - 8 ms. This is in contrast to

earlier studies where the distribution for the amount of traffic seen within inter-

vals of less than several hundred milliseconds was quite complex. Hence, the high

level of aggregation facilitates bandwidth provisioning in core networks since the

time scales relevant to the buffering behavior of high speed links allow for Gaus-

sian modeling [219].

Generally, it is problematic that rate measurements are often obtained by

SNMP on a time scale of 5 min. Those measurements reveal substantially smaller

variations than traffic on a small time scale like 10 ms. The difference may be

100% or more [221]. This makes it difficult to derive suitable parameters for

small time scales that are required for bandwidth provisioning using – for in-

stance – a Gaussian model.

Bandwidth Provisioning

Bandwidth provisioning procedures differ fundamentally from access to core net-

works since the lower number of users in the access inherently limits the aggre-

gation level [220].
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The network dimensioning approach in [219] supports latency sensitive traffic.

Accordingly, the QoS measure considered for network dimensioning is the prob-

ability that the queue length Q of a router exceeds a certain value x: Pr(Q>x).

To satisfy end-to-end delay requirements as low as 3 ms requires only 15% extra

bandwidth above the average data bit of the traffic in the highly aggregated Sprint

network.

The work in [222] focuses on the probability that the amount of traffic A(T )

generated on a link within a specified time interval T exceeds the capacity C

of the link: Pr(A(T ) ≥ C · T ). The authors argue that applications can cope

with lack of bandwidth within an application-dependent small interval T if this

occurs sufficiently rarely. They develop an interpolation formula that predicts the

bandwidth requirement on a relatively short time scale in the order of 1 s by

relying on coarse traffic measurements. So-called ‘user-oriented’ and ‘black box’

traffic models are used to characterize measurement results. They are evaluated

in [223] with regard to their accuracy for link provisioning. It turned out that black

box models are easier to apply and yield slightly conservative capacity estimates,

which makes them reliable provisioning guidelines.

Traffic Forecasting

Another problem closely related to the network dimensioning problem is fore-

casting of Internet traffic. An approach for long-term forecasting can be found

in [224]. The authors of [225] combine traffic forecasting and network dimen-

sioning to yield an adaptive bandwidth provisioning algorithm. Based on mea-

surements, the required capacity is predicted and adjusted on relatively small time

scales between 4 s and 2 min. The Maximum Variance Asymptotic (MVA) [226]

approach for the tail probability of a buffer fed by an input Gaussian process is

used to make the QoS requirement Pr(delay>D)<ε explicit.
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2.5.3 Admission Control

Admission control (AC), proposed for the Internet in [206], limits the number

of flows in the network. It denies access to new flows if the network risks to

be overloaded. Admission control mechanisms have two objectives. On a single

link they perform link AC (LAC) and decide whether the admission of a new flow

compromises the QoS in terms of packet loss and delay on that link. In a network

they perform network AC (NAC) and decide whether the admission of a new flow

violates the QoS on any link of its path. Numerous methods and protocols have

been proposed to solve both aspects. Implementations always have to solve both

issues, even if one of them is implemented in a trivial way. An extensive overview

on AC can be found in [147].

Link Admission Control

Link AC (LAC) concentrates on a single resource and primarily on the packet

level. The methods can be roughly subdivided into descriptor based, measure-

ment based, and hybrid LAC mechanisms.

Descriptor Based LAC Connection requests carry a flow descriptor [227]

that typically characterizes the rate and the variability of a flow on different time

scales. This may be done by a single or dual token bucket which includes mean

and peak rates. To enforce the conformance of the flow characterization on input

and output interfaces of a router, policers and spacers may be used. The admis-

sion decision is based on the flow descriptor and the amount of already admitted

traffic.

Measurement Based LAC and Hybrid Methods Measurement

based AC uses measurements to determine the bandwidth requirements of in-

dividual admitted flows [228] or of the entire admitted traffic aggregate [229].

From these values it derives the available bandwidth for additional flows. [230]

suggests a hybrid approach that uses descriptors and additionally determines a
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feasible degree of overbooking which is obtained through measurement experi-

ence from the past.

Network Admission Control

Network AC (NAC) prevents overload on multiple resources within a network.

This is a non-trivial task if the decision should be made solely at the network

border without cooperation of interior nodes.

Link-by-Link NAC The most intuitive NAC implementation is certainly the

application of LAC for each link along the path of a flow. The reservation for the

flow is admitted if and only if all AC decisions succeed. This requires interior

nodes of a network to keep per flow states which is difficult to handle, in partic-

ular when network failures occur.

Feedback Based NAC Several protocols rely on feedback from the net-

work. They perform stateless core admission control and avoid explicit per-flow

signaling messages. A recent feedback based NAC approach is based on pre-

congestion notification (PCN) [231]. Each link is monitored by a PCN router

and all its packets are “admission-stop” marked if the current traffic rate on the

link exceeds a pre-configured threshold. The egress routers Z measure the rate

of admission-stop marks for all ingress routers Y separately. If the fraction of

marked packets exceeds a certain threshold, the egress Z signals admission-stop

to the ingress Y . If the fraction drops again below this threshold, Y may continue

to admit new flows.

B2B Budget (BBB) Based NAC The border-to-border (b2b) budget

(BBB) based NAC defines capacity budgets for each b2b relationship (v, w)

within the network and assigns them a capacity portion. A new flow originat-

ing at ingress router v and destined for egress border router w asks for admission

only at its ingress router v. This ingress router performs AC based on the a priori
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dedicated capacity budget BBB(v, w) like on a single resource. This concept is

implemented, e.g., by label switched paths (LSPs) in MPLS.

Resilient NAC Resilient NAC reserves backup capacities in advance to pro-

tect redirected traffic during failure cases and to avoid heavy reservation signaling

in such a critical situation. According to [147], the simplest and most efficient re-

silient NAC implementation is the enhancement of the BBB NAC. The virtual

capacity budgets BBB(v, w) are just set low enough such that the redirection

of admitted traffic cannot cause overload on any link when a failure occurs. The

configuration of the budgets for resilient BBB NAC is well feasible and leads

to reduced but still acceptable resource utilization. Since we assume network re-

silience as a mandatory requirement for carrier grade networks, in the following

AC refers to the non-resilient and resilient version of BBB NAC based on our re-

sults in [4, 10]. We performed a similar analysis for the link-by-link (LBL) NAC

in [5].

2.5.4 Comparisons of AC and CO

We briefly address other comparisons of AC and CO to distinguish them from

our work.

The work in [210] considers utility functions for different applications and dif-

ferent flow level models including the Poisson model. They are used to compare

the additional capacity above the mean rate that is required for networks with

reservations and for networks with a best effort service. In case of the Poisson

model, they find only marginal benefits for AC versus CO while for other flow

level models AC reveals clear benefits. The study regards only a single link such

that questions like the impact of overload due to traffic shifts and redirected traffic

are out of scope.

A comparison of AC and CO in access network dimensioning is the topic

of [232]. They consider the aggregation link in a hierarchically structured access

network and find a clear benefit of AC. Depending on blocking probability, packet
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loss probability, and user activity, the number of subscribers for a given access

network capacity can be substantially higher when AC is used. In contrast, our

work focuses on the dimensioning of an entire network and considers potential

traffic shifts and redirected traffic.

2.5.5 Our Contribution towards Resilient Network

Provisioning

The discussion whether AC or CO is the more suitable concept for efficient di-

mensioning of quality-enabled networks is mainly based on assumptions and be-

liefs. In Chapter 5, we provide insights into this discussion by quantifying and

comparing the required capacity for CO and AC under potential overload and

resilience requirements. We do not concentrate on methods for obtaining reli-

able traffic matrix estimates or specific packet level traffic models, we establish

a more general basis for the comparison. In particular, the contributions in Chap-

ter 5 of this work are (1) the presentation of a capacity dimensioning method

for networks with resilience requirements and changing traffic matrices, (2) the

investigation of the impact of the mentioned sources of overload (a-c) on the re-

quired capacity for CO in networks with and without resilience requirements, and

(3) a comparison of this required capacity with the one for AC.
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3 Load Balancing for

Multipath Internet Routing

In this chapter, we evaluate load balancing for multipath Internet routing. First we

present a new classification of hash-based algorithms that includes existing and

new ones in Section 3.1. Then we present our evaluation method for assessing

the load balancing accuracy and dynamics over time in Section 3.2. Based on

this and the notion of single-stage and multi-stage load balancing introduced in

Section 3.3, the actual performance evaluation of load balancing algorithms can

be found in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. Section 3.6 summarizes this chapter.

This chapter is based on basic principles described in Chapter 2, mainly in

Sections 2.2 and 2.3

3.1 An Overview of Hash-Based Load

Balancing Algorithms

We introduce our notation for the formalization of the problem of load balancing

for multipath forwarding. In this chapter, we refer to load balancing for multi-

path forwarding simply by load balancing since we concentrate on this particular

application.
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3.1.1 A Formal Notation

The set of outgoing links (interfaces) L(r, d) at router r to destination d can

be derived from the routing table and corresponds to the paths used from r to

d. All flows at a certain router r with destination d are denoted by the flow set

F(r, d). This is not the set of currently active flows, but the set of all possible

flows. The destination d actually represents the set of destinations subsumed by

one entry in the routing table. Hence, the flows in F(r, d) are all spread over

the same interfaces. The target load fraction tLF (r, d, l) for a specific outgoing

link l∈L(r, d) describes the desired load balancing objective as a percentage of

the total traffic forwarded at any time instance at router r towards destination d

over link l. Thus, the condition
∑

l∈L(r,d) tLF (r, d, l) = 1 must be fulfilled. For

instance, if router r uses two outgoing links l0 and l1 to spread the traffic towards

d equally, then L(r, d) = {l0, l1} and tLF (r, d, l0) = tLF (r, d, l1) = 50%.

Hash-based load balancing algorithms use a hash function h(·) to compute a

hash value h(id(f)) from the characteristic flow ID id(f) of every packet des-

tined to d. A link selector function sr,d(h(id(f))) then yields the outgoing in-

terface l ∈ L(r, d) from the respective set of outgoing links based on the hash

value. This functional approach avoids the need to store the corresponding outgo-

ing interface for every flow separately. We use the 16-bit cyclic redundancy check

(CRC) in our experiments as recommended in the analysis [67] of different hash

functions for this purpose. The flow ID id(f) consists mostly of the five-tuple

source and destination IP address, source and destination port number, as well

as protocol id, or a subset thereof, which are part of the invariant header field of

each packet. Thus, hash-based algorithms differ with respect to the applied hash

function h and link selector functions sr,d.

We assume that the current traffic rate cTR(r, d, l) at router r over a spe-

cific link l ∈ L(r, d) to destination d can be obtained by some means, e.g.

by online measurements [2]. It allows for calculating the current load fraction

cLF (r, d, l) = cTR(r,d,l)∑
l′∈L(r,d) cTR(r,d,l′)

. If it differs substantially from the target

load fraction tLF (r, d, l) due to stochastic effects, a change of the link selec-
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tor function sr,d is required. For instance, if currently cLF (r, d, l0) = 40% <

50% = tLF (r, d, l0) and cLF (r, d, l1) = 60% > 50% = tLF (r, d, l1) for

the example from above, flows should be relocated from l1 to l0 to abolish this

imbalance.

3.1.2 Static and Dynamic Load Balancing

Algorithms

Static load balancing algorithms do not allow such a change of the link selector

function sr,d while dynamic algorithms automatically adapt their link selector

function to achieve a new balanced traffic distribution.

Flows

Hash h(id(f))

mod

Router r

Link set

0

1

- 1

(a) Direct link selector function.

Bin set

Flows

Hash h(id(f))

mod

0

1

2

Link set

0

1

- 1
- 2

- 1

Router r

4

Link-specific

bin set

(b) Table-based link selector function.

Figure 3.1: Data structures of direct and table-based link selector functions.

Static Hashing

Link selector functions perform either a direct mapping between hash values and

links or an indirect, table-based mapping using intermediate data structures.

Direct Hashing Direct link selector functions may be implemented by a

simple modulo operation, i.e., mod (h(id(f)), |L(r, d)|) determines the num-
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ber of the outgoing interface within the link set. This leads to an even ob-

jective distribution of the traffic aggregate F(r, d) over the links in L(r, d):

tLF (r, d, li) = tLF (r, d, lj) ∀li, lj ∈ L(r, d). The data structure of such a

direct link selector function is illustrated in Figure 3.1(a).

Table-Based Hashing Target load fractions other than even load distribu-

tion can be obtained by table-based link selector functions. They perform an in-

direct mapping from the hash value h(id(f)) to an outgoing interface l∈L(r, d)

via so-called intermediate bins. The bins have pointers to the outgoing inter-

faces. The entire bin set is denoted by B(r, d) and the bins are numbered 0, ...,

(|B(r, d)|−1). Now, the table-based link selector function consists of a bin selec-

tor function (e.g. mod(h(id(f)), |B(r, d)|)) that maps a hash value to a specific

bin, and the pointer of the bin that further directs the flow f to an interface. The

data structure of such a table-based link selector function is illustrated in Figure

Figure 3.1(b). The link specific bin set B(r, d, l) contains all bins of B(r, d) with

pointers to l.

Dynamic Hashing

For static link selector functions, the assignment between bins and links is fixed.

Dynamic algorithms adapt their link selector functions to the current load con-

ditions during runtime. Increasing the link specific bin set B(r, d, l) of a link l

increases also the current load fraction of l. This is achieved by redirecting point-

ers to l from bins with pointers to other links. The reduction of the current load

fraction of a link l works analogously. Dynamic algorithms check the current load

difference

cLD(r, d, l)=cLF (r, d, l) − tLF (r, d, l) (3.1)

for any link l ∈ L(r, d) from time to time, e.g. in periodic intervals of length

tr = 1 s, and reassign the pointers of the bins if needed. Links with a positive

cLD(r, d, l) are called overloaded and those with a negative cLD(r, d, l) are

called underloaded. In the example from above, link l0 is underloaded with a
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current load difference cLD(r, d, l0) = cLF (r, d, l0) − tLF (r, d, l0) = 40% −

50%=−10%. Link l1 is overloaded with cLD(r, d, l1) = 10%. A link l may be

overloaded with regard to some flow set F(r, d) and, simultaneously, it may be

underloaded with regard to some other flow set towards other destinations.

3.1.3 Hash-Based Load Balancing Algorithms

under Study

The reassignment of dynamic load balancing algorithms can be decomposed into

a bin disconnection and a bin reconnection step. Here we introduce a modular

composition of load balancing algorithms based on algorithms from literature

and new ones, propose algorithms consisting of a combination of different dis-

connection and reconnection strategies, and evaluate their performance. Some of

the algorithms are simple, others are rather complex – depending on the number

of reassigned bins. All algorithms are greedy. They are only heuristics and do

not achieve the optimal accuracy. However, [104] demonstrated that finding the

optimal solution to the load balancing problem with minimal flow re-mapping is

NP-hard even if we knew the exact packet sequence in advance. Since this is of

course not true for a realistic load balancer, simplicity and fast execution counts

more than optimality.

In the following, the size of a bin b ∈ B(r, d) is determined by its cur-

rent traffic rate cTR(r, d, b). It is the overall rate of the currently active flows

f ∈ F(r, d) whose IDs id(f) are mapped to b via the hash and the modulo

function. The current traffic load fraction of a bin is defined by cLF (r, d, b) =
cTR(r,d,b)∑

b′∈B(r,d) cTR(r,d,b′)
. This definition is analogous to the definitions for links.

Bin Disconnection Strategies

Bin disconnection strategies differ with regard to the number of simultaneously

disconnected links, i.e., they disconnect either only a single bin or multiple bins

in the disconnection step. Furthermore, disconnection strategies may be conser-
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vative (+), i.e., they try to avoid to bring overloaded links into underload; or they

may be progressive (-), i.e., they are allowed to bring overloaded links into un-

derload.

Single Bin Disconnection (SBD) Both single bin disconnection

strategies (SBD+/−) are illustrated in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: The single bin disconnection SBD+/− strategies relocate only one
bin in each step from the three links l0, l1, l2.

Conservative Single Bin Disconnection (SBD+) The conserva-

tive single bin disconnection strategy (SBD+) disconnects from the link-specific

bin set B(r, d, l) of the link with the largest overload the largest bin b that does

not turn the link into underload. SBD+ avoids to bring any link into underload

and is therefore called conservative (+). This avoids heavy oscillations when big

bins that turn links into underload are moved back and forth between a few links

at successive reassignment steps. SBD+ does not disconnect any bin if the dis-

connection of the smallest bin from the heaviest loaded link l turns the link l into

underload.
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Progressive Single Bin Disconnection (SBD−) The dynamic

load balancing algorithm in [71] proposed for best accuracy disconnects the

largest bin from the link-specific bin set B(r, d, l) of the link l with the largest

overload. It is irrelevant, whether the considered link l then is underloaded or not.

Therefore, this strategy is progressive and we denote it by SBD−.
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Figure 3.3: The multiple bin disconnection MBD+/− strategies relocate several
bins in each step from the three links l0, l1, l2.

Multiple Bin Disconnection (MBD) Both multiple bin disconnection

strategies (MBD+/−) are illustrated in Figure 3.3.

Conservative Multiple Bin Disconnection (MBD+) In contrast

to SBD+, the conservative multiple bin disconnection strategy (MBD+) dis-
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connects from all overloaded links so many bins until any further removal turns

them into underload. The bins within the link-specific sets B(r, d, l) are checked

in the order of decreasing size for removal. The disconnected bins are collected

in a so-called bin pool BP(r, d).

Progressive Multiple Bin Disconnection (MBD−) The progres-

sive multiple bin disconnection strategy MBD− works like MBD+ in the first

step (step 1), but it eventually turns each overloaded link l intentionally into un-

derload by removing its smallest bin from its link-specific bin set B(r, d, l) (step

2). Therefore, we call this strategy progressive (-).

Bin Reconnection Strategies

After single or multiple bin disconnection, the bins must be reconnected to new

links in such a way that the target load fraction tLF (r, d, l) of each link l is met.

Usually, this objective can be achieved only approximately. The resulting load

balancing inaccuracy on any link l when reconnecting bins may be measured by

the current load difference cLD(r, d, l). As an alternative, this difference may be

viewed in a relative way by the relative current load difference rCLD(r, d, l)=
cLD(r,d,l)
tLF (r,d,l)

.

The exact reconnection optimized for one of these measures is difficult, given

the time constraints in high speed routing. Therefore, we solve it again by simple

greedy approaches. For MBD, we sort all bins collected in the bin pool BP(r, d)

according to their size and select bins in the order of decreasing size for recon-

nection to the bin sets. For the purpose of reconnecting each bin — in case of

SBD the only bin — we propose two simple strategies.

Absolute Difference Bin Reconnection (ADBR) We reconnect the

bin to the link l with the lowest current load difference cLD(r, d, l), i.e. with the

largest underload. The bin reassignment strategy ABDR is illustrated in Fig-

ures 3.2 and 3.3.
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Relative Difference Bin Reconnection (RDBR) In a first step, we

try to reconnect the bin to the link l with the largest underload like above,

but only if the new bin b does not turn the link into overload. This can be

achieved if the following holds: ∃l ∈ L(r, d) : cLF (r, d, l) + cLF (r, d, b) ≤

tLF (r, d, l). If this fails, we reconnect the bin b in a second step to a link l

that obtains the lowest relative overload among all links in L(r, d) if the bin b

is assigned to its link set B(r, d, l). Such a link can be formally described by

argminl∈L(r,d)(
cLD(r,d,l)+cLF (r,d,b)

tLF (r,d,l)
). The intuition behind it is the following.

If there are two links l0 and l1 with current load difference cLD(r, d, l0) ≈

cLD(r, d, l1) but target load fractions tLF (r, d, l0) 	 tLF (r, d, l1), link l0

suffers from less overload relative to its target value than link l1 after accom-

modating the new bin. With ABDR this does not matter. For equal target load

fractions tLF (r, d, li) for all links li, there is no difference between ABDR and

RDBR. Therefore, Figures 3.2 and 3.3 do not illustrate RDBR.

Composition of Bin Reassignment Algorithms

We proposed several methods for the disconnection and reconnection of bins. The

generic bin reassignment Algorithm 1 may be instantiated by any of the presented

options SBD−, SBD+, MBD+, and MBD− for BinDisconnection and

ABDR or RDBR for BinReconnect. Thus, we get 8 substantially different

bin reassignment methods by this generic approach.

BP(r, d) = BinDisconnection({B(r, d, l) :
l ∈ L(r, d) ∧ cLD(r, d, l) > 0})

while BP(r, d) �= ∅ do
bmax = argmaxb∈BP(r,d)(cLF (r, d, b))
BinReconnect({B(r, d, l) : l ∈ L(r, d)}, b)

end while

Algorithm 1: Generic bin reassignment method.

In the following, we use a slash-notation to refer to the actual instances of the

algorithms, e.g. SBD−/ADBR. This is the algorithm proposed by [71], while
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the other 7 combinations are new methods. Simplicity and fast execution of the

algorithms was the design goal for the algorithms.

3.2 Evaluation Method for Hash-Based

Load Balancing

In this section we provide an evaluation methodology for hash-based load bal-

ancing algorithms. We use a simulation methodology on the flow level in topolo-

gies suitable for the various problems concerning load balancing. Our simulation

methodology uses synthetic flow IDs instead of packet traces and generates the

flows according to a Poisson model. We motivate these assumptions in the fol-

lowing.

Flow Level Simulation

Many related studies perform a fully detailed network simulation on the packet

level to measure the packet reordering probability. However, the obtained results

depend significantly on the network topology and the routing, on the latency of

different paths, and on the queueing delay caused by cross traffic. Thus, there

are many other factors but load balancing that influence the packet reordering

probability. Therefore, we rather focus on the flow reassignment rate λF R. It is

affected only by the dynamic load balancing and influences the packet reordering

probability proportionally. In addition, flow level simulations run much faster and

allow us to produce very reliable results.

Synthetic Flow ID Generation

Often, real traffic traces are used to evaluate the quality of load balancing mecha-

nisms and to point out that the results are realistic. This is important for assessing
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the quality of hash functions for a certain application. In our study, we use the 16-

bit CRC function because the authors of [67] have shown that “hashing using a

16-bit CRC over the five-tuple gives excellent load balancing performance”, i.e.,

it spreads the flow IDs almost uniformly over the codomain of the hash function.

We are interested in the general potential of static and different dynamic load bal-

ancing algorithms and not in the quality of different hash functions. Therefore,

we use synthetically generated flow IDs with uniform distribution to avoid any

correlation effects within a specific trace.

Traffic Model

The interarrival time of flows on Internet links are exponentially distributed with

rate λIAT [214,233,234]. Therefore, the Poisson model is well applicable on the

flow level. The call holding times are identically and independently distributed

with a typical mean value of E[B]=90 s. Thus, the offered load can be calculated

by a=λIAT · E[B] measured in Erlang (Erl) and can be viewed as the average

number of simultaneous flows. The variation of the bit rates of different flows

has a significant impact on the quality of the load balancing mechanisms [103].

In fact, there are a few large flows (elephants) producing fifty to sixty percent of

the total traffic while the rest is due to many small flows (mice) [235, 236]. As a

consequence, our traffic model is multi-rate to capture this effect. We use nr = 3

different flow types ri, 0≤ i<nr with flow rates c(ri)∈{64, 256, 2048} kbit/s.

Details can be found in [147]. We also use this traffic model in Chapter 5.

Performance Measures and Simulation Credibility

We consider two important performance aspects for load balancing algorithms:

load balancing accuracy and dynamics in terms of the flow reassignment rate.

For the load balancing accuracy, a time-weighted histogram captures the mea-

surements of the current load fraction cLF (l) for each link l ∈ L. This reveals

the load balancing accuracy over time. Since this information is hard to grasp

for more than two links, we additionally define the absolute deviation of the load
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fractions cLF (l) from their target values tLF (l) averaged over all links l∈L

I(r, d) =
1

|L(r, d)|

∑
l∈L(r,d)

|cLF (r, d, l) − tLF (r, d, l)|= (3.2)

=
1

|L(r, d)|

∑
l∈L)(r,d

|cLD(r, d, l)|

and use its mean E[I(r, d)] to capture the inaccuracy by a single number.

For the load balancing dynamics, we capture the flow reassignment rate λF R

as the fraction of all flow reassignments during the simulation and the overall

lifetime of all simulated flows. Its reciprocal can be viewed as the average time

between two reassignments of a flow.

To obtain credible simulation results, we calculate confidence intervals for all

performance metrics used in this work based on standard simulation techniques

such as replicate-delete [237]. We simulate so long that the 99% confidence in-

tervals deviate at most 1% from the respective mean values. Thus, they are very

small which proves the statistical significance of our results. As they are hardly

visible, we do not show them in the following figures.

Example: Impact of Flow Rate Variability

To give an example of our performance measures from above and to illustrate

our visualization techniques, we consider the following simple experiment. A

single router r is supposed to split the flows at r destined for d over two out-

going interfaces l0 and l1 with given equal target load fraction tLF (r, d, l0) =

tLF (r, d, l1) = 50%. The load balancing algorithm uses the simple static direct

hashing. We assume an offered link load of 100 Erl and consider the influence of

the flow rate variability. In the case of homogenous flows, all flows have a bit rate

of 256 kbit/s whereas in the case of heterogeneous flows, the flows have only 64

kbit/s and 2048 kbit/s but the same mean of 256 kbit/s, which yields a high

coefficient of variation of 2.29.
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Figure 3.4: Impact of flow rate variability on the traffic distribution for static load
balancing.

Figure 3.4(a) presents the time-weighted histogram of the current load frac-

tion cLF (l) for both homogeneous and heterogeneous flows for link l0. Since

we consider only two links, the result for link l1 is symmetric. The x-axis shows

the load fraction on link l0 in percent with a granularity of 1%. The y-axis shows

the corresponding percentage with which the respective load fraction could be
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observed in the simulation. The histogram for homogeneous flows illustrates that

the measured load fraction varies from 0.35 to 0.65 in spite of a target load frac-

tion of 0.5. The histogram follows exactly a binomial distribution according to

P (cLF (l) = i(%)) =
(
100

i

)
0.5i(1−0.5)100−i =

(
100

i

)
0.5100 . In case of hetero-

geneous flows, the broader histogram shows that the load balancing accuracy is

significantly decreased.

The information in the histograms of Figure 3.4(a) is presented as cumulative

distribution functions (CDFs) in Figure 3.4(b). The x-axis is like above but the

y-axis shows the probability that the observed load fractions are smaller than

or equal to a value x. The load balancing accuracy is high if the curve increases

around the respective target load fraction tLF (l) with a steep slope. Figure 3.4(a)

is more intuitive but the curves in Figure 3.4(b) are easier to differentiate.

Figure 3.4(c) shows the load balancing inaccuracy I defined in Equation 3.2 as

complementary cumulative distribution functions (CCDFs). The x-axis shows the

load balancing inaccuracy in per-cent, the y-axis indicates the probability that the

absolute value of the current load difference |cLD(r, d, l)| averaged over both

links l0 and l1 is larger than a value x. The load balancing inaccuracy is low if

the curve approaches the x-axis fast. The average inaccuracy E[I ] increases from

3.90% to 10.06% for heterogeneous flows.

In the following we use the presentation from Figure 3.4(b) in simple experi-

ments with two links only and the presentation from Figure 3.4(c) in more com-

plex experiments with more than two links.

This example shows that the flow rate variability has a clear impact on the

load balancing accuracy. If all flows have the same size, the task of load bal-

ancing reduces to the problem of distributing the active flows over the paths just

according to their number and not to their rate. Heterogeneous flow rates compli-

cate this task with an increasing variability. This finding is in line with the results

in [103, 236]. Hence, we conduct all further studies with heterogeneous flows

because this model is more realistic.
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3.3 Single-Stage and Multi-Stage Load

Balancing

Technologies like the Self-Protecting Multipath (SPM) transmit the traffic over

several disjoint paths between source and destination according to a pre-

configured load balancing function. Hence, in this application scenario the traffic

is balanced only once (cf. Figure 3.5(a)). But load balancing is also required for

equal cost multipath (ECMP) routing with OSPF [48] and IS-IS [49, 50]. This

application scenario differs from the SPM by the fact that traffic undergoes load

balancing possibly more than once and that the amount of input traffic for a load

balancer depends on preceding load balancers, which is illustrated by router C in

Figure 3.5(b).

A

(a) The SPM load balances the traffic only once.

A

B

C

(b) ECMP routing causes the traffic to undergo
multiple load balancing steps.

Figure 3.5: Single-stage and multi-stage load balancing applications.

This leads to the notion of single-stage load balancing [12] if the traffic is load

balanced only once on its way from source to destination and to the notion of

multi-stage load balancing [19] if the traffic possibly undergoes multiple load

balancing steps.

We evaluate both applications separately since single-stage load balancing re-

veals the general properties of the algorithms while multi-stage load balancing

has additional inherent problems: (1) flows forwarded by an earlier hash-based

load balancer over a specific interface are “polarized” such that a succeeding load

balancer is potentially not able to spread this traffic aggregate anew [45]; (2) flow
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reassignments by a preceding dynamic load balancer entails possibly further flow

reassignments at succeeding load balancers since suddenly missing or new flows

affect their traffic distribution.

3.4 Evaluation of Single-Stage Load

Balancing

We first evaluate single-stage load balancing to examine the general potential of

the algorithms under study and to extract important parameters that influence the

load balancing result.

3.4.1 Simulation Topology

Since we are interested in the load balancing behavior for a flow set F(r, d) at

router r and destined for destination prefix d, the simulation topology is very

simple. We simulate only the traffic distribution to a given number of interfaces

at a single node according to a given target load fraction tLF (r, d, l).

In the following, we fix the parameters r and d and abandon them from our

notation for easier readability. This is possible as we consider only a single router

and a single destination prefix d.

3.4.2 Evaluation Results

3.4.3 Impact of Exogenous Parameters on the

Accuracy of Static Load Balancing

The exemplary experiment from above already demonstrated the influence of the

flow rate variability on the load balancing accuracy of static load balancing. Here,

we further study the influence of the offered load as the second important exoge-
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nous parameter in a load balancing setting. We assume only two outgoing links

over which the traffic should be equally forwarded.

Figure 3.6 shows the load balancing accuracy for an offered load of a =

10{2,3,4} Erl. It is clearly visible that the load balancing accuracy increases with

the number of simultaneous flows. An offered load of 10 Erl is definitely too

small for load balancing since we observe almost any load fractions between 0%

and 100% and, thus, is not shown here. For 103 Erl we get better values between

0.38 and 0.62 for static load balancing algorithms and an average inaccuracy of

3.13% instead of 10.06% as observed for a = 102 Erl. Very high volume traffic

aggregates at a = 104 Erl lead to almost perfect load balancing with a very low

mean inaccuracy of 0.93%. In the following experiments, we consider an offered

load of 102 Erl because it is a moderate aggregation level and, thereby, more

challenging for the load balancing accuracy.
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3.4.4 Accuracy Increase through Dynamic Load

Balancing

Now we consider possible performance gains through dynamic load balancing

algorithms and first analyze SBD−/ADBR as it has been proposed in [71].

We use a bin reassignment interval with a length of tr = 1 s. The size of the

bin set B is crucial for the accuracy of table-based load balancing. Figure 3.7

shows the distribution function of the load fraction for static load balancing and

for dynamic load balancing with a different number of bins in the two-link ex-

periment from above. With only 10 bins, the average load balancing inaccuracy

E[I ] = 12.05% is larger than for static load balancing (E[I ] = 10.06%). The

small number of bins with dynamic adaptation is counterproductive. However,

there is a significant improvement of the inaccuracy for 50 bins (E[I ] = 6.90%),

100 bins (E[I ] = 5.87%), and 500 bins (E[I ] = 4.74%). Another doubling of

the number of bins does not lead to any clear performance gain (E[I ] = 4.54%).

The algorithms become more complex if the number of bins increases. There-

fore, we work with 100 bins in the following since they lead to a sufficiently high

accuracy and impose still moderate complexity, which is important for technical

feasibility.

3.4.5 Comparison of the Accuracy of Different

Dynamic Load Balancing Algorithms

In case of moderate aggregation level, static load balancing is not accurate

enough, but dynamic load balancing has the potential to alleviate this problem

as demonstrated above. We now compare different dynamic load balancing al-

gorithms and use a more sophisticated experiment for that purpose. The traffic is

distributed over four links with target load fractions of 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%.

We first study the inaccuracy of the single bin disconnection (SBD) and multiple

bin disconnection (MBD) algorithm families. The inaccuracy I is a very intu-

itive measure, but it only should be used to compare the algorithms in the same
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Figure 3.8: Complementary distribution function of the load balancing inaccu-
racy for various load balancing algorithms.

scenario. Load balancing accuracy of scenarios with other target distribution val-

ues or even a different number of links cannot be compared by that approach.

In addition, we show the details on each of the four links for SBD to motivate

the observed performance. Finally, we contrast the detailed results for the best

MBD algorithm to the SBD results to illustrate the potential of multiple bin

disconnection.

Comparison of the Inaccuracy Distribution

Figure 3.8(a) illustrates the complementary distribution function of the inaccu-

racy I for the entire SBD algorithm family. The faster the curves decay, the bet-

ter is the load balancing accuracy. The SBD+-based algorithms (E[I ] = 2.57%

and 2.72%) are significantly more accurate than the SBD−-based algorithms

(E[I ] = 3.74% and 4.15%). For SBD−, the version based on relative differ-

ence bin reassignment (RBDR) is significantly more inaccurate than the version

based on absolute difference bin reassignment (ABDR) while there is hardly

any difference between them for SBD+.
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The MBD algorithm family outperforms the SBD family clearly as illus-

trated with the corresponding results for the MBD algorithms in Figure 3.8(b).

The lines decay much faster. Here, the MBD− versions (E[I ] = 0.73%

and 0.81%) are significantly more accurate than the MBD+-based methods

(E[I ] = 1.76% and 1.77%). For MBD−, the RDBR-based version is only

little more inaccurate than the ABDR-based approach and for MBD+ we can-

not see any difference between them.

Comparison of SBD-Based Load Balancing Algorithms

Figures 3.9(a) – 3.9(c) show the histograms of the load fraction on each of the

four links for various SBD-based algorithms to understand the above results in

detail. For the SBD−/ADBR method in Figure 3.9(a), the deviations around

the target load fraction is symmetric and similar for all links except for the one

with the smallest target load fraction. This phenomenon is due to the flow size

variation. Generally, the range of observed load fractions is still quite broad for

SBD−/ABDR. It removes always the largest bin from the link with the heavi-

est overload. This bin may be too large to balance the load and its disconnection

causes significant underload on the considered link. In addition, this may cause

oscillations if the same bin is exchanged back and forth between the same two

links. As illustrated in Figure 3.9(b), the conservative algorithm SBD+/ABDR

avoids this problem, leads to more accurate load balancing and clearly outper-

forms the progressive approach SBD−/ADBR. It is interesting that links with

a smaller load fraction have a larger peak around their target load fraction, which

is a good feature. This effect is enforced by the SBD+/RDBR approach seen

in Figure 3.9(c) as it tries to minimize the load deviation relative to the respective

target value. However, the data reveal that the impact of the RDBR strategy is

quite weak. The improvement of the load balancing accuracy for links with a low

target load fraction is reached at the expense of a slightly degraded load balancing

accuracy for links with a high target load fraction. The same phenomenon can be

observed with SBD−/ADBR and SBD−/RDBR.
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Potential of MBD-Based Load Balancing Algorithms

Figure 3.9(d) illustrates the load balancing accuracy for MBD−/ADBR. It is

significantly better compared to the SBD-based methods and to emphasize this,

we draw particular attention to the differently scaled y-axis. This clearly shows

the benefit of MBD opposed to SBD.
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Figure 3.9: Accuracy of load balancing over four links for various algorithms.

The accuracy is quite similar for each link. However, links with small target load

fractions rather tend to have positive load deviations while links with large target
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Figure 3.10: Impact of the bin reassignment interval tr on the load balancing
accuracy.

load fractions rather tend to have negative load deviations. The details for the

other MBD versions are omitted here.

In the following we use ADBR-based algorithms because they are less com-

plex and more accurate.

3.4.6 Impact of the Bin Reassignment Interval

Length on the Accuracy and the Flow

Reassignment Rate

The duration of the flows and the application frequency of dynamic reassignment

steps have a significant impact on the load balanced results. In our simulations,

the flow durations are exponentially distributed with a mean value of 90 s but we

do not further elaborate on this issue since this is not a parameter under control.

We rather investigate the load balancing accuracy depending on the reassignment

interval length tr.

Figure 3.10(a) shows the impact of tr on the load balancing accuracy for
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SBD+/ADBR. The complementary distribution functions of the inaccuracy

are similar for tr = 0.1 s and tr = 1 s with mean values of E[I ] = 2.38% and

2.72%. The accuracy is clearly degraded for tr = 10 s (E[I ] = 4.46%) and

it is not acceptable for tr = 100 s (E[I ] = 9.61%). We get similar results for

MBD−/ADBR in Figure 3.10(b). The inaccuracy for tr = 100 s is not ac-

ceptable (E[I ] = 7.15%) but the inaccuracy for tr = 10 s (E[I ] = 2.55%) is

comparable to the best accuracy of SBD+/ADBR. The accuracy values for

tr = 0.1 s and tr = 1 s are also similar, but with E[I ] = 0.48% and 0.81% it is

significantly better than for the corresponding values of SBD+/ADBR.

The flow reassignment rate λF R introduced above is the average number of

reassignments of a flow per second. If we multiply λF R with the lifetime of a

given flow we get the number of reassignments this flow will perceive over its

complete duration on average. The length of the bin reassignment interval tr has

a significant impact on the rate λF R. Figure 3.11 compiles the flow reassignment

rates for SBD+/ADBR and MBD−/ADBR. The flow reassignment rate in-

creases for both algorithms by a factor of 10 if tr decreases by a factor of 10 from

100 s to 10 s. We conclude that the same number of flows is reassigned when-

ever the load is balanced for tr ∈{10, 100} s. A further reduction of tr increases

the reassignment rate significantly less. Hence, the number of reassigned flows

within one step decreases.
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Figure 3.11: Impact of the bin reassignment interval tr on the flow reassignment
rate.

SBD+/ADBR and MBD−/ADBR achieve good load balancing results

for tr = 0.1 s and tr = 1 s. However, for tr = 0.1 s the flow reassignment

rate is much higher. A similar accuracy can be obtained for MBD−/ADBR
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at tr = 10 s and SBD+/ADBR at tr = 1 s with about the same flow re-

assignment rate. After all, a bin reassignment interval length of 1 s should be

chosen for both algorithms. Then, the flow reassignment rate is about 0.04 1
s for

MBD−/ADBR which means that a flow is reassigned every 25 s and that a

flow with a duration of 90 s is reassigned 3.6 times on average. Note that packet

reordering occurs less frequently because packets do not get necessarily out of

order when flows are switched to other paths. The flow reassignment rate may be

further reduced for MBD algorithms if the reconnection process tries to recon-

nect bins to their previous links if reasonable. This obviously already happens by

chance but more intelligent algorithms can enforce this. Their complexity may

be feasible for a bin reassignment interval length of tr =1 s such that this gives

room for further research.

3.5 Multi-Stage Load Balancing

We now extend the single-stage performance evaluation to the multi-stage ap-

plication in networks where polarization effects and interdependencies between

decisions made at different stages occur. We first explain the polarization effect

and its implications and then discuss the accuracy and dynamics of multi-stage

load balancing. Since we use more complicated topologies for the different ex-

periments here, we explain the topologies together with the experiments.

3.5.1 The Traffic Polarization Effect

In Figure 3.12 both router 11 and 21 use the same static load balancing algorithm

without flow reassignments. Router 11 ideally splits the flows in half. Since the

static load balancing depends only on the characteristic flow ID, the algorithms

at both routers make the same decisions based on this ID. Every flow that is

sent over the left interface by 11 is sent over the left interface by 21 as well

since their IDs again produce the same hash values. Thus, the load balancing
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Figure 3.12: Traffic polarization effect.

algorithm at router 21 is without effect. This phenomenon is called polarization

effect similar to light passing through polarization filters [45]. Dynamic hashing

alleviates this effect as it reassigns flows grouped in bins to other links. However,

some bins remain empty and this leads to decreased load balancing granularity

and to worse accuracy. To heal the polarization effect, a randomly generated ID

can be assigned to every node in the network. Ideally, this ID is unique for every

node and changes the output of the hash function such that the polarization effect

vanishes completely. This modification of the input values to the hash function

must be fast and retain the original potential of the load balancing mechanisms.

We suggest a 32-bit random ID. There are many different possible operations to

combine the random ID and the flow ID to a modified input value:

APP Append random and flow ID

XOR Combine last 32 bits of random and flow ID by bitwise-XOR

AND Combine last 32 bits of random and flow ID by bitwise-AND

ADD Perform integer addition between both IDs as binary numbers

So far anti-polarization mechanisms are proprietary and no information about

influencing the hash function input values with the random ID are publicly avail-

able. In [45] Cisco suggests the use of an algorithmically generated ID which is

not further specified.
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3.5.2 Accuracy of Hash-Based Multi-Stage Load

Balancing

We use the simple test scenario illustrated in Figure 3.13(a) to efficiently test

the effect of the proposed modifications against polarization and to evaluate the

accuracy of hash-based multi-stage load balancing. To assess the effectiveness

of the modifications against polarization, we use it as a worst case scenario. All

routers perform static hashing since it is most sensitive to traffic polarization. All

routers at the lower stages obtain input from only one link with traffic that is

possibly polarized. Finally, the link selector function simply decides to map even

hash values to one link and odd hash values to the other link. Thus, there are no

mechanisms for the compensation of polarization.
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Figure 3.13: Hash-based load balancing with anti-polarization mechanisms in
networks.

Ideally, the load is split in half at every router. As seen in Section 3.4.3, the

offered load has a severe impact on the load balancing accuracy. For a fair com-

parison we require an offered load of a = 102 Erl at all stages where we observe

the load balancing results. We achieve this by simulations where we feed the

router at the first stage with 100, 200, or 400 Erl when we evaluate the load

balancing accuracy on the first, second, or third stage.
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Figure 3.13(b) shows the complementary distribution function of the load bal-

ancing inaccuracy for the bitwise AND and the integer addition on the three dif-

ferent stages together with the mean inaccuracy E[I ] = 10%. We omit the results

for appending the random ID (APP) and the XOR-operator as they have no ef-

fect against polarization. With both APP and XOR one link carries 100% of the

traffic at stages 2 and 3. This can be explained by the mathematical properties

of the used hash function CRC16. Basically, CRC16 interprets the flow ID as a

polynomial over the field consisting of {0, 1}. The hash value is the residual of

the polynomial division of the flow ID by a standardized generator polynomial.

Thus, the hash is an element of the vector space of all polynomials of degree at

most 16 over {0, 1}. It can be shown that both modifications are linear functions

in this vector space and therefore have no effect on polarization.

The bitwise AND-operator and the integer addition, in contrast, cancel the po-

larization effect completely and retain the full load balancing potential of static

hashing with E[I ] = 10% at all stages as seen in Figure 3.13(b). These mod-

ifications can be interpreted as non-linear functions. Bitwise operations should

be preferred as they can be easily computed in hardware. Thus, we choose the

bitwise-AND operation to eliminate the polarization effect and use the modified

input values in the following experiments if not mentioned otherwise.

Figure 3.13(b) also shows the inaccuracy at each stage if we use the dynamic

algorithms SBD+ and MBD− instead. The load balancing inaccuracy for both

algorithms increases slightly at each stage. Thus, even though the polarization

vanishes completely as shown above, the dynamic algorithms suffer slightly from

the reassignments made at other routers to which they can react after some delay

only. However, the loss in accuracy is well acceptable.

3.5.3 Dynamics of Hash-Based Multi-Stage Load

Balancing

To evaluate the dynamics of multi-stage load balancing in terms of flow reas-

signments, we use the more complex scenario shown in Figure 3.14(a). Flows
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Figure 3.14: Dynamics of hash-based load balancing algorithms with anti-
polarization mechanism in networks.

arrive at the lower stages from two mutually disjoint paths. This models the dy-

namics caused by multiple independent load balancing entities as nodes in real

networks receive traffic from multiple interfaces. At the same time, the symmetry

of the scenario still keeps the complexity sufficiently low and we can observe the

multi-stage dynamics without bothering with undesirable side effects. Besides,

we configure the target load fraction tLF (r, d, l) = 50% for all routers r and

their links l∈L(r, d). Hence, the routers are expected to receive an offered load

of a = 102 Erl at all stages which does not require different simulation runs

for the assessment of the load balancing accuracy at each stage as before. The

flow reassignment rates λF R(r, d) are measured locally for each router r. If –

for instance – router 11 relocates a flow from the interface to node 21 to the

interface to node 22, router 21 perceives this as the termination of the flow. If

router 11 changes this assignment later and reroutes the flow to node 21, router

21 perceives this as the start of a new flow.

Figure 3.14(b) summarizes the results. The inaccuracy rises slightly from stage

to stage for both dynamic algorithms. The gap between stage 1 and 2 is larger

than in the previous experiment. This is due to the increased dynamics caused
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by the input traffic from two independent dynamic load balancing entities. The

reassignment rates for SBD+ remain constant at 0.032 1
s because the SBD+

bin reassignment potential is limited since only one bin is relocated in each reas-

signment step. For MBD− the rates increase slightly from stage 1 (0.031 1
s ) to

stage 3 (0.042 1
s ) due to its larger potential to reassign bins. The increase is still

well acceptable. However, for both concepts the overall end-to-end reassignment

rate λe2e
F R for the flows routed over the three stages is the sum of the rates at the

three stages. Thus, the end-to-end reassignment rate λe2e
F R increases linearly with

the number of load balancing stages. Therefore, performing load balancing at too

many stages is not recommended.

In addition to the results shown in Figure 3.14(b), we investigated the accuracy

and dynamics of SBD+ and MBD− in the scenario of Figure 3.14(a) without

anti-polarization mechanisms. The polarization effect leads to larger variations

among the four different routers at the same stage than with anti-polarization

mechanisms. For instance, the inaccuracy at stage 3 is in the range from E[I ] =

0.72% to E[I ] = 0.94% for the four different routers and the flow reassignment

rate in the range from λF R = 0.043 1
s to λF R = 0.050 1

s . Thus, polarization

leads to performance degradation also in case of dynamic algorithms and the

modifications against polarization should be used.

3.6 Summary: Accuracy and Dynamics of

Hash-Based Load Balancing

Algorithms

The term load balancing refers to a broad variety of application scenarios. In this

chapter, we gave a brief overview of load balancing applications closely related

to packet forwarding to identify similarities and differences to load balancing for

multipath forwarding, the subject of our study.

Most state-of-the-art routers implement load balancing on the packet level or
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on the flow level using hash-based mechanisms as alternatives. While load bal-

ancing mechanisms on the packet level in principle achieve the highest accu-

racy, they entail packet reordering and hence TCP throughput degradation. Con-

sequently, our study focused on hash-based mechanisms, in particular the impact

of dynamic load balancing with hash-based mechanisms.

We developed an evaluation methodology for hash-based load balancing al-

gorithms that reveals the load balanced results over time. For our performance

evaluation, we identified two fundamentally different scenarios: single-stage and

multi-stage load balancing. The first one was used to demonstrate the basic prop-

erties of the algorithms under study, the second to examine interdependencies

between individual nodes performing load balancing in a network.

In case of moderate aggregation level, static load balancing is not accurate

enough. The deviation from the target value can be as high as 30%. Dynamic

load balancing algorithms are needed. They use an intermediate data structure,

so called bins, and change the assignment of the bins to outgoing links periodi-

cally to account for imbalances. However, the number of bins is an important pa-

rameter, that must be choosen high enough. 100 bins were sufficient and impose

a still moderate implementation complexity. The distribution accuracy improves

significantly if more than a single bin may be reassigned in a single load balanc-

ing step since this leads to more flexibility. Considering the dynamics caused by

flow reassignments, we showed that a bin reassignment interval of 1 s is enough

to achieve a good accuracy. In that case, flows are reassigned every 25 s to other

paths which may cause packet reordering.

For multi-stage load balancing in networks, the simple application of the same

load balancing algorithm in case of static load balancers cannot balance the traffic

due to the polarization effect. We selected an efficient anti-polarization mecha-

nism among some intuitive candidates and showed that suitable methods provide

a general improvement of load balancing methods for their application in net-

works in terms of accuracy. Then, we investigated the flow reassignment rate in

a complex multi-stage network architecture where load balanced traffic from dif-

ferent origins provides the input for the next load balancer. This does not degrade
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the load balancing accuracy if anti-polarization mechanisms are used, but the

overall flow reassignment rate increases approximately linearly with the number

of load balancing steps.

After all, load balancing mechanisms should be carefully chosen to minimize

the load balancing inaccuracy. Load balancing should also not be applied too

often to the same set of flows since this increases the probability for route flaps

and packet reordering.
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4 Fast Resilience Concepts
In this chapter, we evaluate fast resilience concepts. First we discuss the standard

path layout for both MPLS-FRR options in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 contains the

MPLS-FRR performance study. There we analyze the required capacity for the

standard path layout and suggest a simple enhancement that efficiently reduces

the backup capacity requirements. Section 4.3 then describes the most favored

IP-FRR mechanisms within the IETF routing working group (RTGWG) loop-free

alternates (LFAs) and not-via addresses. This section provides a classification of

different LFAs with respect to their ability and suggests options for their combi-

nation with not-via addresses regarding different resilience requirements. Based

on this, Section 4.4 analyzes the effect of combining both IP-FRR mechanisms.

Finally, Section 4.5 summarizes this chapter.

This chapter is based on basic principles described in Chapter 2, mainly in

Section 2.4.

4.1 Mechanisms for MPLS Fast Reroute

MPLS fast reroute mechanisms protect primary LSPs by local repair methods.

A primary LSP is said to be protected at a given hop if it has one or multiple

associated backup tunnels originating at that hop. Here, we want to protect the

primary LSP along all intermediate routers of its path. Thus, each intermediate

router is a so-called point of local repair (PLR) that serves as head-end router

for at least one backup path. In the following, we review both the one-to-one and

the facility backup option of MPLS-FRR and explain the standard options for the

layout of the backup path.
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4.1.1 Local Repair Options in the MPLS Fast

Reroute Framework

We briefly introduce the one-to-one backup and the facility backup together with

mandatory conditions regarding the path layout for the protection of link or router

failures.

One-to-One Backup Using Detour LSPs

The one-to-one backup sets up a backup path from the PLR to the tail-end of the

protected LSP. This backup path is called detour LSP. Each detour LSP protects

exactly one primary LSP, but the primary LSP may be protected by several de-

tour LSPs starting at different PLRs. If a detour LSP intersects its protected path

further upstream, it may be merged with the primary path at a so-called detour

merge point (DMP) to reduce the LSP states in the routers further downstream.

However, we disregard this possibility in the following since we focus on the path

layout and not on configuration details. Operational modes are defined in which

detour LSPs may contain elements of the protected LSP and others are defined

in which such elements are forbidden. In the following, we point out mandatory

constraints to protect against link or router failures.

Link Detour To protect a primary path against a link failure, the router pre-

ceding the failed link acts as PLR by redirecting the traffic onto a detour LSP

towards the tail-end router rtail of the primary path. The backup path must not

contain the failed link, but it may contain the adjacent routers of the failed link.

We call this type of backup path LinkDetour(PLR, rtail).

Router Detour To protect a primary path against a router failure, the router

preceding the failed router acts as PLR by redirecting the traffic onto a detour LSP

towards the tail-end router rtail of the primary path. The backup path must not

contain the failed router and all its adjacent links. We call this type of backup path
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RouterDetour(PLR,rtail). Note that the primary path cannot be protected

against the failure of its head-end or tail-end label switched router (LSR).

The paths LinkDetour(PLR, rtail) and RouterDetour(PLR, rtail) from

the same PLR within the same flow can take different shortest paths due to their

specific requirements as shown in Figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b).

PLR rtail

(a) LinkDetour(PLR, rtail).

PLR rtail

(b) RouterDetour(PLR, rtail).

Figure 4.1: One-to-one backup option using detours to protect link and router
failures.

Facility Backup Using Bypass LSPs

The facility backup sets up a backup path from the PLR to a downstream router of

the protected LSP. This router is called merge point (MP) as it merges the backup

path with the protected LSP. Since the backup path bypasses the failure location,

it is called bypass LSP. Unlike detour LSPs, a bypass LSP can protect multiple

primary LSPs that share the same PLR and MP. In the following, we describe the

placement of the MP for the protection against link or router failures.

Link Bypass To protect a primary path against a link failure, the router

preceding the failed link acts as PLR by redirecting the traffic onto a by-

pass LSP towards the next hop (NHOP) LSR of the PLR. Thus, the adja-

cent routers of the link are the head-end and the tail-end LSRs of the bypass
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LSP which must not contain the failed link. We call this type of backup path

LinkBypass(PLR, NHOP).

PLR

rtail

MP

NHOP

(a) LinkBypass(PLR, NHOP).

rtail

PLR

MP

NNHOP

(b) RouterBypass(PLR, NNHOP).

Figure 4.2: Facility backup using bypasses.

Router Bypass To protect a primary path against a router failure, the router

preceding the failed router acts as PLR by redirecting the traffic onto a bypass

LSP towards the next-next hop (NNHOP) LSR of the PLR. Thus, the neighboring

routers of the failed router within the primary path are the head-end and the tail-

end LSRs of the bypass LSP which must not contain the failed router and all its

adjacent links. We call this type of backup path RouterBypass(PLR, NNHOP).

Like above, the primary path cannot be protected against the failure of its head-

end or tail-end LSR.

The LinkBypass(PLR, NHOP) and RouterBypass(PLR, NNHOP) in Fig-

ures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b) from the same PLR within the same flow take different

paths due to their specific requirements.

4.1.2 Backup Path Configuration

An intuitive standard approach is characterized by setting up backup LSPs ac-

cording to the shortest path principle [143]. Each potential PLR, i.e. each inter-

mediate LSR of a primary LSP, needs a backup path for the protection against

the failure of the next link and the next router, respectively. We now assess the

number of required backup paths. We assume n routers and m bidirectional links

in the network as well as a fully meshed LSP overlay, i.e., there are n · (n−1)
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protected LSPs. The length of a specific primary path p is given by len(p) in

terms of links and the average number of links per primary path is denoted by

len. The number of adjacent links of router r is given by its node degree deg(r).

The average node degree in a network is degavg = 2·m
n

Number of Required Detour LSPs If the one-to-one backup concept

uses separate backup paths for the protection against link and router failures

within LSP p, it requires len(p) link detour LSPs to protect against all link

failures and len(p)−1 router detour LSPs to protect against all router failures

of the primary path. Thus, 2 · len(p)− 1 detour LSPs are required altogether

for the protection of p. As a consequence, n · (n−1) · (2 · len−1) detours are

needed in the network. The authors of [143] suggest that a link failure can be

protected by a LinkDetour(PLR, rtail), but it can also be protected by the

RouterDetour(PLR, rtail). The latter simply has stricter requirements for the

layout of its backup paths. Such backup paths exist for all links except the last

one within the primary path. Thus, len−1 link failures can be protected by a

RouterDetour(PLR, rtail) and the failure of the last link must be protected by

a LinkDetour(PLR, rtail). This reduces the number of detours in the network

to n · (n−1) · len and is the proposed standard path layout for the one-to-one

backup concept.

Number of Required Bypass LSPs The network requires 2 ·m uni-

directional link bypasses to protect against the failures of m different links since

these backup LSPs can protect multiple primary paths. In addition, router bypass

LSPs are needed for the protection against the failure of each of the n routers.

We consider a specific router r with d=deg(r) adjacent bidirectional links over

which traffic can be received from and forwarded to its neighbors. If all combi-

nations are possible, i.e., each neighbor serves both as PLR and NNHOP for a

primary LSP carried over r, d · (d−1) different router bypasses are needed to
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protect against the failure of this router. As a consequence, a rough guess for the

number of required backup paths is

2·m + n·degavg ·(degavg−1) = 2·m+2·m·(degavg−1) =

2·m·degavg = n·deg2
avg .

This expression proposes that considerably fewer bypasses than detours are re-

quired to protect the network against all single link and router failures.

4.2 MPLS-FRR Performance Study

In this section we investigate the performance of the above discussed options

for MPLS-FRR by parametric studies regarding different network characteris-

tics. First, we explain our evaluation method, then we study the required backup

capacity and the number of backup paths per primary path before we compare

their efficiency with other well known resilience mechanisms.

4.2.1 Evaluation Method

We explain the network dimensioning approach used to calculate the required

backup capacity. We also describe the foundation of our parametric study which

is based on artificially generated random networks.

Calculation of the Required Backup Capacity

The required backup capacity is the major performance measure in this study.

We obtain it as follows for a given network topology, a given traffic matrix,

and a given resilience mechanism. The network topology is given by a graph

N =(V, E) where V is the set of routers and E is the set of links. We first com-

pute the capacity c(l) of all links l∈E in the network that is required to carry the

traffic according to the shortest path principle. The sum of these capacities yields
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the required network capacity C∅ =
∑

l∈Ec(l) for the failure-free scenario ∅. The

network must be protected against the failures of a set of failure scenarios S that

contains always the failure-free scenario ∅. Resilience mechanisms require suf-

ficient backup capacity on the links to carry the traffic in each protected failure

scenario. We first determine the link capacity c(s, l) that is required to carry the

traffic in each protected failure scenario s ∈ S according to the routing applied

by the resilience mechanism during the failure. All backup paths follow the re-

spective shortest path that does not contain the failed element. We use the link

capacity c(s, l) to calculate the required capacity for the resilient network by

CS =
∑

l∈E maxs∈S(c(s, l)). Note that traffic aggregates are inactive in failure

scenarios if their source or destination node fails. We express the required backup

capacity relative to the capacity needed for shortest path routing by B=
CS−C∅

C∅
.

This method can be viewed as a network dimensioning approach. It grants the

capacity to the links where it is needed by the considered resilience mechanism.

An alternative option is to calculate, e.g., blocking or QoS violation probabilities

for networks with given link capacities.

Parametric Study

In our parametric study, we assume that every network node serves as border

router with transit capabilities, i.e., all nodes are origin and destination of traf-

fic and forward transit traffic. We assume a fully meshed overlay network and a

homogenous traffic matrix. [238] showes that the heterogeneity of the traffic ma-

trix has a significant impact on the required backup capacity, but an investigation

of this issue in this context is beyond the scope of this work. We consider three

different failure scenarios: all single router failures, all single bidirectional link

failures, and all single router and bidirectional link failures (cf. Section 2.4.1).

We use sample networks in our study to examine a broad range of different

network characteristics. The most important characteristics for resilient networks

are the network size in terms of nodes |V|=n and in terms of links |E|=m. They

define the average node degree degavg = 2·m
n

that indicates the average number
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of adjacent links of the nodes and is thereby an indirect measure for the network

connectivity. In addition, the minimum and the maximum node degree degmin

and degmax are also important measures. Since today’s well established topology

generators cannot control degmin and degmax, we use our own topology genera-

tor which is described in [147] and which incorporates features of the well known

Waxman model [239,240]. It allows direct control over n, degavg, and the maxi-

mum deviation degmax
dev of the individual node degrees from their predefined av-

erage value. It generates connected networks and avoids loops and parallels. We

consider networks of size n∈{10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40} nodes with an average

node degree degavg ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6} and a maximum deviation from the average

node degree of degmax
dev ∈ {1, 2, 3}. We generate 5 networks of each combina-

tion randomly. This sums to 420 sample networks. For each of them we calculate

the required backup capacity for each of the following resilience mechanisms.

I The set of protected failure scenarios comprises all single link failures;

LinkDetour(PLR, rtail) and LinkBypass(PLR, NHOP), respectively,

are used to achieve link protection (LP detour/bypass).

II The set of protected failure scenarios comprises all single router failures;

RouterDetour(PLR, rtail) and RouterBypass(PLR, NNHOP), respec-

tively, are used to provide router protection (RP detour/bypass).

III The set of protected failure scenarios comprises both all sin-

gle link and all single router failures; to achieve link and router

protection, LinkDetour(PLR, rtail) and RouterDetour(PLR, rtail)

or LinkBypass(PLR, NHOP) and RouterBypass(PLR, NNHOP) are

used for the link and router failures, respectively (LRP detour/bypass).

IV As an alternative to the previous scenario, we substitute the link backup

paths through existing router backup paths wherever possible (LRP-SL de-

tour/bypass).

In the following these abbreviations indicate the protected failures and the applied

method. Note that LRP-SL Detour and LRP Bypass are the standard approaches

proposed in [143].
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4.2.2 Backup Capacity Requirements

We compare the backup capacity requirements for the eight protection options

defined above. The protection option also determines the set of protected failure

scenarios the networks are dimensioned for. Each point in Figure 4.3 represents

the average backup capacity for all 60 networks of a specific size and the re-

spective considered failures scenarios. The chosen resilience mechanism has a

significant impact on the required backup capacity.
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Figure 4.3: Impact of the network size, the protected failures, and the resilience
mechanism on the required backup capacity for MPLS-FRR.

We first compare the capacity requirements for the four resilience mecha-

nisms from above link protection (LP), router protection (RP), link and router

protection where link and router failures are protected by separate backup paths

(LRP), and link and router protection where router backup paths also protect

link failures if applicable (LRP-SL) without differentiation between the one-to-

one and the facility backup option where possible. This makes it easy to under-

stand the reasons for the different capacity requirements of both concepts after-

wards. For both the one-to-one and the facility backup, plain router protection

(RP) requires the least resources and in particular less resources than plain link

protection (LP). This is at first glance counterintuitive since router failures af-
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fect also several adjacent links, but there are two reasons that explain the phe-

nomenon. First, inactive aggregates whose source or destination failed decrease

Primary Paths
Backup Paths

(a) In case of router failures, the one-to-one
backup concept deviates the traffic from different
locations in the network.

Primary Paths
Bypass LSPs

(b) In case of router failures, the facility backup
concept deviates the traffic from and also to differ-
ent locations in the network.

Figure 4.4: The Traffic distribution for the one-to-one and facility backup concept
during link and router failures.

the amount of traffic in the network. However, this affects only 2
n

of the en-

tire traffic and, therefore, this effect shrinks with an increasing network size and

makes the curves for RP increase significantly from small to medium size net-

works in Figure 4.3. Another reason for the reduced backup capacity require-

ments of RP compared to LP is the improved traffic distribution around the out-

age location. This is illustrated in Figure 4.4(a). In case of the one-to-one backup

concept, the LinkDetour(PLR, rtail) backup paths for LP have a single point

of local repair (PLR) while the RouterDetour(PLR, rtail) backup paths have

different PLRs. Thus, the traffic is deviated over a larger number of different links

starting from different locations in the network. As a consequence, the required

backup capacity is distributed over a larger number of different links in the net-

work which increases the potential for backup capacity sharing for independent

scenarios. In case of the facility backup concept, the LinkBypass(PLR, NHOP)

backup paths of LP have a single point of local repair (PLR) and a single merge

point (MP) at the next hop (NHOP) while the RouterBypass(PLR, NNHOP)

backup paths have different PLRs or different MPs at the next next hop (NNHOP)

as illustrated in Figure 4.4(b). This leads to an even stronger diversification of the
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rerouted traffic and, therefore, the gap between RP Bypass and LP Bypass is

larger than for the detour concept.

LRP uses the backup paths of both RP and LP and requires clearly

more capacity than their maximum. Hence, LP allocates its capac-

ity at different locations compared to RP. As a consequence, the sub-

stitution of the LinkDetour(PLR, rtail) backup paths through suitable

RouterDetour(PLR, rtail) backup paths for the one-to-one concept and the

substitution of the LinkBypass(PLR, rtail) backup paths through suitable

RouterBypass(PLR, rtail) where possible (LRP-SL) leads to a notable reduc-

tion of required backup capacity in Figure 4.3. However, the last links of the

primary paths cannot be protected by suitable router backup paths. This backup

capacity reduction technique is very effective for the facility backup. Since one

LinkBypass(PLR, NHOP) is used by many primary LSPs, the subsitution of

link bypasses through router bypasses increases the traffic spreading and reveals

an enormous capacity savings potential.

In all considered investigation scenarios, the facility backup concept always

requires more capacity than the one-to-one backup concept. This is clearly due

to the reduced capacity sharing potential: it uses a single path to carry the traffic

of many affected primary LSPs whose traffic is spread over many links by detour

LSPs.

4.2.3 Configuration Overhead: Number of Backup

Paths

As mentioned above, resilience mechanisms differ regarding their configuration

overhead. The number of backup paths that must be configured contributes to the

number of connection states in the network. Therefore, we compare this measure

for the investigated scenarios.

Figure 4.5 shows the average number of backup LSPs per primary LSP de-

pending on the network size. For the one-to-one backup concept (detour), the

number of backup paths scales with the average path length in the network.
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Figure 4.5: Impact of the network size, the protected failures, and the protection
method on the configuration overhead.

The number of backup paths for LP is exactly the average path length (cf. Sec-

tion 4.1.2). The number of intermediate routers along a path is smaller by one

than the number of links and, thus, the number of backup paths for RP smaller by

exactly one than for LP. LRP uses all link detours from LP as well as all router

detours from RP and, therefore, its number of backup paths is their sum. LRP-

SL uses all router detours from RP to substitute appropriate link detours in LP.

This leads to a protection of link and node failures while keeping the number of

backup paths as low as for LP.

For the facility backup concept (bypass), the number of backup paths for LP is

exactly the number of links 2·m. This yields an average per aggregate of 2·m
n·(n−1)

and decreases with the network size. We approximated the number of backup

paths for RP as n · deg2
avg. The results of our evaluation in Figure 4.5 reveal

that this is only an upper bound. Not all routers serve as transit nodes and not all
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combinations are actually used to transport transit traffic over the adjacent links of

a node. This effect is extremely strong for small networks where many aggregates

are direct connections between neighboring nodes. The number of backup paths

for LRP is the sum of LP and RP as before. LRP-SL substitutes link bypasses

with router bypasses for all links within a primary LSP except for the last one.

Since each link is at least once the last link within the primary LSP that consists of

exactly one link connecting neighboring nodes, this does not reduce the number

of required backup paths.

The facility backup clearly requires less backup paths than the one-to-one

backup since one bypass can protect several primary LSPs. While LRP requires

less than one bypass per primary LSP for the facility concept, it requires almost

2 − 5 detours per primary LSP for the one-to-one concept.

4.2.4 A Simple Mechanism for Increasing the

Traffic Spreading

We showed above that the substitution of link backups with suitable router back-

ups where possible (LRP-SL) leads to a notable reduction of the required backup

capacity. This is due to an improved traffic spreading and, hence, increased ca-

pacity sharing potential in the network. However, the failure of the last link of the

primary path cannot be protected by suitable router backup paths. This leaves

room for further improvement and motivates the following simple push back

mechanism for the last link: the idea is to deviate the traffic one hop prior to

the outage location.

In detail, the idea is based on the following observation. When a router fails,

its neighbor routers act as PLRs and redirect the traffic onto different backup

paths. Hence, the traffic can be spread well across the network. When a link fails,

there are several LSPs for which this link is the last link. For all those LSPs, only a

single PLR redirects the traffic over the same link backup path (cf. Figure 4.6(a)).

Pushing the traffic back by one link to the previous router within the primary path

and deviating it from there leads to the same situation like for router failures: the
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traffic can be distributed from different locations (cf. Figure 4.6(b)). This leads

to the following rules for the one-to-one and facility backup options.

PLR NHOP

rtail

Primary Paths

Detour/Bypass LSPs

(a)
LinkDetour(PLR, rtail)/

LinkBypass(PLR, NHOP)

PLR NHOP

rtail

Primary Paths

Detour/Bypass push back LSPs

(b)
PushBackDetour(PLR, rtail)/

PushBackBypass(PLR, NHOP)

Figure 4.6: Application of the push back concept to detour and bypass LSPs.
Since NHOP and rtail are identical, detours and bypasses follow the same
path.

Push Back Mechanism for Detour and Bypass LSPs

When the last link fails and the primary path contains only a single link, a nor-

mal LinkDetour(PLR, rtail) or LinkBypass(PLR, NHOP), respectively, is

the only option. Otherwise, we push the traffic back to the previous router within

the primary path such that it can be deviated from different locations to the tail-

end router rtail or the next hop router NHOP. We call this new kind of backup

paths PushBackDetour(PLR, rtail) and PushBackBypass(PLR, NHOP),

respectively. Note that these backup paths start at the PLR and visit the previous

router before heading to rtail or NHOP. Since the NHOP router and the tail-end

router rtail are identical in case of the failure of the last link, both the detour and

the bypass follow the same path.

Our newly proposed path structures PushBackDetour(PLR, rtail) and

PushBackBypass(PLR, rtail) are shown in Figure 4.6(b). They can be ap-

plied for the protection against the failure of the last link of an LSP. The push

back mechanism leads to the following additional resilience mechanism.
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V The set of protected failure scenarios comprises both all single link and all

single router failures; to achieve link and router protection, the following

backup structures are applied:

• LSPs that consist of only one link are protected against

the failure of their single link by LinkDetour(PLR, rtail) or

LinkBypass(PLR, NHOP), respectively.

• The last link of LSPs longer than one link are protected against

the failure of their last link by PushBackDetour(PLR, rtail) or

PushBackBypass(PLR, NHOP), respectively.

• All other link and router failures of the primary LSPs are

protected by their corresponding RouterDetour(PLR, rtail) or

RouterBypass(PLR, NNHOP), respectively.

(LRP-PB detour/bypass)

Backup Capacity Requirements and Configuration Overhead

We evaluate the backup capacity requirements for the push back mechanism in

Figure 4.7. The application of the push back mechanism for the protection of the

last link (LRP-PB) reduces the required backup capacity additionally between 11

to 22% for the one-to-one backup option and between 16 to 22% for the facility

backup option relative to LRP-SL. The improvment decreases with increasing

network size for both backup concepts. This is all due to the improved traffic

spreading of the push back paths. Remarkably, LRP-PB detour, LRP-PB bypass,

and LRP-SL bypass require clearly less capacity than LP detour/bypass where

only link failures are protected (cf. Figure 4.3).

Concerning the configuration overhead in terms of the number of backup

paths, the push back mechanism does not increase this overhead for the one-

to-one backup relative to LRP-SL. Since the backup paths are LSP-specific, our

mechanism simply replaces the LSP-specific LinkDetour(PLR, rtail) with an-

other LSP-specific PushBackDetour(PLR, rtail) where possible. This is dif-

ferent for the facility backup concept. Here, all bypasses protect a specific net-
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Figure 4.7: Impact of the network size on the required backup capacity for the
push back mechanism.

work element and not a specific LSP. Thus, the LRP-PM bypass uses two by-

passes for each link in the network to protect against its failure. One link bypass

for the protection of LSPs that consist of one link only and one push back by-

pass for the protection of LSPs that consist of more than one link. This leads to

0.11−0.24 additional backup LSPs per primary LSP relative to LRP-SL bypass

and is still well below the configuration overhead for the one-to-one concept.

Exact numbers can be found in [8].

4.2.5 Additional Performance Measures

The backup capacity requirements depending on the network connectivity and

the average prolongation of the path length through backup LSPs are additional

performance measures of interest. A detailed analysis for the one-to-one backup

option can be found in [13] and for the facility backup option in [8]. The network

connectivity in terms of the average node degree reduces the required backup ca-

pacity significantly, in particular for the mechanisms that enforce backup capacity

sharing like LRP-SL and LRP-PB.

Regarding the average path prolongation, the facility backup performs worse
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than the one-to-one backup since it sends the traffic around the failure location

and not directly to the destination. Still, this value does not exceed two hops

for LRP-PB bypass that uses the longest bypass structures. Interestingly, small

networks see shorter prolongation values. In these networks it becomes more

likely to find bypasses and detours of the same length as the original bypassed

part or path to the destination, respectively.

4.2.6 Comparison of the Required Backup

Capacity for Restoration, End-to-End

Protection, and Local Protection

We consider the backup capacity requirements for the self-protecting multipath

(SPM) [9,18,147], which is an efficient end-to-end protection scheme, for short-

est path re-routing (SPR) and equal-cost multipath (ECMP) re-routing, which

are the most basic restoration schemes, and for both MPLS-FRR concepts. All

mechanisms were configured to protect all single link and node failures.
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Figure 4.8: Impact of the network size and the resilience mechanism (restoration,
e2e protection, and local protection) on the required backup capacity.

Figure 4.8 shows the averages of their required backup capacities depending
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on the network size. For MPLS-FRR we show the results of LRP-SL detour

and LRP bypass, the proposed standard path layout for the one-to-one and fa-

cility backup options, respectively, and LRP-PB detour/bypass, the most efficient

backup path layout considered in this study. The SPM requires by far the least

capacity, followed by ECMP and SPR. LRP-SL detour requires 21 − 26% more

capacity than SPR. LRP bypass requires 47 − 86% more capacity than SPR.

However, MPLS-FRR reacts within tens of milliseconds whereas SPR is a sim-

ple restoration mechanism and usually reacts only within seconds [132–134].

The reduced configuration overhead of the facility backup concept comes at the

expense of additional required capacity if LRP is used as proposed in the stan-

dard. Here, LRP-PB helps to reduce the capacity requirements to almost the same

level as for the one-to-one backup concept while keeping the configuration over-

head low. The SPM seems to be the most attractive resilience mechanism since it

requires the least capacity and it is relatively fast as it implements end-to-end pro-

tection. However, in contrast to MPLS-FRR, it needs load balancing capabilities

(cf. Chapter 3) and it is not a standardized approach.

4.3 Mechanisms for IP Fast Reroute:

Loop-free Alternates and Not-via

Addresses

In this section, we describe the IP-FRR mechanisms loop-free alternates (LFAs)

and not-via addresses in detail. We focus on these two mechanisms in our analysis

since they are the most favored ones within the IETF routing working group (RT-

GWG). LFAs are simple as they avoid tunnels and they potentially lead to shorter

detours, but they cannot protect all single failures. Some LFAs are able to protect

only link failures, others protect also router failures. Some lead to routing loops

in case of multiple failures, others are safe. Not-via addresses are more complex

as new prefixes need to be distributed via routing protocols. They require tunnel-
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ing which is undesirable as en-/decapsulation potentially reduces the forwarding

speed of the routers and might lead to packet fragmentation due to MTU limita-

tions. However, not-via addresses offer 100% failure coverage. The combination

of both mechanisms is an option expected to merge their advantages. This issue

is in the focus of our study. We also give recommendations for their combination

regarding different resilience requirements.

4.3.1 Classification of Loop-Free Alternates

In this section, we review the definition of LFAs, we classify them according to

their ability, and establish a new taxonomy.

Definition of LFAs

A loop free alternate (LFA) is a local alternative path from a source node S to-

wards a destination node D in the event of a failure [139]. If S cannot reach its

primary next hop P towards D anymore, it simply sends the traffic to another

neighbor N that still can forward the traffic to D avoiding both the failed ele-

ment and S and thus does not create routing loops. LFAs are pre-computed and

installed in the forwarding information base (FIB) of a router for each destination.

The Internet draft [139] specifies three criteria for LFAs that guarantee different

levels of protection quality and loop avoidance. We illustrate these conditions and

provide a taxonomy for the classification of neighbor nodes with respect to their

ability to be used as LFAs. For compactness sake, in the following LFA refers

both to the neighbor providing the local alternative path and the path itself. The

context clarifies the respective meaning.

Loop-Free Condition (LFC)

We consider source S and destination D in Figure 4.9(a). The numbers associated

with the links are the link metrics taken into account for shortest path routing.

When link S → P fails, packets can only be rerouted over neighbor N . However,
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this creates a forwarding loop because the shortest path of N to D leads back to

S. Therefore, N cannot be used as LFA by S to protect the failure of link S → P .

To avoid loops, the following loop-free condition (LFC) must be met:

dist(N, D) < dist(N, S) + dist(S,D). (4.1)

In Figure 4.9(b), both neighbors N1 and N2 of source S fulfill this condition with

regard to destination D.

1
S DP

Not loop-free

1

N
4 Primary path

1

(a) The neighbor N cannot be used as LFA
because it does not meet the loop-free condi-
tion (LFC).

Primary path

Node-protecting LFA

Link-protecting LFA

D

2
N1

S

2

1

3

N2

P

2

1

(b) Only the node-protecting LFA N2 can be
used to protect against the failure of node P .

Figure 4.9: Illustration of the loop-free condition (LFC) and the node-protection
condition (NPC) for LFAs.

Node-Protection Condition (NPC)

We consider the failure of node P in Figure 4.9(b). When traffic is rerouted to

neighbor N1, the next hop is again P , the traffic is rerouted to S, and a routing

loop occurs. Therefore, N1 cannot be used as LFA by S to protect the failure of

node P . However, N2 can be used for that objective. A neighbor node N must

meet the following node-protection condition (NPC) to protect against the failure

of a node P :

dist(N, D) < dist(N, P ) + dist(P, D) (4.2)
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An LFA meeting the LFC only is called link-protecting while an LFA also meet-

ing the NPC is called node-protecting. Since the NPC implies the LFC1, every

node-protecting LFA is also link-protecting, but not vice-versa.

Downstream Condition (DSC)

We consider source S and destination D in Figure 4.10(a). N provides a node-

protecting LFA for S. If two nodes PS and PN fail simultaneously, S reroutes

its traffic to N . N cannot forward the traffic, either, and reroutes the traffic to S

which is a node-protecting LFA for N in that case. Thus, a routing loop occurs.

Such loops, which are due to multi-failures, can be avoided if an LFA obeys the

downstream condition (DSC):

dist(N, D) < dist(S,D) (4.3)

An LFA fulfilling this condition is called downstream LFA. Allowing only down-

stream LFAs guarantees loop avoidance for all possible failures because packets

get always closer to the destination. In this case, N can be used as LFA for S in

Figure 4.10(a) but not vice-versa which avoids the routing loop in our example.

N must use another neighbor – if available – to protect against the failure of PN .

Equal-Cost Alternates (ECAs)

The IP-FRR framework [138] classifies equal-cost multipaths (ECMPs) as the

most basic IP-FRR concept (cf. Section 2.4.5). Actually, ECMPs can also be seen

as LFAs in the following sense. A special case of LFAs are equal-cost alternates

(ECAs), i.e., alternative next hops such that the alternative path is not longer than

the primary path. An example is depicted in Figure 4.10(b). Source S knows

several paths of equal cost towards D. If its next hop P fails, it can use any of the

1dist(N, D) <NPC dist(N, P ) + dist(P, D) ≤(a) dist(N, S) + dist(S, P ) + dist(P, D) =(b)

dist(N, S)+dist(S, D) – (a) follows from the triangular equation, (b) holds since the shortest path
from S to D leads via P .
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(a) Neighbor N provides a downstream LFA for
S but not vice-versa. The use of only down-
stream LFAs avoids loops in the presence of
multiple failures.
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(b) The equal-cost alternates (ECAs) N1 and
N2 provide alternate paths of the same length
as the primary path. N1 is just link-protecting
while N2 is node-protecting.

Figure 4.10: Illustration of the downstream condition (DSC) and equal-cost al-
ternates (ECAs).

remaining equal-cost paths as LFA that do not contain the failed element. Thus,

either N1 or N2 may be used as ECA and even both may be used at the same

time. In particular, if the standard routing uses the ECMP option, the traffic hit

by the failure is equally redistributed over the remaining paths. In the following,

ECA refers both to the neighbor providing the local alternative path and the path

itself.

It is easy to see that ECAs cannot create loops in case of multiple failures as

they are always downstream LFAs. They are link-protecting but not necessarily

node-protecting (see N1 in Figure 4.10(b)). This also shows that downstream

LFAs are not necessarily node-protecting.

Taxonomy of LFAs

The above conditions limit the number of neighbor nodes as potential LFAs and

create thereby sets of neighbors with different ability to protect against failures

and loops.

ECAs are always downstream LFAs (DSC). Downstream LFAs are always

loop-free (LFC). Some neighbor nodes do not meet any of the corresponding

conditions. Thus, the set of ECAs is contained in the set of downstream LFAs

which is part of the set of general LFAs which are a subset of all neighbor nodes.

This relation is depicted in Figure 4.11.
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The NPC to guarantee node-protecting LFAs is orthogonal to the other con-

ditions: both neighbor nodes in Figure 4.10(b) are ECAs, but only N2 is node-

protecting. N1 in Figure 4.9(b) and N in Figure 4.10(a) are both downstream

LFAs, but only N is node-protecting. N2 in Figure 4.9(b) is a non-downstream

LFA and node protecting while N in Figure 4.9(a) does not meet any condi-

tion. Examples for non-downstream non-node-protecting LFAs can also be con-

structed.

NPC

LFC

DSC

ECA

6

5

4

7

3

2

1

NPC

NPC

Figure 4.11: Classification of neighbor nodes with regard to their ability as for-
warding alternates to protect failures and to prevent loops.

The Venn diagram in Figure 4.11 partitions the set of neighbor nodes into 7

different categories. We order them according to a possible preference for their

usage as LFAs (the ultimate preference is the network operator’s decision [139]):

1 node-protecting ECAs

2 node-protecting downstream LFAs

3 node-protecting LFAs that do not fulfill the downstream condition

4 ECAs that are just link-protecting

5 downstream-LFAs that are just link-protecting

6 LFAs that are just link-protecting and do not fulfill the DSC.

Neighbors not meeting any of the conditions 7 cannot be used as LFAs as they

create routing loops.

LFAs cannot achieve 100% failure coverage [189–191]. However, they can be

complemented by other IP-FRR mechanisms with a larger failure coverage.
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4.3.2 IP Fast Reroute Using Not-Via Addresses

The intention of this approach is to protect the failure of a node P or of its adja-

cent links by deviating affected traffic around P to the next-next hop (NNHOP)

M using IP-in-IP tunneling. The path of this tunnel must not contain the failed

node P . This is usually not achievable with normal IP forwarding since P is on

the shortest path from S to M . Thus, special “not-via addresses” Mp are intro-

duced such that packets addressed to Mp are forwarded to M not via P . Although

the basic idea of IP-FRR using not-via addresses is tunneling to the the NNHOP,

it is also possible to protect the last link of a path where no NNHOP exists.

Figure 4.12(a) illustrates this concept for the case that a NNHOP exists on

the primary path. Node S must forward a packet destined to D, but the next

hop (NHOP) P (or next link S → P ) fails. Then S encapsulates this packet in

another IP packet addressed to the NNHOP using the not-via address Mp. This

packet is forwarded from S over N to M which is the shortest path around node

P . NNHOP M performs decapsulation and forwards the original packet to D.

1

S D

Primary path Repair IP tunnel

1

1

2 2

P M

N

Mp

Np

Sp

(a) NNHOP exists: encapsulation to address
Mp; the encapsulated packet is carried to M not
via P .

1

S

Primary path Repair IP tunnel

1

1

2 2

D A

N

Ad

Nd

Sd Ds

Ns

(b) NHOP is destination: encapsulation to address
Ds; the encapsulated packet is forwarded to one of
its neighbors and then carried to D not via S.

Figure 4.12: Use of not-via addresses to protect the failure of intermediate nodes
and links, and the last link.

Figure 4.12(b) shows how not-via addresses can be used in case the NHOP D

is already the destination. In contrast to above, node S assumes that only the next

link instead of the NHOP has failed; otherwise, the packet cannot be delivered

anyway. It encapsulates the packet and addresses it towards Ds. The semantic
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of Ds at node S is that the direct link S → D must not be used. Therefore,

the forwarding table at S provides another interface for forwarding the packet

to another neighbor that passes it towards D. Since the packet is sent to Ds, it

cannot loop back to S. Finally, D decapsulates the packet and the original packet

has reached its destination. If indeed not only link S → D but node D has failed,

the packet is discarded as soon as it reaches another neighbor of D.

IP-FRR using not-via addresses guarantees 100% failure coverage for single

node and link failures unless the network gets physically disconnected by such

a failure, i.e., the failed element is an articulation point. The concept is very

similar to the MPLS-FRR facility backup option installing local bypasses to every

NNHOP [8]. However, the backup paths in MPLS may follow explicit routes,

therefore, MPLS-FRR has more degrees of freedom than IP-FRR using not-via

addresses.

In the example of Figure 4.13(a), packets are carried from S to D over P ,

M , and A. If P fails, these packets are tunneled to Mp such that they take the

path S, A,M, A, D which is unnecessarily long and wastes capacity, but does

not create a loop.

D

Primary path Repair IP tunnel

1

P

S

M
Mp

4

1 1

A

Sp

(a) Unnecessarily long backup paths occur if the
tunnel from S to the NNHOP M intersects with
the downstream paths from M to D.

M

Primary path Repair IP tunnel

1

A

S

1

1

1

1

PS

PA

1

MpS

1

D

MpA

(b) Routing loops could occur if packets were re-
cursively tunneled to not-via addresses in case of
multiple failures.

Figure 4.13: With not-via addresses, unnecessarily long backup paths may occur;
recursive tunneling is prohibited to avoid routing loops.

In Figure 4.13(b), S cannot deliver packets to D if nodes PS and PA fail

simultaneously. In that case, S encapsulates packets to D in packets destined to

MpS and these packets are carried to A. A cannot forward the packets to M
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because PA also fails. If A encapsulates them to the not-via address MpA and

returns them to S, a routing loop occurs. Therefore, recursive tunneling using

not-via addresses is prohibited [140].

IP-FRR using not-via addresses requires the network to provide additional en-

tries in the forwarding tables for not-via addresses. Not-via addresses have the

form Mp where p can be any node and M can be any of its neighbors. Therefore,

the number of not-via addresses equals the number of unidirectional links in the

network. The forwarding entries for the not-via addresses can be constructed by

distributed routing algorithms [140].

4.3.3 Comparison of LFAs, Not-Via Addresses,

and their Combined Usage

In this section, we compare the properties of LFAs and not-via addresses and

discuss how both approaches may be combined.

Pros and Cons of LFAs and Not-Via Addresses

Tunneling Not-via addresses fully rely on IP tunneling. This involves en-

and decapsulation of tunneled packets and may have a performance impact on

router hardware. Further, it leads to increased packet lengths inside the tunnel and

may result in packet fragmentation due to maximum transmission unit (MTU)

limitations. Encapsulation applies a different re-write string to the front of the

packet and most current hardware achieves this without performance degrada-

tion. Packet decapsulation at the tunnel endpoint, however, requires two lookup

operations. The first to recognize the tunnel endpoint, the second for further for-

warding with the inner IP address. Most modern hardware is designed to perform

this at line rate. On legacy hardware this can slow down the handling of tun-

neled packets to almost half the line rate. So the major disadvantage caused by

tunneling stems from packet decapsulation on legacy hardware.
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Backup Path Length LFAs may allow slightly shorter repair paths. While

LFAs are computed per destination prefix and deviate the packets directly to the

destination, not-via addresses deviate the traffic around the failure back onto the

original path.

Computational Routing Complexity In principle, each node must re-

move every other node P one by one from the base topology and perform a short-

est path tree (SPT) computation in this reduced topology to the not-via addresses

Np of P ’s neighbors N . Incremental SPT (iSPT) computations reduce this effort

that is proportional to the number of nodes in the network to an equivalent of

5 to 13 SPT computations in real world networks with 40 to 400 nodes [140].

ECAs in particular are very easy to compute since they are obtained for free from

the usual shortest path calculations. For general LFAs, the computational cost of

determining individual repair paths for all destinations can be very high as well.

Hence, the computational routing complexity and its assessment is hardware- and

implementation-dependent.

Failure Coverage If there are no articulation points that disconnect the net-

work in case of a failure, not-via addresses always achieve 100% failure coverage

using a single resilience concept. This is usually impossible for LFAs [189–191].

Compatibility with Loop-Free Re-Convergence Schemes The

computation of the not-via tunnels can be temporally decoupled from the com-

putation of the basic routing. Thus, during routing re-convergence, the tunnels

remain stable making not-via addresses compatible with additional mechanisms

for loop-free re-convergence [180, 241]. This does not necessarily hold for LFAs

since the re-convergence process may render LFA conditions invalid.

Protection of Multicast Traffic Not-via addresses deviate the traffic to

the NNHOP through tunnels. Thus, the NNHOP can infer the usual interface from

the not-via address and run the reverse path forwarding (RPF) check required for
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multicast traffic correctly [140]. Protection of multicast traffic with LFAs seems

complex and is currently not under discussion.

Adaptability to SRLGs The functionality of not-via addresses can be eas-

ily adapted to SRLGs. If SRLGs are known, the SPT computation for the respec-

tive not-via address is simply performed in the topology with all elements from

the SRLG removed. This is much more complicated for LFAs.

Backup path lengths and in particular the potential problems involved in tun-

neling may favor the combined usage of both concepts, the remaining points

advocate not-via addresses. In the following we provide further insights into this

discussion.

Combined Usage of LFAs and Not-Via Routing for Different

Resilience Requirements

In this work, we study three options for IP-FRR with a different level of failure

protection and loop avoidance:

i Protection against all single link failures

ii Protection against all single link and all single router failures

iii Protection against all single link and all single router failures with loop

avoidance in the presence of multiple failures

Not-via addresses fulfill the strictest resilience requirement (iii). LFAs alone can-

not even meet the loosest one because they cannot achieve 100% failure coverage.

Therefore, we complement them by not-via re-routing where necessary. As LFAs

have different properties (cf. Figure 4.11), only certain LFA types can be used in

the above cases in the following order of preference:

i (1), (4), (2), (5), (3), (6), and not-via.

ii (1), (2), (3), and not-via; (4), (5), and not-via to protect the last link.

iii (1), (2), and not-via; (4), (5), and not-via to protect the last link.
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Note that LFAs that are only link-protecting (6) cannot be used for the protection

of the last link for (ii) and (iii) since they may create loops when the destination

node is down.

4.4 IP-FRR Performance Study: LFAs and

Not-Via Addresses

For the above resilience requirements, we analyze the combined applicability of

LFAs and not-via addresses, the backup path prolongation, and the amount of

decapsulated traffic in an experimental environment.

4.4.1 Experimental Environment

We use well-known realistic networks for our experimental environment to ex-

amine the mechanisms under study for their applicability in practice: COST239,

GEANT, Labnet03, and NOBEL. We only present the results from COST239

(see Figure 4.14(a)) and from GEANT (see Figure 4.14(b)) here, since the other

networks do not yield additional insights. The COST239 and the GEANT net-

work are typical representatives of two different network types. For Labnet03

and Nobel there are quantitative, but no qualitative differences.

Even for real networks, traffic matrices are generally unavailable due to con-

fidentiality reasons. Thus, we use the method proposed in [242] and enhanced

in [243] for generating synthetic traffic matrices resembling real-world data. Note

that traffic matrix traces are indeed available for the GEANT network, but we

used the synthetically generated traffic matrices here as well to assure compara-

bility.

We set all link weights to one and perform simple hop count routing as of-

ten used in unoptimized networks. We perform single shortest path first (SPF)

routing. When multiple equal cost paths towards a destination are available, the
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Figure 4.14: Networks under study.

interface with the lowest ID is used as the active interface as specified for IS-

IS [49].

We scaled the traffic matrices such that the maximum link utilization does not

exceed 100% for SPF re-convergence and any of the considered failure scenarios.

4.4.2 Applicability of LFAs and Not-Vias

We first study the applicability of LFAs and not-vias at the individual network

nodes. Figures 4.15 – 4.16 show the percentage of the destinations protected by

different types of LFAs and not-vias for the 11 nodes in the COST239 and the

19 nodes of the GEANT network and resilience requirements (i) to (iii). The x-

axes show the node IDs and the y-axes the percentage of destinations at a node

covered by the respective mechanism in percent. We applied appropriate LFAs

and not-via protection according to the recommendations in Section 4.3.3. Since

there is a slightly different semantic (cf. Section 4.3.2) for not-via addresses for
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the last hop, we indicate not-vias used for the protection of the last hop (LH)

towards a destination separately.

We start with general observations. In networks using simple hop count rout-

ing, only three out of six types of neighbors (cf. Figure 4.11) providing LFAs

exist. First, ECAs that are only link-protecting (4) do not exist since there are no

parallel links. Second, there are no downstream LFAs (2),(5). The downstream

criterion requires that the alternate neighbor N is closer to the destination D than

the deviating node S. Since the distance dist(S, N ) from S to its neighbor N is

always 1, this can only be true for equal cost paths.

We now discuss the results from the COST239 network. The COST239 topol-

ogy represents a class of networks that are well connected among the individual

nodes. For most nodes any other node is reachable within at most two hops. In

Figure 4.15(a) corresponding to resilience requirement (i) – link protection only

– almost all destinations can be protected using LFAs. ECAs (1) protect between

20 to 50% of the destinations and node-protecting LFAs (3) vary from 0 to 30%.

Link-protecting LFAs (6) are applicable for a high percentage of destinations be-

tween 40 to 50 %, mainly to protect the last hops of the relatively short paths.

Almost no not-vias are necessary. Only two nodes require about 10% of not-vias

for the last hop.

Figure 4.15(b) shows the results for the stricter resilience requirement (ii) –

link and node protection. All link-protecting LFAs (6) are replaced with not-

vias. For the strictest resilience requirement (iii) – link and node protection with

general loop avoidance – shown in Figure 4.15(c), node-protecting LFAs (3) are

not sufficient anymore and are again replaced by not-vias. Now, only ECAs and

not-vias are applicable due to the non-existence of downstream LFAs.

The GEANT topology, in contrast, represents a more sparsely connected class

of network topologies. The paths between node pairs are significantly longer

since the nodes lie on circles of three to five nodes. Concerning the results, the

variation between the individual nodes is high. In Figure 4.16(a) for resilience

requirement (i), node 16 is very different from the other nodes. It uses 100%

link-protecting LFAs (6). This can be explained by its special location forming
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Figure 4.16: Applicability of LFAs
and not-via addresses in the GEANT
network with different resilience re-
quirements.
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a triangle with nodes 4 and 8. Besides node 16, only two other nodes use these

LFAs (6) while the number of node-protecting LFAs (3) varies greatly between 0

and almost 80%. In contrast to COST239, all nodes except for node 16, require

not-vias for the protection of the last hops, and up to 70% of all destinations

within a node’s routing table can only be protected using not-via addresses.

For resilience requirement (ii) in Figure 4.16(b), again all link-protecting LFAs

(6) cannot be used anymore. Consequently, node 16 requires 100% not-vias. For

the strictest resilience requirement (iii) in Figure 4.16(c), again only ECAs (1)

and not-vias are applicable. Now node 16 and 17 require 100% not-vias.

The conclusion from this analysis is threefold.

(a) In case of simple hop count routing three out of six types of LFAs do not

exist.

(b) If loop avoidance in general failure cases is required (resilience requirement

(iii)), LFAs other than ECAs cannot be used in networks that use simple hop

count routing

(c) Average values for the coverage achieved by LFAs as shown in previous

work are not sufficient performance measures: the existence of suitable

LFAs largely depends on the network topology and in certain topologies

LFAs cannot protect a single destination prefix at individual nodes under re-

silience requirements (ii) and (iii). The average values hide these variations.

Hence, not-vias are not only necessary as an additional FRR mechanism for

LFAs to achieve 100% failure coverage, for some nodes they are the only

option.

4.4.3 Path Prolongation

A backup path should not be much longer than the original path for delay sensi-

tive applications. Hence, we assess the path prolongation for all failure scenarios.

Figure 4.17 shows the CCDF for the path prolongation for resilience require-

ments (i) and (iii) in the GEANT network. The x-axes shows the path prolonga-

tion x in number of hops, the y-axes shows the conditional probability that a path
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affected by a failure increases by more than x hops. SPF re-convergence is the

comparison baseline since the backup path cannot be shorter.

The length of about 50% of the paths does not increase for plain IP re-

convergence. These are the paths where alternative paths of equal length exist

between source and destination. This value decreases to around 25% if IP-FRR

is applied since fewer ECAs are available for local repair at intermediate nodes.

The difference between IP-FRR and SPF re-convergence is well noticable, how-

ever, the difference between 100% not-via coverage and the combination of LFAs

with not-vias is small and well tolerable. This difference even decreases for the

strictest resilience requirement (iii).

We omit the values for the COST239 network since there is no difference

between both IP-FRR mechanisms, the difference between SPF and IP-FRR is

similar to GEANT.

4.4.4 Decapsulated Traffic from Not-Via Tunnels

In Figures 4.18(a) and 4.18(b), we analyze the amount of traffic that must be de-

capsulated at the not-via tunnel endpoints. All numbers for the individual nodes

are relative to the node capacity, which is the sum of the capacity of the incom-
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ing interfaces of the node. Our performance metric is the maximum amount of

decapsulated traffic observed in all protected failure scenarios. The bars in the

background show the maximum amount of incoming traffic, i.e., the maximum

router load, to relate the results to the overall traffic at a node. Note that the max-

imum router load is well below 100% since the load reaches its maximum for

individual incoming links in different scenarios.

In the COST239 network (Figure 4.18(a)) with 100% not-via-based failure

coverage, almost all nodes must decapsulate at most traffic equivalent to well

below 10% of their capacity. Only node 5 shows a higher value of 15%. Sur-

prisingly, there is no reduction of the maximum amount of decapsulated traffic

with the combined usage for resilience requirement (iii). This does not mean that

the deployment of LFAs does not reduce the amount of decapsulated traffic at

all, however, the maximum over all failure scenarios cannot be reduced here.

For combined coverage and resilience requirement (i), only nodes 0 and 5 still

decapsulate packets. These are the only two nodes that require not-vias to pro-

tect 100% of their destinations. Interestingly, node 0 tunnels packets to node 5

and vice versa. This phenenomen is due to the network structure. While all other

pairs of neighboring nodes form triangles with a third node allowing for the use

of a link-protecting LFA, for nodes 0 and 5 only a quadrangle can be found.

Again, the maximum amount of decapsulated traffic does not decrease at those

two nodes.

The results are slightly different in the GEANT network (Figure 4.18(b)). The

maximum values for 100% not-via coverage stay well below 8% of the node

capacities. For combined usage and resilience requirement (iii), the maximum

amount of decapsulated traffic reduces for one half of the nodes, but most nodes

show only small differences. For resilience requirement (i), a further reduction is

noticable for individual nodes, especially nodes 8 and 16, but all nodes must still

decapsulate traffic.

In general, the combined usage of LFAs and not-vias does not reduce the max-

imum amount of decapsulated traffic significantly. In particular, if more than pure

link protection is required.
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Figure 4.18: Amount of decapsulated traffic per node relative to maximum node
capacity for COST239 and GEANT.

4.5 Summary: Recommendations for Fast

Resilience

Given the presence of component failures in modern communication networks

and the requirements of new emerging services for stringent service availability

and reliability, MPLS- and IP-FRR techniques seem to be a promising answer.

They provide a fast since local reaction.

MPLS-FRR has already been standardized and implemented by many com-

mercial router vendors. The standards describe only signaling issues and the be-

havior of the label switched routers (LSRs) in case of network element failures.

They do not recommend the layout of the backup paths themselves. These backup

paths should be short, easy to configure, easy to calculate, and they should re-

quire only little additional backup capacity when backup capacity sharing is pos-

sible. Many operators use the shortest path that avoids the outage location for the

backup path layout and, thus, intuitively achieve the first three of these require-

ments.

In this chapter, we presented a parametric study of the capacity requirements
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of the one-to-one and facility backup options for MPLS-FRR. Our results show

that the facility backup option in conjunction with the LRP path layout proposed

as standard for bypasses [143] requires more backup capacity than the one-to-

one option in conjunction with the LRP-SL path layout proposed as standard for

detours [143]. This is due to a better distribution of the detoured traffic in failure

cases achieved by LRP-SL. However, the configuration overhead of the facility

backup concept is clearly smaller. If the LRP-SL path layout is also used for

the facility option, the backup capacity requirements become nearly as low as

for the one-to-one concept. Since the configuration overhead remains low, this is

advisable.

Based on the results from our evaluation of the standard mechanisms, we pro-

posed an additional simple mechanism that further increases the traffic spreading

in the network, the so-called pushback mechanisms LRP-PB. These mechanisms

decrease the backup capacity requirements additionally by up to 20%. MPLS-

FRR remains the most expensive resilience concept in terms of capacity relative

to e2e protection switching (SPM) and IP re-routing, but it is extremely fast and

LRP-PB reduces the cost almost to the level of single shortest path re-routing

(SPR). If MPLS-FRR is applied, the bypass concept should be preferred over

the one-to-one option where possible. Its configuration overhead is clearly lower

while the capacity requirements are tollerably higher.

IP-FRR is still under development but the first support in commercial products

supporting is emerging on the market. In this chapter we studied the combined

usage of two important IP-FRR mechanisms currently under standardization by

the IETF: loop-free alternates (LFAs) and not-via addresses. In case of failures,

LFAs deviate traffic to neighboring nodes providing an alternate path towards

the destination that avoids the failed element and does not create loops. Not-via

addresses bypass the failed element with local IP-in-IP tunnels.

We classified different sets of neighbors providing LFAs according to their

ability and established a new taxonomy for LFAs. This taxonomy suggests an

order of preferred combinations of LFAs and not-vias for three types of resilience

requirements described here. Based on this, we presented a performance analysis
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to answer the question whether the combination of both mechanisms is beneficial.

LFAs alone cannot achieve 100% failure coverage and must be complemented

by other IP-FRR mechanisms like not-vias. Our analysis of their combined usage

revealed that three out of six types of LFAs do not exist in networks using simple

hop count routing. If single link and node failures should be protected, at least

50% of all destinations of a node require not-via protection on average. Depend-

ing on the network topology, the variation between individual nodes can be very

high, leading to nodes for which not a single destination can be protected without

not-via addresses.

IP-FRR mechanisms lead to longer backup paths than plain IP re-convergence.

The combined usage of LFAs and not-via addresses leads only to slightly shorter

backup paths than 100% not-via coverage. The same holds for the maximum

amount of decapsulated traffic caused by not-via tunneling. The combined usage

cannot reduce this amount significantly. There is a price to pay in terms of re-

source requirements for the deployment of IP-FRR mechanisms relative to plain

IP re-convergence, but there is no difference between 100% not-via protection

and the combined deployment of LFAs and not-vias.

These findings support the following recommendation. If 100% failure cover-

age with IP-FRR is required, not-via addresses should be applied as the only FRR

mechanism since our results do not show convincing advantages of the combined

application. A homogeneous solution also leads to a simpler network manage-

ment.
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Networks

In this chapter, we evaluate dimensioning techniques for resilient networks. First

we describe our basis for a fair comparison in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 presents the

capacity requirements for capacity overprovisioning (CO) and admission control

(AC) on a single link. This provides a good understanding of the dimensioning

methods that later are applied in the network context. In Section 5.3 we develop

our resilient capacity dimensioning framework for CO and AC in networks and

investigate the impact of traffic shifts and redirected traffic on the required capac-

ity for CO and AC in networks. Section 5.4 summarizes this chapter.

This chapter is based on basic principles described in Chapter 2, mainly in

Section 2.5.

5.1 Basis for a Fair Comparison

Most CO studies use both a flow and a packet level model. The first models the

number of active flows of a traffic aggregate in the network whereas the second

produces the required extra bandwidth above the mean data rate of the traffic.

5.1.1 Packet Level Model

Above, we mentioned effective bandwidths which depend on the queuing behav-

ior of the underlying packet level model. As we are primarily interested in the
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comparison of CO and AC regarding the resource efficiency in networks, we as-

sume the same packet level model in both network types, which leads to the same

required bandwidth, i.e. effective bandwidth, for a flow with both mechanisms.

An inadequate packet level model leads to QoS degradation in both systems.

This consideration eliminates the uncertainty of the packet level model and, thus,

yields the basis for a fair comparison.

5.1.2 Flow Level Model

We consider networks with real-time flows. Such a setting may be found in the

DiffServ architecture (cf. Section 2.1) when we focus only on the bandwidth for

high priority traffic. Real-time flows are mostly triggered by human beings. Thus,

their inter-arrival time is exponentially distributed [214]. The Poisson model for

flow arrivals is also advocated by [233, 244, 245] and evidence of Poisson inter-

arrivals for VoIP calls is given in [234]. Therefore, we use a flow level model that

is characterized by an exponentially distributed inter-arrival time and a general,

independently and identically distributed call holding time. The offered load to

a system is its average number of simultaneous flows if no flow blocking occurs

due to AC. It is measured in the pseudo unit “Erlang” and it is calculated by a= λ
μ

where λ is the arrival rate and 1
μ

the mean holding time of the flows.

5.1.3 Traffic Mix

The author of [147] suggests a simplified multirate model with nr = 3 different

bit rate types r0, r1, and r2 with a bit rate of c(r0)=64 kbit/s, c(r1)=256 kbit/s,

and c(r2) =2048 kbit/s. The random variable Rt indicates the requested rate in

case of a flow arrival. Its distribution in Table 5.1 is parameterized such that

the mean rate of the flows E(c(Rt))=256 kbit/s is independent of the parameter

t∈ [0, 1] and that the coefficient of variation of their rate cvar(c(Rt))=2.291·tR

depends linearly on it. Under the assumption that the flows of all rate types have

the same mean holding time the rate-specific offered load can be calculated by

ai =a · p(ri).
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request type ri c(ri) p(ri)
r0 64 kbit/s 28

31
· t2

r1 256 kbit/s (1 − t2)
r2 2048 kbit/s 3

31
· t2

Table 5.1: Distribution of the flow rate Rt (effective bandwidth) depending on the
parameter t∈ [0, 1].

5.1.4 Capacity Dimensioning for AC and CO on a

Single Link

Capacity dimensioning on a single link with a multi-rate Poisson flow model and

the usage of effective bandwidths is based on multirate queuing models. [147] de-

veloped a dimensioning method based on a multirate M/G/n−0 queue for links

with AC. In [4, 10] we introduced a dimensioning method based on a multirate

M/G/∞ queue for links with CO.

Capacity Dimensioning for AC Using the Multirate M/G/n− 0

Queue

AC limits the number of flows to prevent overload. It blocks a new flow if its

effective bandwidth together with the sum of the effective bandwidths of the al-

ready admitted flows exceeds the link capacity. The probability for a flow to be

blocked at its arrival is denoted by pri

b (C). It depends on the flow rate ri and the

link capacity C. We use a multirate M/G/n− 0 queue without buffers to derive

this flow blocking probability. For the above rate distribution, each request rate

c(ri) can be expressed as an integral multiple cu(ri)= c(ri)
uc

of a basic capacity

unit uc =64 kbit/s. The link capacity C measured in basic capacity units uc cor-

responds to the number of servers n of the queue. The sum of the request sizes

of the active flows – also expressed in capacity units uc – determines the number

of busy servers. The system state probabilities of the M/G/n − 0 queue can be

calculated by the well-known Kaufman/Roberts algorithm presented in [227].
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A newly arriving flow f experiences blocking if the system is in a state with

insufficient free capacity to accommodate its request size c(r(f)). The blocking

probability for f is the sum of the probabilities of all states in which blocking

occurs for a flow with rate c(r(f)). Flows with large request rates face a larger

blocking probability than small flows. Thus, we use the average of the blocking

probabilities pri

b (C) of all request types ri weighted by their occurrence proba-

bility p(ri) and rate c(ri) as the blocking probability pb(C) for capacity dimen-

sioning.

We now can dimension the link capacity C =n ·uc by choosing the number of

servers n large enough that admission requests are rejected only with an accept-

able target blocking probability pb: C = minC′{pb(C
′) ≤ pb}. The algorithm

in [147] was designed to calculate this number in an efficient way.

Capacity Dimensioning for CO Using the Multirate M/G/∞

Queue

CO does not block any flows. With CO, the number of flows on a link is theo-

retically unbounded. Therefore, we model a link by a multirate M/G/∞ queue

with infinitely many server units. The calculation of the equilibrium state proba-

bilities of the number of busy servers of such a queue is known as the stochastic

knapsack with infinite capacity [246]. Its solution was originally derived for the

M/M/∞ system, but due to its insensitivity to the holding time distribution it is

also valid for M/G/∞ systems.

The equilibrium state probabilities can be calculated as follows. The nr dif-

ferent request types define k = nr classes and the k-dimensional state space is

described by X = {x = (x0, x1, . . . , xk−1) ∈ N
k
0} where xi denotes the num-

ber of flows of request type ri in the system. Hence, the type-specific rates c(ri)

yield the theoretically required link capacity c(x) =
∑k−1

i=0 c(ri) · xi of state x,

which may be clearly above the actual link capacity in certain states. The equi-
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librium state probabilities in product-form are

p(x) =
k−1∏
i=0

axi
i

xi!
e−ai (5.1)

with ai being the class-specific offered load in Erlang.

We discuss two different QoS violation probabilities for CO that both depend

on the link bandwidth C.

pa
v The first definition is consistent with the definition of the flow blocking

probability pb. It is the QoS violation seen by a newly arriving flow f .

This probability pa
v comprises the probability of all states in which a new

flow sees a QoS violation after its arrival.

pa
v(C) = 1 −

∑
0≤i<nr

p(ri) ·
∑

{x∈X :c(x)≤C−c(ri)}

p(x) (5.2)

pt
v The second definition is the QoS violation probability pt

v over time. Thus,

it is simply

pt
v(C) = 1 −

∑
{x∈X :c(x)≤C}

p(x) (5.3)

Note that probability pt
v(C) is smaller than pa

v(C).

An overprovisioned link requires so many capacity units C that the probability

for the flows to exceed this bandwidth is smaller than a given tolerable violation

probability pv . Thus, the required capacity is

C = min
C′

{p{a,t}
v (C′) ≤ pv}. (5.4)
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5.2 Capacity Requirements for CO and AC

on a Single Link

In this section we present the capacity requirements for CO and AC on a single

link and perform a sensitivity analysis regarding basic parameters. This provides

a good understanding of the dimensioning methods that later are applied in the

network context. It also shows that the input parameters for capacity dimension-

ing have a visible but moderate influence on the required capacity. This verifies

that the findings for the special choice of a parameter set have a more general

validity.

For this purpose, we first study the impact of various parameters on the re-

quired link capacity to illustrate the dimensioning methods described in Sec-

tion 5.1.4. We also assess the amount of capacity that is missing to fully satisfy

all request on overprovisioned links in case the request rates actually exceed the

link bandwidths and argue for an enhancement of the traffic model that leads to

more overload than the simple Poisson model.

5.2.1 Impact of the Dimensioning Method on the

Required Capacity

We dimension a single link for CO and AC with pa
v, pt

v, pb = 10−3 (c.f. Sec-

tion 5.1.4). All flows have a homogeneous effective bandwidth of 256 kbit/s, i.e.

t =0 (cf. Table 5.1). Figure 5.1 shows the absolute required capacity depending

on the offered link load given in Erlang. The step function appearance at the be-

ginning of the curves in the lower left margin of the figure is due to granularity

effects for small offered load. If the target probabilities become too large, the

link capacity always must be upgraded in steps of 256 kbit/s. Apart from that,

the absolute required capacity increases almost linearly with the offered load for

more than 100 Erlang, but the lines hardly differ and it is difficult to interpret the

results.
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Figure 5.1: Impact of the offered load on the absolute and relative required ca-
pacity of a single link for different dimensioning methods.

Therefore, we also plot the relative required capacity as a multiple of the av-

erage offered traffic in the same figure. The average offered traffic is the average

offered load times the average bandwidth of a flow of 256 kbit/s. It clearly shows

that the relative amount of additional capacity decreases with an increasing of-

fered load. This fact is called economy of scale.

AC requires less capacity than CO if pa
v , the QoS violation probability seen by

a newly arriving flow f , is used for capacity dimensioning with CO. AC blocks

some of the traffic and thus slightly reduces the load in the system compared

to CO. If pt
v, the QoS violation probability over time, is applied as capacity di-

mensioning objective, the required capacity for CO is reduced to such an extent

that it is smaller than the one for AC for very small offered load. However, the

difference between all methods is negligible for medium or large offered load.

Since this difference is negligible, we denote pt
v simply by pv and use it in the

following as the objective for capacity dimensioning with CO since it measures

the QoS violations perceived by all flows in progress.
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5.2.2 Impact of the Request Rate Variability and

the Target Probabilities on the Capacity
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Figure 5.2: Impact of the distribution of the effective flow bandwidth and the
objective probabilities for capacity dimensioning on the required capacity of
a single link.

We next investigate the impact of the objective probabilities pv and pb and the

request rate variability parameter t (cf. Table 5.1) on the required link capacity.

We consider both a homogeneous traffic mix (t=0) and a strongly heterogenous

traffic mix (t = 1) for the objective probabilities pv, pb = 10−3 and 10−6. The

results are compiled in Figure 5.2.

For pv = pb, AC and CO need almost the same amount of capacity. Smaller

objective probabilities and heterogeneous effective bandwidths increase the re-

quired link capacity significantly, but only for little offered load. The influence

of the variability of the effective bandwidth is clearly stronger than the one of the

target probabilities.

In the following we use t = 1 since it is more realistic than t = 0 for Internet

flows whose request rates can be highly variable.
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5.2 Capacity Requirements for CO and AC on a Single Link

5.2.3 Impact of the Target Probability for CO on

the Actual QoS Violation

The severity of the QoS violation perceived by the user depends on the actual

amount of capacity that is missing to fully satisfy all requests. Therefore, we

calculate the average of the missing capacity M in case of CO relative to the

provisioned link capacity C by

E[M ] =
1

C
·

∑
{x∈X :c(x)>C}

p(x) · (c(x) − C) (5.5)

where x is the state vector of the multirate M/G/∞ queue that describes the

number of flows in the system.

Figure 5.3 shows the missing capacity in percent for the above experiments

with heterogeneous traffic for pv =10−3 and 10−6. The jerky leaps of the graph

are again caused by granularity effects. We scaled the left y-axis in multiples

of pv . This makes immediately visible that the average of the percentage of the

missing capacity is in the order of pv , i.e. 10−3 and 10−6, respectively.
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Figure 5.3: Impact of the offered load and the target probability pv on the overall
and conditional average QoS violation E[M ] and E[Mc] for CO.
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We also calculate the average of the missing capacity during overload situa-

tions.This is a conditional average E[Mc]=
E[M]

pv
. According to the construction

of the graph, the curves for E[M ] and E[Mc] coincide, but they pertain to dif-

ferent y-axes. When the QoS is violated, approximately 4% or 8% capacity is

missing for little offered load and a target probability of pv =10−6 or 10−3, re-

spectively. For medium offered load around 1% or 2% are missing, and for large

offered load the missing capacity is negligible regardless of pv .

These values are surprisingly low which results from the smooth behavior of

the Poisson model and the fact that we assumed constant offered load in our

experiment. This allows only small statistical oscillations and does not model

overload due to increased content attractiveness at certain locations.

For the rest of this monograph we choose a maximum flow blocking proba-

bility pb = 10−3 for AC and a maximum QoS violation probability pv = 10−6

for CO. The difference is motivated by the fact that flow blocking is annoying

only for the affected user while QoS violation hits all flows in progress. Note

that the required capacity and the QoS violation revealed only little sensitivity to

the target parameters for medium and large offered load. The required capacity is

mainly controlled by the offered load.

5.2.4 Impact of Transient Overload on the Capacity

In Section 2.5.1 we identified different sources of overload. The Poisson model

accounts for overload due to stochastic fluctuations of the number of flows in

the network. We now model the impact of transient overload on the capacity of

a single link for a better understanding of our model for transient traffic shifts

in networks developed later in this chapter. For this purpose, we assume a con-

stant offered load for most of the time and a temporary increase of the normal

offered load by an overload factor of fl. AC can block excess traffic during time

of overload and preserve QoS at the expense of blocked flows. In contrast, CO

must provide so much capacity that the excess traffic can be carried. Otherwise

the QoS will be unacceptable for all flows in the network.
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Figure 5.4 shows the required capacity for CO and AC together with the flow

blocking probability po
b for AC during time of overload. The results are shown

for an offered load of a=102 and 105 Erlang in the non-overload case.
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Figure 5.4: Impact of the overload factor fl on the required capacity and the
blocked traffic of a single link for a=102 and 105 Erlang.

Since the required capacity for AC is dimensioned for the non-overload case,

the respective curves are independent of the overload factor. However, the block-

ing probability for AC increases with the overload factor fl. The blocking prob-

ability for 105 Erlang is larger than the one for 102 Erlang because there is less

additional capacity available relative to the average traffic rate due to economy of

scale.

The overload factor fl = 1 denotes the non-overload case for CO. Here, CO

requires visibly more capacity than AC for a= 102 Erlang because it uses pv =

10−6 as target probability for dimensioning instead of pb = 10−3. However, for

a = 105 Erlang, the capacity requirements for CO and AC are almost equal for

fl =1. With an increasing overload factor fl, the required capacity for CO scales

about linearly with fl since it must be dimensioned for the offered load during

the overload interval.

In fact, this result for a single link is trivial. Therefore, in the next section,
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we consider different types of overload in networks that are not due to increased

overall traffic, but rather model traffic shifts that cause local overload.

5.3 Capacity Requirements for CO and AC

in Networks

In our analysis of the capacity requirements for CO and AC on a single link, we

mainly modeled overload by means of the Poisson model. The Poisson model

accounts for stochastic fluctuations. It varies the number of flows in the traffic

aggregate, i.e., it models overload due to (a) (cf. Section 2.5.1). However, if we

keep the average offered load constant, it produces very smooth traffic rates such

that only little additional capacity is needed both in networks with CO and AC.

In this section, we investigate the impact of overload that results from traffic

shifts within the network. The traffic shifts temporarily increase the offered load

on individual links without increasing the overall traffic in the network. Such

traffic shifts may result from increased content attractiveness at certain locations

(b) or from redirected traffic due to network failures (c). For both issues we now

must consider the entire network instead of a single link. We first extend our per-

formance analysis method to networks and then investigate the impact of traffic

shifts and redirected traffic on the required capacity for CO and AC.

5.3.1 Resilient Capacity Dimensioning Framework

for CO and AC in Networks

We extend the traffic model and the dimensioning methods for CO and AC from

Section 5.1.4 to networks. This yields a capacity dimensioning framework for

CO and AC in networks that accounts for temporary traffic shifts.
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Traffic Model

In order to incorporate temporary traffic shifts into our analysis, we use the grav-

ity model [243] to generate a basic traffic matrix from which we derive traffic

matrices with simple and complex traffic shifts. We further introduce a notation

for network failures and the resulting (re)routing that also leads to traffic shifts.

Basic Traffic Matrix Most of the network experiments in this chapter are

based on the Labnet03 reference network from Figure 5.5 [147]. But we also use

random networks to obtain more general results. Here we describe the construc-

tion of the basic traffic matrix for the Labnet03 network based on the gravity

model.

The set of nodes V together with the set of bidirectional edges E describe the

topology of the network. All network nodes are both ingress and egress routers,

i.e., they act both as traffic sources and destinations. The average border-to-border

(b2b) load between two nodes in the network is constant and denoted by ab2b. It

determines the overall offered load in the network

atot =
∑

v,w∈V,v �=w

a(v,w)= |V| · (|V|−1) · ab2b.

The generation of the traffic matrix is based on the population of the cities and

their surroundings as compiled in [147]. For two cities corresponding to the nodes

v and w with population sizes π(v) and π(w), the b2b offered load ab2b(v, w)

amounts to

ab2b(v, w) =

⎧⎨
⎩

atot·π(v)·π(w)∑
x,y∈V,x �=y π(x)·π(y)

for v �= w,

0 for v = w.
(5.6)
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Figure 5.5: Topology of the Labnet03 network with 20 nodes and 53 bidirectional
links.

Hot Spot Model for Transient Traffic Shifts A hot spot v in the

network models the increased traffic attraction of a single city. We describe it by

a hot spot factor fh and a modified population function

πv
overload(w) =

⎧⎨
⎩

π(w) if w �= v

fh · π(w) if w = v.
(5.7)

The modified population function is used as input for Equation (5.6). This over-

load model is conservative since it does not increase the overall traffic in the

network. It causes a traffic shift which changes the structure of the traffic matrix.

As a consequence, an increased or decreased load on individual links can be ob-

served. Note that every node v ∈ V is a potential hot spot and even several hot

spots may occur simultaneously. Therefore, we characterize a hot spot scenario

by the set of routers with increased attractiveness, e.g. h = {v, w} is a double

hot spot where an increased traffic attraction is observed for nodes v and w. In

the following, H denotes the set of considered hot spot scenarios and it contains

always the normal scenario h=∅. Note that traffic variations may also be caused
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by other influences, e.g. inter-domain rerouting [247], that may as well increase

the overall traffic volume in the network.

Network Failures and Routing Changes The connectivity of the

network after a failure depends on the failure topology and the applied restora-

tion or protection switching mechanism. In our experiments, we use shortest path

routing since it is the basis for the most frequently used Interior Gateway Proto-

cols (IGPs) OSPF [48] and IS-IS [49, 50].

We characterize a network failure s by the set of failed network elements, e.g.

links or routers. The QoS during network failures depends both on the connectiv-

ity in a failure scenario and on the available capacity of the backup paths. Since

we consider only single link failures in our investigation, the connectivity is not a

problem. But for full resiliency we must dimension the required capacity in such

a way that it prevents overload due to the redirected traffic for all protected failure

scenarios S . This set contains the failure-free case s=∅ by default.

The traffic aggregate between v and w is denoted by g(v,w). The set of all ag-

gregates in the network is G. A failure case s influences the routing of an aggre-

gate g∈G within the network. We describe the routing by the function u(s, l, g)

that describes the percentage of the traffic rate c(g) that uses link l in a specific

failure case s∈S , i.e., the routing in the failure-free case is given by the function

u(∅, l, g). This notation is very general since it expresses the routing of arbitrary

restoration and protection mechanisms and copes well with load balancing.

Capacity Dimensioning in Networks in the Presence of

Traffic Shifts and Network Failures

We extend the capacity dimensioning methods for CO and AC on a single link

from Section 5.1.4 to networks and adapt them to traffic shifts and network fail-

ures. This establishes the concept of “resilient capacity overprovisioning” which

is the heart of our dimensioning framework.

Since we consider traffic shifts due to increased content attractiveness and
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network failures, a network scenario z = (h, s) is determined by its traffic matrix

depending on the hot spot scenario h and the failure scenario s. Conversely, the

functions h(z) and s(z) yield the respective hot spot and failure scenarios.

Dimensioning of Link Capacities in a Network for CO When we

calculate the offered load a(z, l) for link l in a specific networking scenario z we

must consider the load contribution of all traffic aggregates for that link:

a(z, l) =
∑
g∈G

a(h(z), g) · u(s(z), l, g). (5.8)

Based on this value and the given target probability pv , the capacity dimensioning

algorithm for CO presented in Section 5.1.4 computes the capacity c(z, l) of that

link for networking scenario z. The required link capacity for a set of network-

ing scenarios Z is then simply the maximum link capacity of all its networking

scenarios z∈Z:

c(l)=c(Z, l)=maxz∈Z (c(z, l)) . (5.9)

Dimensioning of Link Capacities in a Network for AC We di-

mension the capacity for the BBB NAC described in Section 2.5.3 since this

NAC method is resilient to network failures if configured appropriately. For each

traffic aggregate g ∈ G, a b2b budget exists with a capacity of c(g) that can be

dimensioned based on the offered load a(∅, g) with the link dimensioning algo-

rithm for AC presented in Section 5.1.4. Note that in networks with resilient AC,

failures but no hot spots need to be respected since overload due to hot spots can

be blocked. Thus, the capacity for link l in the networking scenario z amounts to

c(z, l) =
∑
g∈G

c(g) · u(s(z), l, g). (5.10)

The required capacity for a set of networking scenarios Z is again calculated

according to Equation (5.9).
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5.3.2 Performance Measure and Networking

Scenarios under Study

We shortly describe the performance measure for networks and the selected sets

of networking scenarios under study as the basis for the results presented later in

this section.

Performance Measure Similar to Section 5.2, we select the relative re-

quired capacity as our performance measure. However, its definition for single

links must be adapted to networks. The absolute required network capacity is

the capacity of all links in the network and amounts to Cabs =
∑

l∈E c(l). The

average traffic rate under normal conditions is

Cavg =E(c(Rt)) ·
∑
l∈E

a(z=(∅, ∅), l).

Thus, we define the relative required network capacity by Crel =
Cabs

Cavg
.

Sets of Networking Scenarios under Study The sets of networking

scenarios in this section are of particular interest for our study. We assess their

size for the test network in Figure 5.5 to give an idea of the complexity of our

investigation. The sets Zi,0 do not contain failure scenarios and are used for the

examination of the impact of single and double hot spot scenarios without link

failures.

• Z0,0 = {(∅, ∅)}; “the basic traffic matrix in the failure-free scenario”,

|Z0,0|=1.

• Z1,0 = Z0,0 ∪ {“all single hot spots in the failure-free scenario”},

|Z1,0|= |Z0,0|+
(
|V|
1

)
=1+20=21.

• Z2,0 = Z1,0 ∪ {“all double hot spots in the failure-free scenario”},

|Z2,0|= |Z1,0|+
(
|V|
2

)
=21+ 190=211.
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The sets Zi,1 contain networking scenarios with all single link failures for the

examination of the impact of single and double hot spot scenarios in the presence

of link failures.

• Z0,1 = Z0,0 ∪ {“all single link failure scenarios without hot spots”},

|Z0,1|= |Z0,0|+
(
|E|
1

)
=1+53=54.

• Z1,1 = Z0,1∪{“all single link failure scenarios combined with all simul-

taneous single hot spots”}, |Z1,1|= |Z0,1|+|Z0,1| ·
(
|V|
1

)
=54+54 · 20=

1134.

• Z2,1 = Z1,1 ∪ {“all single link failure scenarios combined with all

simultaneous double hot spots”}, |Z2,1| = |Z1,1| + |Z0,1| ·
(
|V|
2

)
=

1134+54 · 190=11394.

5.3.3 Numerical Results

We now study the relative required overall capacity for networks with CO and

compare it to networks with AC. The results present the impact of simple and

complex traffic shifts in networks with and without resilience requirements. The

comparisons were conducted in Labnet03 (cf. Figure 5.5) and in random net-

works of different size. We first present the capacity requirements in non-resilient

networks and then in resilient networks. However for better comparability, we

print Figures 5.6 and 5.8 for non-resilient networks together with Figures 5.7 and

5.9 for resilient networks.

Capacity Requirements in Non-Resilient Networks

We illustrate the impact of hot spot scenarios on the required capacity for CO and

AC in non-resilient networks.

Experiments with Labnet03 Figure 5.6(a) shows the relative required

capacity in Labnet03 depending on the average offered load ab2b between any
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two border routers. The network capacity is dimensioned for the networking sce-

narios Z0,0 (without hot spots), Z1,0 (single hot spots only), and Z2,0 (single

and double hot spots), and for BBB NAC. The hot spot factor is set to fh =2 and

to fh =4, respectively.

Like in the single link experiments, the relative required capacity decreases

for all curves with an increasing load. Surprisingly, CO without hot spots (Z0,0)

requires less capacity than AC. This is due to the following reason. CO can take

advantage of the fact that the offered load on a link is larger than the load for

a single budget. The capacity dimensioning for a specific link for CO is based

on the overall load of all aggregates carried over this link (cf. Equation (5.8)).

In contrast, the BBB NAC considers only the load of a single aggregate for each

b2b budget and the link capacity is the sum of the capacity requirements for all

b2b budgets carried over this link (cf. Equation (5.10). Thus, CO benefits from

increased economy of scale which leads to less required capacity for CO than for

AC. For sufficiently large offered load, this advantage for CO vanishes.

CO with single hot spots requires more capacity than AC since it must provide

enough resources for all possible traffic shifts. CO for double hot spots needs

visibly more resources than CO for single hot spots. An increase of the hot spot

factor from fh = 2 to fh = 4 also increases the resource requirements for CO

considerably.

Figure 5.6(b) shows the relative required network capacity for an offered b2b

load of ab2b = 10 and 1000 Erlang depending on the hot spot factor fh. The

capacity curves for ab2b = 1000 Erlang reveal an almost linear growth, but the

growth is smaller than fh. This is different to the experiment on the single link

(cf. Figure 5.4) which can be explained as follows. The links adjacent to a hot

spot carry all the “hot spot traffic” from and to this hot spot. The rate of these

aggregates scales almost with fh. However, the transit traffic on these links is

not increased or even decreased by the hot spot. As a consequence, the required

capacity for the adjacent links grows less than by fh since their traffic consists of

increased hot spot and slightly decreased transit traffic.

The capacity curves for single hot spots require less resources than those for
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double hot spots. They meet for fh =1 since this is the value for CO without any

hot spots. Hot spot factors fh <1 produce “cold spots”, i.e., the attractiveness of

a certain node is reduced which also effects a traffic shift. However, a cold spot

leads only to a small increase of the required capacity.

The required network capacity for AC is independent of the hot spot factor

and produces, therefore, horizontal lines. For very little offered load of ab2b =

10 Erlang, AC requires significantly more resources than CO, but for a large

offered load of ab2b = 1000 Erlang, AC works efficiently enough such that it

saves capacity by blocking excess traffic in overload situations.

Experiments with Random Networks We conduct a parametric study

using random networks to investigate the impact of the network size on the rel-

ative required network capacity for CO and AC. Similar to our MPLS-FRR per-

formance study (cf. Section 4.2), we construct the random networks with n nodes

and an average node degree of degavg = 3, i.e. with m =
n·degavg

2
bidirectional

links, using the algorithm given from [147]. This algorithm guarantees a con-

nected graph and keeps the degree of every node between 2 ≤ degavg ≤ 4.

We altogether used 140 networks, 20 networks for each network size of n ∈

{10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40} nodes. Like above, we dimension the capacity of

these networks for CO without hot spots, with single hot spots only, and with

single and double hot spots.

Figure 5.8(a) illustrates the results for an average b2b offered load of ab2b =

1000 Erlang and for hot spot factors of fh =2 and 4. Each point corresponds to

the relative required capacity averaged over all 20 networks of a single size, the

bars below and above the curves indicate the confidence intervals. The relative

required capacity for CO without hot spots decreases slightly for an increasing

network size. Since larger networks lead to more offered load per link, CO ben-

efits from an increased economy of scale. In contrast, BBB NAC cannot benefit

from that since the average offered load per budget is independent of the network

size. For a hot spot factor of fh =2, single hot spots only lead to about 50% more

capacity whereas single and double hot spots lead to 75% more capacity than the
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5 Dimensioning of Resilient Networks

average traffic rate in the network. Doubling the hot spot factor to fh = 4 also

doubles the additional capacity requirements to 100-150%.
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Figure 5.8: Relative required capac-
ity in non-resilient random networks
with capacity overprovisioning (CO)
and admission control (AC), respec-
tively.
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Figure 5.9: Relative required capacity
in resilient random networks with ca-
pacity overprovisioning (CO) and ad-
mission control (AC), respectively.

Capacity Requirements in Resilient Networks

We illustrate the impact of hot spot scenarios on the required capacity for CO and

AC in networks with resilience requirements.

Experiments with Labnet03 We consider the following 5 types of net-

working scenarios for our performance analysis of CO.

r0 Z = Z0,1, i.e. resilience against link failures without elasticity for any

hot spots.

r1 Z = Z0,1 ∪ Z1,0, i.e. resilience against link failures with elasticity for

non-simultaneous (i.e. not during failure situations) single hot spots.
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r2 Z = Z0,1 ∪ Z2,0, i.e. resilience against link failures with elasticity for

non-simultaneous single and double hot spots.

r3 Z = Z1,1 ∪ Z2,0, i.e. resilience against link failures with elasticity for

non-simultaneous single and double hot spots and simultaneous (i.e. also

during failure situations) single hot spots.

r4 Z = Z2,1 ∪ Z2,0, i.e. resilience against link failures with elasticity for

simultaneous and non-simultaneous single and double hot spots.

Concerning the relevance of these networking scenarios for capacity dimen-

sioning in practice, we make the following considerations. We assume the prob-

ability of a link failure to be smaller than the one for a hot spot, i.e. pl < ph.

Single link failures must be protected as well as double hot spots. However, we

expect that the simultaneous occurrence of a single link failure together with a

simultaneous hot spot is so unlikely that we do not need to provide additional

capacity for those scenarios. Under these assumptions, option r2 is appropriate

for resilient CO in practice.

Experiments with Labnet03 Figures 5.7(a) and 5.7(b) show the relative

required capacity for CO and AC with resilience against single link failures in

Labnet03. They correspond to Figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(b), but we show the results

for the above mentioned options only for fh =2.

Figure 5.7(a) shows that resilient CO and AC require both substantially more

capacity than CO or AC without resilience against link failures. They both re-

quire backup capacities for redirected traffic on the links. The limit the capacity

requirements converges to for large ab2b depends on the network topology and

the applied restoration or protection switching mechanism. Note that the backup

capacity can be minimized by routing optimization [16, 146].

The curves for resilient CO (r1) and (r2) require only marginally more capacity

than the curve for (r0). This means that the backup capacity for single link fail-

ures almost suffices to absorb traffic shifts due to single and double hot spots for a

hot spot factor of fh =2. As a consequence, resilient CO for application in prac-

tice (r2) requires only little more capacity than resilient BBB NAC for realistic
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load values. We also plotted the options r3 and r4 for resilient CO in the figures

to illustrate that they need about 100% more capacity than r0, r1, and r2. This

extra capacity is needed during single or even double hot spots to simultaneously

accommodate redirected traffic caused by link failures.

Figure 5.7(b) keeps the offered load fixed at ab2b =1000 Erlang and varies the

hot spot factor fh. Resilient CO (r2) is as efficient as resilient AC for hot spot

factors up to about fh =2.

The two Figures 5.7(a) and 5.7(b) show that the relative required capacity for

resilient CO depends on the offered load ab2b, the hot spot factor fh, and the

resilience option. In contrast, for resilient AC it depends only on the offered load

ab2b.

Experiments with Random Networks Finally, we conduct our anal-

ysis with resiliency in random networks from Section 5.3.3 such that the results

in Figure 5.9(a) are comparable to those in Figure 5.8(a). The figure shows that

resilient CO without elasticity for simultaneous hot spots during link failures (r0,

r1, r2) needs a similar amount of capacity like resilient AC for ab2b = 1000 and

fh = 2. Resilient CO with elasticity for simultaneous hot spots again requires

about 100% more additional resources. This observation is apparently indepen-

dent of the network size.

5.4 Summary: Dimensioning of Resilient

Networks

Network dimensioning is a complex task. It must provide sufficient capacity such

that service level agreements (SLAs) with customers can be fulfilled. For this pur-

pose, network providers apply two basically different methods to avoid conges-

tion in the network in case of unexpected traffic load: capacity overprovisioning

(CO) and admission control (AC).
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Capacity overprovisioning (CO) provides abundant capacity on the links to

avoid QoS degradation due to overload in the network. CO must take into ac-

count any kind of overload: (a) overload due to statistical variations of the normal

traffic matrix, (b) overload due to changed traffic matrices caused by traffic shifts

through popular sites (or by changes of the inter-AS routing), and (c) overload

due to redirected traffic caused by network failures.

The model in this chapter is the first to tackle all three sources of overload.

So far overprovisioning techniques were based on simple rules of thumb lead-

ing to massive capacity underutilization in core networks. In contrast, our work

introduces the notion of resilient overprovisioning and proposes a capacity di-

mensioning method for keeping the QoS violation probability pv below a given

limit for important considered networking scenarios z∈Z.

This method is especially useful for a comparison of CO with AC methods.

In addition, the idea of resilient CO can be certainly adapted to other traffic and

overload models, e.g. to overload caused by routing changes of inter-AS routing.

Admission control (AC) is the counterpart to CO. Resilient AC is a require-

ment since the majority of overload situations in the Internet results from network

failures [136]. We dimensioned the link capacities for networks with AC in such

a way that the flow blocking probabilities pb are kept low.

We examined the impact of all three sources of overload (a-c) on the required

capacity by the performance measure “relative required capacity”. This is the

required capacity relative to the average traffic rate. We compared them for net-

works with CO and AC. The offered system load, the strength of traffic shifts, and

the network size were key parameters for our investigation. The most important

results of our study are the following.

• The target probabilities pv and pb for capacity dimensioning have only a

small impact on the required capacity for CO and AC.

• The statistical fluctuations of the Poisson model for flows do not lead to

significant overload and QoS violations. Therefore, additional overload

models are needed.
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• In networks without hot spots and failures, CO requires about the same

capacity as AC or even less as it can take better advantage of economy of

scale.

• Single hot spot scenarios lead to a significant increase of the required ca-

pacity for CO.

• Additional double hot spot scenarios increase these capacity requirements

slightly.

• Resilience against link failures leads to increased capacity requirements

for networks with CO and AC since both types require backup capacity

for the redirected traffic.

• Resilient CO requires about the same network capacity as resilient AC to

protect the network against failures and against overload due to single and

double hot spots because the backup capacity can be used to absorb hot

spots.

• We made these observations in a test network and confirmed them by a

study of random networks of different size.

These findings can be generalized to other sources of overload, e.g. changes of the

interdomain routing, since backup capacity can be reused to protect QoS against

any kind of overload. Finally, since resilient CO requires about the same network

capacity as resilient AC and AC is significantly more complex to deploy than CO,

we conclude that CO is even more attractive than AC in networks with resilience

requirements.
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6 Conclusion

Future generation networks (FGNs) will carry new services with real-time con-

straints and strict availability and reliability requirements. Therefore, FGNs must

facilitate end-to-end quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees and resiliency to fail-

ures. Another key requirement for FGNs is their efficient operation for the reduc-

tion of costs.

In this monograph we studied three aspects of provisioning and control for

resilient FGNs: load balancing for multipath Internet routing, fast resilience con-

cepts, and advanced dimensioning techniques for resilient networks.

Static load balancing on the flow level is not very accurate. For a moderate

aggregation level of the load balanced traffic, the deviation from the target value

can be as high as 30%. Such a large inaccuracy must be considered by the network

resource management and is in fact counterproductive since multipath routing is

often applied for traffic engineering purposes in order to save capacity.

Dynamic load balancing algorithms are a good alternative to reduce the inac-

curacy to values as low as 6%, but they may cause packet reordering due to the

dynamic reassignment of flows to other paths. On average, a flow is reassigned

approximately every 25s. In addition, if flows undergo consecutive load balanc-

ing stages at different nodes along their paths, anti-polarization mechanisms are

absolutely necessary and the number of consecutive stages should be kept low

since this increases the probability for packet reordering. The results in Chap-

ter 3 show that load balancing algorithms must be applied with care.

MPLS and IP fast reroute (FRR) are suitable concepts to achieve fast resilience

in FGNs. The two options one-to-one and facility backup for MPLS-FRR have
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significantly different backup capacity requirements if the standard path layout

is applied. The one-to-one backup needs noticeably less backup capacity due

to a better distribution of the backup traffic in the network. However, simple

improvements of the path layout also reduce the capacity requirements for the

facility backup. It remains slightly more expensive than the one-to-one option,

but it is preferred in general due to its low configuration overhead.

Loop-free alternates (LFAs) and not-via addresses are two important IP-FRR

approaches discussed within the IETF. The applicability of LFAs varies strongly

between individual network nodes and the achieved degree of failure protection

is limited. The joint application of LFAs and not-via addresses is therefore often

seen as an appropriate option to combine the simplicity of LFAs with the full

coverage of the more complex not-via addresses. However, a detailed analysis of

aspects like the amount of decapsulated traffic does not reveal clear advantages

of such a combination. Hence, not-via addresses should be applied as the only

IP-FRR mechanism if 100% failure coverage with IP-FRR is required. Overall,

there is a price to pay in terms of resource requirements for the deployment of

FRR to achieve fast resilience. Chapter 4 evaluated this tradeoff between resource

requirements and the benefits of fast resilience.

Advanced provisioning methods for resilient FGNs must incorporate any kind

of overload: (a) overload due to statistical variations of the normal traffic matrix,

(b) overload due to traffic shifts caused by popular content, and (c) overload due

to redirected traffic during network failures. Appropriate packet- and flow-level

traffic models characterize overload due to (a). So-called hot spot models repro-

duce overload due to (b), and the consideration of the changed routing during a

set of protected failures accounts for overload due to (c).

Admission control (AC) can block overload due to (a) and (b) while capacity

overprovisioning (CO) must consider all sources of overload. Hence, AC is su-

perior to CO in networks where resiliency is not an issue, i.e., where overload

due to (c) is neglected. However, in networks with resilience requirements, i.e.

in resilient FGNs, resilient CO requires about the same network capacity as re-

silient AC since the backup capacity for failure protection can be used to absorb
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hot spots. Since AC is significantly more complex to deploy than CO, CO is even

more attractive than AC in resilient FGNs. Efficient CO requires careful traffic

modeling. The capacity dimensioning framework from Chapter 5 facilitates this

task.

In conclusion, simple and efficient provisioning and control for resilient FGNs

is a challenging task. CO and fast rerouting as presented in this work is certainly

an attractive solution to achieve QoS guarantees and fast resilience. When multi-

path routing is applied, the effects of the inaccuracy of load balancing algorithms

on the resource management must be considered.
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